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Abstract
In the analysis of EEG data, there has been much interest in functional connectivity network
modelling. However, the high-dimensional nature of this type of data renders conventional
network analysis methods intractable.
One popular approach consists of treating EEG signals as multidimensional time series, and
then analysing them in the spectral domain. For this, we need good estimators for the inverse
spectral density function (SDF) matrix. However, issues of ill-denedness or singularities often
arise.
There exist many regularisation methods designed to address these problems. Amongst them,
shrinkage has received particular interest in recent work. A large amount of research has gone
into the development of shrinkage methods for real-valued covariance matrices, but they can
also be applied to the estimation of inverse SDF matrices. This PhD project aims to:
• Further shrinkage estimation in the frequency domain. We show how the equivalent of
the Ledoit-Wolf shrinkage estimator for spectral matrices can be improved upon using a
Rao-Blackwell estimator. We also further a non-linear method based on Random Matrix
Theory (RMT);
• Improve the estimation of inverse spectral matrices and associated variables called the
partial coherences, which measure direct conditional dependence between any two vari-
ables in a multidimensional system. We discuss the impact of shrinkage and another
regularisation method on the quality of the partial coherence estimates, and show how
these methodologies can be improved for this purpose;
• In frequency domain analysis, results are derived for each frequency, over a set of discre-
tised frequencies. However, we are interested in deriving an overall result for the entire
band. We investigate the performance of p-value combiners for frequency-domain data.
All of these results are applied to EEG data collected from 34 schizophrenic subjects and 24
healthy control individuals, and compared with conventional methods in terms of matrix loss
and graph distance.
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Introduction
The understanding of connectivity in multidimensional time series has been a topic of central im-
portance in neurology and neurological imaging. The interest in these techniques is widespread
across imaging techniques (Electroencephalography { EEG, [Medkour et al., 2010]; functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging { fMRI, [Marrelec et al., 2006]) and experimental works of var-
ious types (learning experiments, [Fiecas and Ombao, 2016]; motor skills, [Mima et al., 2000];
resting-state, [Salvador et al., 2005]). One of the most important features of neurological data
analysis is functional connectivity between parts of the brain: how do various regions of interest
interact? For this purpose, graphical modelling of time series is an ideal tool.
In this context, data is recorded from p channels and modelled as a time series, thus cre-
ating p-dimensional time series fXi;tg, i = 1; :::; p, t = 1; :::; N . A well-known contribu-
tion to the analysis of time series connectivity is the frequency-domain approach explored
in [Dahlhaus, 2000]. In this methodology, the data is Fourier-transformed into the frequency
domain and its co-dependency structure is analysed via the partial coherencies. The partial
coherence 2ijj(nij)(f) measures the connection between any two series i and j at frequency
f after the removal of the linear eects of the remaining series, across any frequency range
f 2 
  [0; fN ]2. It is derived from S 1(f), the inverse of the spectral matrix S(f). Its use
in network analysis and related methodologies has become very widespread in the literature
[Makhtar et al., 2014, Mima et al., 2000, Pohja et al., 2002].
Good quality estimates for the spectral matrices S(f) and their inverses S 1(f) are therefore
necessary to the derivation of viable partial coherence estimates. There exists several spectral
matrix estimators in the literature on spectral analysis, the periodogram being the most con-
2The Nyquist frequency, noted fN and expressed in Hz, represents half of the sampling rate of a discrete
signal. This frequency is such that aliasing occurs when sampling beyond ( fN ; fN ).
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ventional option, but it suers from considerable bias and inversion problems. The multitaper
estimate [Percival and Walden, 1993] constitutes an eligible alternative, as it has good spectral
leakage properties, reduced bias and variance. It relies on K tapered sub-matrices combined
together into the nal estimate.
There is a direct relation between the number of sub-elements K and the bandwidth resolution
of the resulting estimator. A balance must be achieved between a suciently large number of
sub-elements K and a suciently narrow bandwidth, however doing so often leads to spectral
estimates that suer from ill-denedness or singularity. Such matrix estimates are not invert-
ible { or unstable under inversion3 { and as a result, the partial coherencies 2ijj(nij)(f) cannot
be evaluated. In the literature currently, there has been little coverage of this topic, despite its
widespread occurrence in applications.
This echoes the issues around inverse covariance matrix estimation in ill-dened regimes. In
both the real-valued and complex-valued domain, such estimation problems can be adequately
addressed with regularisation methods. The premise of these methods is to stabilise an ill-
conditioned covariance matrix estimate by adjusting its eigenvalues, in order to bring them
closer to the unknown true values. Doing so also improves the accuracy of the covariance ma-
trix estimate in terms of various square matrix losses.
Amongst this class of methods, shrinkage has received heightened attention in recent works. It
owes its name to its action on the sample eigenvalues: it adjusts them closer together { \shrink-
ing" their spread { in order to improve stability under inversion of the estimate S^. Linear
shrinkage in the style of Ledoit and Wolf (LW) [Ledoit and Wolf, 2004] is the most well-known
version of this type of estimators. In its most basic form, it balances the initial spectral estimate
S^ with a well-dened target T using a coecient . This is similar to diagonal uplifting, and in
the context of spectral estimation, this considerably helps reduce side-lobe leakage eects when
inverting spectral matrices. For this reason, several extensions have been made on LW shrinkage
estimation for spectral matrices [Bohm and Von Sachs, 2009, Fiecas and Ombao, 2011]. Be-
yond the linear schemes, shrinkage has also been further developed for precision matrix estima-
tion [Marzetta et al., 2011, Ledoit and Wolf, 2012, Wang et al., 2015]. Not withstanding these
3 meaning that S^ 1(f) will be highly unreliable for the precision matrix S 1(f).
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recent advances, the vast majority of research carried out on shrinkage estimation is intended
for real-valued covariance estimation problems, and the realm of results available for spectral /
complex-valued data remains limited.
Using shrinkage or another type of regularisation method, a covariance matrix estimate S^ that
was initially singular becomes invertible. At the design stage, there has been so far a strong
focus on optimising shrinkage for the estimation of the true matrix S, which does not necessar-
ily translate into a good estimator for S 1 after inversion. This was the motivation behind the
work of [Ledoit and Wolf, 2012], for instance. While some extensions have been made for the
estimation of S 1, they tend to rely heavily on Random Matrix Theory (RMT) in a manner
that limits their eective implementations.
Even after the adequate estimation of S 1, the partial coherence estimators may still suer from
pronounced bias. Commonly in covariance regularisation, if the eect of the regularisation is
too strong, the resulting estimate is akin to an identity matrix, proprietary to Gaussian white
noise [Percival and Walden, 1993]. This is known as over-whitening. When that is the case, all
estimates for 2ijj(nij)(f) are near zero-valued, regardless of the true inter-dependency structure
of the multivariate time series fXi;tg.
In the frequency domain approach, in order to create a graphical model, partial coherence es-
timates are derived for all frequencies f in range, and tested for signicance at a suitable level
. The results then need to be aggregated across all frequencies. Depending on the data set,
aggregation may be required across multiple subjects too. This can be regarded as a multiple
hypothesis testing problem. This process is still ambiguous, and to the author's best knowledge,
very few works address this issue beyond [Medkour et al., 2009].
In light of these outstanding issues, this PhD thesis aims to nd high quality and fast es-
timation procedures for the precision spectral matrices and the partial coherencies, and to
implement their use in graphical modelling. More precisely, it aims to improve existing / cre-
ate new shrinakge methods for precision spectral matrices and partial coherencies estimation.
Next, a new framework is developed for graphical modelling based on partial coherencies, which
transforms frequency-wide results into network models.
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The ultimate motive is to apply these theoretical results to the graphical modelling of EEG
data, collected from groups of psychiatric patients who suer from distinct mental ill-health
conditions. The proposed methodologies will be applied to all patients groups, which will allow
for their comparison in terms of functional connectivity.
In chapter 1, the issues around spectral matrix estimation are introduced. A classical estima-
tor, the periodogram, and a more developed estimator, the multitaper estimate, are explored in
details, together with their inversion properties. The trade-o that exists between invertibility
and bandwidth is discussed. Furthermore, the distributional properties of the multitaper spec-
tral estimate are expanded upon, and the similarities with complex-valued covariance matrices
are drawn.
Singular covariance estimation is a problem that can be addressed with shrinkage, which is
extensively reviewed in chapter 2. The general literature in this eld is explored, from the
early concepts of biased covariance estimation and the denition of the conventional Ledoit-
Wolf (LW) estimator, to the more recent developments made for precision matrices and spectral
matrices estimation.
Spectral matrix estimation can be considerably improved with the application of the Rao-
Blackwell theorem to linear shrinkage. In chapter 3, the complex Rao-Blackwell Ledoit-Wolf
(CRBLW) is developed, and the potential improvements for precision spectral matrix estima-
tion are demonstrated on simulated data. This chapter is based on sections of the author's
paper [Walden and Schneider-Luftman, 2015].
In chapter 4, a non-linear regularisation estimator, reliant on RMT, is furthered for spectral
domain estimation. This RMT-based estimator is presented in a fully analytical form, and
shown to produce high quality estimates for the precision matrices in a variety of data models.
This chapter relates to parts of the author's paper [Walden and Schneider-Luftman, 2015].
In the context of this PhD, we are ultimately interested in the estimation of the partial
coherencies. However, with many shrinkage estimators, including those of chapters 4 and
5, over-whitening can occur. In chapter 5, several forms of shrinkage based on Quadratic
Loss (QL) are created. The QL shrinkage techniques are shown to eectively solve the issues
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around over-whitening, with a variety of target matrices T, in computationally non-intensive
manners, and across a variety of data types. This chapter is based on the authors papers
[Schneider-Luftman and Walden, 2016] and [Schneider-Luftman, 2015].
In chapter 6, a two-step framework for graphical modelling is proposed for groups of mul-
tiple times series analysed in the frequency domain. It rst aggregates p-values issued from
signicance tests on partial coherencies, and outputs a weighted graph for each data group, in
a fashion that can eectively represent heterogeneity. This chapter is based on the author's
paper [Schneider-Luftman, 2016].
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Chapter 1
Spectral matrix inversion and
ill-dened systems
1.1 Introduction
The work of this thesis is aimed at 2nd order stationary vector time series fXtg 2 Rp, t 2
[0; ::; T  1], with an associated spectral matrix S(f) 2 Cpp. Many estimation procedures exist
for S(f), a classical approach being the periodogram estimator. The periodogram presents fun-
damental aws in its design: it is biased, has high variance, substantial spectral leakage, and
is also non-invertible. This renders it unusable for the purpose of connectivity estimation, and
calls for the use of an alternative. Here we choose to cover one procedure in particular, with
desirable statistical properties: the Multitaper (MT) estimate [Percival and Walden, 1993].
The MT estimate is computed using a modied Fourier transform on the data fXtg, using a
set of K orthogonal tapers fhk;tg. This is somewhat similar to the well-known smoothed pe-
riodogram [Bloomeld, 2000], another alternative spectral estimation procedure that is widely
used in the literature. The MT estimate and smoothed periodogram operate in similar ways to
smooth the spectral matrix estimate across frequencies within a bandwidth, in order to make it
invertible and remove some of its bias. While the smoothed periodogram achieves this by aver-
aging regular periodograms over overlapped windowed segments, the MT estimates produces K
independent spectra and sums them together. The summation structure of the MT estimates
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lends itself well to regularisation procedures, and also allows to derive distribution properties
that hold even in the nite samples.
With any spectral estimation methods relying on smoothing or kernel bandwidth, there exists
a problematic trade-o between achieving high-resolution and maintaining non-singularity. In
the case of the MT estimate, its degrees of freedom is directly related to its bandwidth, but
allowing for a large bandwidth would result in a loss of information along the frequency range,
especially if there are peaks.
In this chapter, we review the singularity issues that arise when using the periodogram in sec-
tion 1.2, and introduce the basis of the Multitaper estimate in section 1.3, together with its
advantages over the periodogram estimate. In this section, we also review the issues around
selecting the number of tapers K and the impact it has on the bandwidth, as well as its
distributional properties in section 1.4.
1.2 Inadequacy of the Periodogram
Dene some multivariate time series:
fXi;tg, i = 1; ::; p, t 2 f0; T   1g, Xt 2 Rp1;
where each p-dimensional vector Xt has zero-mean and 2
nd order stationary (wide-sense sta-
tionary) processes Xm;t, 8m = 1; ::; p:
8m; t, E(Xm;t) = 0, s()lm = E(Xl;t+Xm;t):
The true spectral matrix S(f) = fS(f)lmgpl;m=1 exists and is given by:
S(f)lm = t
+1X
= 1
s()lme
 i2ft
for each frequency f 2 [ fN ; fN ], fN = 12t and t is the sample time interval.
Denition 1.2.1 (Nyquist Frequency). The Nyquist frequency fN (expressed in Hz) represents
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half of the sampling rate 1
t
of a discrete signal. This frequency is such that, when sampling
beyond ( fN ; fN ), aliasing occurs in the data.
This is traditionally estimated via the periodogram.
Denition 1.2.2 (Periodogram estimate [Percival and Walden, 1993]). The periodogram S^(f)
is an estimate for the spectral matrix of a time series fXi;tg and is dened as:
J(f) =
(t) 1=2p
T
T 1X
t=0
Xte
 i2ftt 2 Cp;
S^(f) = J(f)J(f)
T
:= J(f)J(f)H 2 Cpp:
Each entry of this matrix is dened as follow for k; j 2 f1; :::; pg:
S^(f)kj =
t
T
"
T 1X
t=0
Xk;te
 i2ftt
#"
T 1X
t=0
Xj;te
i2ftt
#
We can then observe that for any k; j  p:
S^(f)kkS^(f)jj   S^(f)kjS^(f)jk = (t
T
)2
"
T 1X
t
Xk;te
 i2ftt
#"
T 1X
t
Xk;te
i2ftt
#

"
T 1X
t
Xj;te
 i2ftt
#"
T 1X
t
Xj;te
i2ftt
#
 (t
T
)2
"
T 1X
t
Xk;te
 i2ftt
#"
T 1X
t
Xj;te
i2ftt
#

"
T 1X
t
Xj;te
 i2ftt
#"
T 1X
t
Xk;te
i2ftt
#
= 0: (1.1)
In order to understand the implication of the above result, we look at the partial coherence.
Denition 1.2.3 (Partial Coherence [Medkour et al., 2009]). The partial coherence of a her-
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mitian positive denite matrix is dened as follows:
2ijj(nij)(f) =
jS(f)ijj(nij)j2
S(f)iij(nij)S(f)jjj(nij)
; (1.2)
where
S(f)ijj(nij) = S(f)ij   S(f)i(nij)S 1(f)(nij)(nij)S(f)(nij)j:
S(f)(nij)(nij) is the spectral matrix with the ith row and jth column removed. Similarly, S(f)i(nij)
is the ith row of the matrix S(f) with ith and jth columns removed.
This can alternatively be expressed as :
2ijj(nij)(f) =
jSij(f)j2
Sii(f)Sjj(f)
; (1.3)
where we have S(f) 1 = fSij(f)gpi;j=1, or as in [Hannan, 1970]
2ijj(nij)(f) =
jdet (S(ni)(nj)(f))j2
det (S(ni)(ni)(f))det (S(nj)(nj)(f))
; (1.4)
S(ni)(nj)(f) being the sub-matrix of S(f) bar the ith row and jth column. However, in the case
of the periodogram, all sub-matrices S^(ni)(nj)(f) for any i; j  p are singular:
det (S^(ni)(ni)(f)) = 0:
This is because the periodogram estimate S^ has rank 1, as we can see from the expression
below:
S^(f) = J(f)J(f)H = [Ji(f)Jk(f)
H ]pi;k=1
= [J1(f)  J(f) J2(f)  J(f)    Jp(f)  J(f)]; (1.5)
where we dene the vector J as J = [J1 J2    Jp]H 2 Cp.
As a consequence, based on equation 1.4, the partial coherence between i and j for any i; j 2
f1; :::; pg, is undened when the spectral matrix is estimated from the periodogram. This
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understandably calls for the use of a more appropriate estimate. This is one of the motivations
behind an alternative to the periodogram, the multitaper spectral matrix estimator. While it
is superior to the periodogram in terms of statistical properties, it also has its limitations as
we will see later on.
1.3 Multitaper Spectral Estimator
The multitaper spectral matrix estimation is obtained with tapers fhk;tjt = 0; :::; T  1g for k =
0; :::; K 1,where fhk;tg are constants in R and orthogonal as displayed below ([Medkour et al., 2010]):
X
t
hj;thk;t =
8><>: 1 if j = k;0 otherwise (1.6)
We introduce a Fourier transform on X:
Jk(f) = t
 1=2X
t
hk;tXte
 i2ftt 2 Cp: (1.7)
From this we can create a multitaper estimate for S(f):
S^(mt)(f) =
1
K
K 1X
k=0
Jk(f)J
H
k (f) 2 Cpp: (1.8)
We dene the matrix J(f) 2 CpK as follows:
J(f) = [J1(f)   JK(f)] ;
J(f)JH(f) :=
1
K
K 1X
k=0
Jk(f)J
H
k (f):
Remark 1. With the orthogonality property of the tapers fhk;tg, for any k  K the vec-
tors Jk(f) end up being virtually independent from each other for all frequencies f in range
[Percival and Walden, 1993].
The multitaper estimate S^(mt)(f) presents a number of advantages over the classical pe-
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riodogram [Percival and Walden, 1993]: it is more accurate for S(f), which is achieved both
through a lower variance and a reduced bias, and also whenever it is invertible it produces
well-dened partial coherencies 2ijj(nij).
There are several types of tapers fhk;tg that satisfy the relation in equation 1.6. The aim is to
select a set of tapers fhk;tg such that the resulting estimator S^(mt) has as little bias and spectral
leakage as possible.
Denition 1.3.1 (Spectral leakage [Percival and Walden, 1993]). Leakage is dened as the
discrepancy between the true and estimated spectral matrices around the side lobes. The expected
value of an estimated spectral matrix is the convolution of the true spectral matrix and a kernel,
which causes leakage to occur.
There exist many types of tapers. The two most popular options are:
• The DPSS (discrete prolate spheroidal sequence) tapers [Percival and Walden, 1993]:
ht;k = vt;k(T;W ),
T 1X
t0=0
sin(2W (t  t0))
(t  t0) vt0;k(T;W ) = k(T;W )vt;k(T;W );
for all t  T   1, where k(T;W ) are the eigenvalues of
h
sin(2W (t t0))
(t t0)
iT 1
t;t0=0
and W is an
input bandwidth parameter;
• The Sine tapers [Walden et al., 1995]:
ht;k =
r
2
T + 1
sin

(k + 1)t
T + 1

, t  T   1:
In all cases, K represents the number of tapers used in our estimate, and has a direct impact
on the resolution bandwidth B of the multitaper estimate:
K ' f(T;B);
for some function f(:) whose formulation is dependent on the type of tapers used. For this
reason, the choice of K is critical. A large value of K results in a large eective bandwidth B,
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which will smudge out ne features in the spectral estimate. However, if K is set too low, the
matrix estimate S^(mt)(f) becomes un-invertible.
Theorem 1.3.2. rankfS^(mt)(f)g = minfK; pg.
Proof. Consider the following decomposition, where we drop the frequency term f for simplicity:
S^(mt) =
266666664
S0;11 + :::+ SK 1;11    S0;1p + :::+ SK 1;1p
S0;21 + :::+ SK 1;21    S0;2p + :::+ SK 1;2p
...
. . .
...
S0;p1 + :::+ SK 1;p1    S0;pp + :::+ SK 1;pp
377777775
;
Sk;ij = JkiJ
H
kj , so
S^(mt) =
266666664
PK 1
k=0 Jk1J
H
k1   
PK 1r
k=0 Jk1J
H
kpPK 1
k=0 Jk2J
H
k1   
PK 1
k=0 Jk2J
H
kp
...
. . .
...PK 1
k=0 JkpJ
H
k1   
PK 1
k=0 JkpJ
H
kp
377777775
;
=
K 1X
k=0
266666664
Jk1J
H
k1    Jk1JHkp
Jk2J
H
k1    Jk2JHkp
...
. . .
...
JkpJ
H
k1    JkpJHkp
377777775
;
=
K 1X
k=0

JHk1Jk    JHkpJk

;
=
 PK 1
k=0 J
H
k1Jk   
PK 1
k=0 J
H
kpJk

:
In the case where K < p, we will observe repetitions in the composition of the columns of S^(mt):
St(f) =
K 1X
k=0
JHktJk, 8t 2 [1; p]:
While the rstK columns are linearly independent, it is possible to identify a linear relationship
between the rst Kth column and any of the remaining (p K) columns.
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As a result, whenever K < p, the partial coherencies derived from S^(mt)(f) are not well
dened. While this could be avoided by setting K > p this is best avoided as it negatively
impacts the resolution bandwidth B. In practice, because the bandwidth of the true spectrum
is hard to measure, the number of tapers K is selected as the smallest value K  p such that
achieves the best compromise between bias and variance for S^
(mt)
K . Throughout this work, we
seek to remove the K  p constraint in order to improve the selection process for K.
The case K < p corresponds to having a singular matrix estimate for S(f), which generates
considerable issues in deriving estimates for 2ijj(nij), as we have just seen. To address this, we
need to be able to use an alternative estimate for S(f) or a modied version of S^(mt)(f) that
is better-conditioned, but that does not lose out on accuracy for S(f). A well-conditioned
covariance matrix has a low condition number, which is dened as follows;
Denition 1.3.3 (Condition number). The condition number of a covariance matrix A 2 Cpp
is the ratio of its largest and smallest eigenvalues c =cond(A):
cond(A) =
max
min
:
Having a well-conditioned alternative estimate is desirable for the singular case when K < p,
which is comparable to the generic case of n < p where n represents the degrees of freedom of
the spectrum S(f). When K  p, but K  p, S^(mt)(f) is generally ill-conditioned, meaning
that [S^(mt)(f)] 1 will be very inaccurate for S 1(f). This has a direct impact on the quality of
the estimators for 2ijj(nij)(f), as we can see from equation 1.3. Hence, the need for a good, well-
conditioned estimator for S(f) is very clear in the context of estimating the partial coherencies.
An interesting concept closely related to the condition number is the sphericity of a square
matrix.
Denition 1.3.4 (Sphericity). The sphericity of a square hermitian matrix A 2 Cpp measures
how "diagonal" the matrix A is and is measured as follows [Ledoit and Wolf, 2002]:
S(A) := 1
p  1

ptr (A2)
tr (A)2
  1

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This concept is widely used in the existing literature for hypothesis testing on covariance
matrices [Srivastava and Khatri, 1979], notably in testing whether a covariance matrix A is
equal to a scaled identity. However, the concept of sphericity can extend beyond this usage and
has a lot of potential for data analysis, as we will see in subsequent chapters.
1.4 Reformulation of the Problem
One approach to dealing with this problem is to realise that the spectral matrix S(f) can be
viewed as a covariance matrix of complex-valued variables, for frequencies f 2 [B=2; fN  B=2]:
S(f) = E(YYH) = S for some random vector Y 2 Cp1 such that Y  N Cp (0pK ;S):
Lemma 1.4.1 (Thm 4.4.2, Chp4, [Brillinger, 2001]). For all frequencies f 2 (0; fN ), the vectors
Jk(f) are asymptotically Complex-Normal variables
Jk(f) = (t)
 1=2
T 1X
t=0
hk;tXte
 i2ftt d !N Cp (0p1;S(f)), as T ! +1:
Using lemma 1.4.1 in the asymptotic regime, many results in the existing literature on
Complex Normality will be applicable to this problem. Notably, this also means that the
multitaper spectral estimate S^(mt) of equation 1.8 can be approximated as a Wishart random
matrix.
1.4.1 Wishart Random Matrices
Consider data matrices Y  N Cp (;A;S) such that  = E(Y) = 0, and A = E(YY0) =
0. These are commonly referred to as Circularly-symmetric and zero mean complex normal
variables. Note here that YYH 6= YY0. Any estimator of the form S^ = YYH for S will
have a well-dened distribution, known as the complex Wishart distribution, under suitable
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assumptions [Goodman, 1963, Srivastava, 1965]:
S^ = YYH  WCp (K;S);
with pdf:
fS(S^) =
jS 1jK jS^jK p
p(p 1)=2
Qp
i=1  (K   i+ 1)
e tr (S^S
 1): (1.9)
The pdf of equation 1.9 holds for K  p, and for positive denite matrices S^  0. An extension
to this is the Inverse Wishart distribution [Maiwald and Kraus, 2000]:
S^ 1  WC 1p (K;S 1);
f(S^ 1) =
jS 1jK jS^ 1jp+K
p(p 1)=2
Qp
i=1  (K   i+ 1)
e tr (S
 1S^ 1):
In case of singularity, when K < p, the matrix S^ is modelled as a singular Wishart random
matrix [Ratnarajah and Vaillancourt, 2005]:
S^  WCp (K;S);
f(S^) =
K(K p)jS 1jK jjK p
K(K 1)=2
QK
i=1  (K   i+ 1)
e tr (SS^);
for positive-semi-denite matrices S^  0, where the diagonal matrix  represents the non-zero
valued eigenvalues:  =diag(1; :::; K).
The Wishart distribution of equation 1.9 has many desirable properties, notably that it can be
added together. For a set of j M Wishart matrices S^j  i.i.d Wp(K;S), we have:
MX
j
S^j  Wp(MK;S):
This property, together with the other characteristics of the Wishart distributions, are used
to single out the distribution of the multitaper estimate S^
(mt)
K (f) of equation 1.8: Recall the
tapered Fourier-transformed vectors Jk(f) of equation 1.7, and denote their associated sub-
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matrices Sk(f), for all f 2 [B=2; fN  B=2]:
Sk(f) = Jk(f)J
H
k (f), where we have for k  K: Jk(f)  N C(0;S(f)):
We then have the following, for all frequencies in the range f 2 [B=2; fN  B=2]:
Sk(f)  i.i.d WCp (1;S(f));
! K  S^(mt)(f) =
K 1X
k=0
Sk(f)  WCp (K;S(f));
where B represents the bandwidth of the estimate S^(mt)(f). Hence, the multitaper spectral
matrix estimate can be modelled as a Wishart matrix for all f in range, with true matrix S(f)
and degrees of freedom K. Therefore, results related to Wishart distributions can be used to
address the estimation problem developed in section 1.3.
Remark 2. Any asymptotic result derived for Wishart matrices of the type S^(f)  WCp (K;S(f))
holds for any frequency f in [B=2; fN  B=2].
1.4.2 Complex-valued Covariance matrix estimation
The issue of estimating the partial coherencies from an ill-conditioned spectral matrix estimate
S^(f) is equivalent to estimating the inverse matrix S 1 and associated variables from an ill-
conditioned/singular Wishart matrix.
While the spectral matrix S(f) can be represented as a complex covariance matrix, the matrix
of partial coherencies, derived from S(f), can also be seen as a complex correlation matrix:
f2ijj(nij)gpi;j=1 , 2ijj(nij) =
jSijj2
SiiSjj
, fSijgpi;j = S 1:
Thus, we bring our attention to complex covariance matrices and the estimation of their inverses
under ill-dened regimes, when K < p or K  p, K ' p, and the existing extent of knowledge
in this area. Notably, we focus on creating suitable and well-dened estimators for complex
covariance matrices that can output viable estimates for the partial coherencies 2ijj(nij)(f).
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To achieve this, shrinkage estimation has proved very popular in the current literature, mostly
for cases in Rpp but also in Cpp. Shrinkage is a type of regularisation that modies a matrix
estimator by \shrinking" its eigenvalues closer together, hence reducing the condition number
of the estimates cond(S^). This is more extensively reviewed and discussed in chapter 2.
1.5 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, we have reviewed the issues around the estimation of the spectral matrix S(f)
using the periodogram (denition 1.2.2), and the multitaper estimate (equation 1.8). The
periodogram always has rank = 1, hence it cannot be used for the estimation of the precision
matrix S 1(f) and partial coherencies 2ijj(nij)(f).
The multitaper estimate is a viable alternative for this purpose, as it has better statistical /
physical properties, and is invertible when the number of tapersK is suciently large. However,
as K has a direct impact on the spectral bandwidth B, it cannot be set arbitrarily high. A
balance exists between a sucient number of tapers K and a narrow enough bandwidth B,
which can result in a multitaper estimate that is ill-conditioned or singular. Because the
partial coherencies rely on the precision spectral matrix S 1(f), they cannot be estimated in
these cases.
By virtue of the Fourier transform performed on the data (equation 1.7) and the denition
of the multitaper estimate as the summation of sub-matrices, the spectral multitaper estimate
can asymptotically be modelled as a complex-valued Wishart random covariance matrix, which
reduces the spectral estimation problem to a covariance estimation problem. Regularisation
can be used in ill-conditioned / singular cases in order to retrieve adequate covariance matrix
estimates, both on real and complex-valued data.
In the next chapter, we review a type of linear regularised estimation known as shrinkage. We
review the various advances made in this eld for both real and complex-valued data, and how
it has been applied so far to the estimation of spectral matrices and precision matrices.
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Chapter 2
Shrinkage, Regularisation and
Covariance Matrix Estimation
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce the central concepts of shrinkage and regularisation in the con-
text of covariance matrix estimation, and related works in the literature. Most of the existing
research covers real-valued problems, subsequently some extensions have been made for the
complex domain and for spectral matrices.
Regularisation, and notably optimal biased estimation of covariance matrices, is not a new
concept. This was rst explored in the 1960's-1970's, when a class of biased estimates were
proposed for the covariance matrix, and shown to improve on the sample estimate under var-
ious convex matrix norms. These estimators are often referred to as \Stein-type" estimators,
due to the name of the researcher who made substantial contribution to this eld [Stein, 1956].
Similarly, Ridge regression on ill-dened covariance estimates pre-dates the concept of linear
shrinkage, but shares many common characteristics. These various advances in covariance
matrix estimation and optimisation are covered in section 2.2, and subsequently led to the
introduction of linear shrinkage.
The concept of shrinkage in its modern and most essential from is dened in section 2.3, and
expanded upon in section 2.4, where the Linear Ledoit-Wolf (LW) shrinkage estimator is ex-
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posed in detail. Being a very well-known type of shrinkage estimator, it has been furthered
for various applications, notably for spectral matrices (section 2.4.2) and precision covariance
matrices (section 2.4.3).
Shrinkage estimation is not limited to the linear LW form. Shrinkage can also be formulated
as a highly non-linear function of the eigenvalues of the initial matrix estimate S^, where the
zero-valued eigenvalues are raised above zero, and the larger ones attenuated. Selected methods
are exposed in detail in section 2.5, together with their strengths and drawbacks over the LW
forms.
Shrinkage estimators are optimised for the true matrix S based on a matrix norm or disparity
measure, conventionally the Hilbert-Schmidt (HS) norm, a matrix-valued form of the square
loss. However shrinkage is by no means restricted to this, and extensions of shrinkage estima-
tions using other norms are explored in section 2.6. Several norms and measures that are often
used in the literature are also reviewed in the same section.
Throughout this chapter, we will review many results that are applicable to real-valued data.
While there has been several extensions for complex-valued data, these remain the exception,
and at this stage many of the important works done on shrinkage estimation are targeted at
real-valued problems.
When discussing spectral matrices, the frequency term f is included, but otherwise omitted
when any other form of covariance estimation is reviewed.
2.2 Origins - Optimal Biased Estimation
Consider here real-valued data X 2 Rpn such that its columns ate distributed as multivariate
normal variables: Xi  i.i.d Np(0;S) for i = 1; ::; p. In many types of applications, we are
concerned with the estimation of the matrix S. The classic approach is to evaluate the MLE
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as follows:
L(SjX) = (2) n=2jSj 1=2e  12X0S 1X;
l(SjX) /  1
2
log jSj   1
2
tr (X0S 1X);
@
@S
l(SjX) =  1
2
tr (S 1) +
1
2
tr (S 2XX0);
S^MLE := S^ =
1
n
XX0:
This estimate is also referred to as the sample covariance matrix. Much like the complex-valued
multitaper estimate of section 1.3 in chapter 1, the estimate S^MLE is unbiased, and consistent
for S as p is xed, n ! +1. But it suers from similar drawbacks as well: when p is large
relative to n, or when n; p ! +1, the estimate S^MLE becomes ill-dened and non-consistent
for S. Under these frameworks, it would also need to be regularised in order to be viable.
An interesting observation was made in [Stein, 1956, James and Stein, 1961] regarding the
estimation of the mean E(X) = , when it is not zero-valued: the estimator ^MLE is not optimal
for  under the square loss { dened here as: L(^; ) = jj^  j j2 { and can be outperformed
by the following biased estimator:
^0 =

1  b
a+ tr (X)2

^MLE , E(L(^0; ))  E(L(^MLE; ))
for suitable choices of a; b > 0, and any n  3 and p. We can see from the formulation of ^0,
that the sample estimate is improved by \shrinking" it.
This observation extends to the estimation of the covariance matrix S. [James and Stein, 1961]
shows that an estimator of the form aS^ is not optimal for S. [Ha, 1980] formulates Stein-type
covariance estimators for Wishart random matrices nS^  Wp(n;S), n  p  1 > 0:
~S = a
 
S^+
t(u)
tr (S^ 1C)
C
!
;
where C 2 Rpp is some deterministic, positive-denite matrix, u = 1=tr (S^ 1C), and t(:) is
strictly non-increasing. The formulations of a and t(:) are optimised against either of these
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norms:
L1(S^;S) = tr (S^ 1S)  log(jS^ 1Sj)  p;
L2(S^;S) = tr

(S^ 1S  Ip)2

:
If t(:)  0, ~S becomes a scaled version of S^, which is equal to the following (once optimised for
Li, i = 1; 2):
a1 = 1, a

2 = n=(n+ p+ 1):
Note the similarity between the scale factor a1 { which factually optimises for a normal likeli-
hood { and the formulation of S^MLE. However it is possible to show that an estimator of the
form aS^ is outperformed in terms of Li norm for suitably calibrated a and t(:):
E(Li(~S;S))  E(Li(aS^;S)):
These fundamental works have shown how the best estimators for the covariance matrix S are
not always unbiased. Other well-known works that built on this stipulate an estimate for S
derived using the inverse of S^ [Efron and Morris, 1976, Stein et al., 1972]:
S =
"
aS^ 1 +
b
tr (S^)
Ip
# 1
; (2.1)
which is also proven to outperform the sample covariance estimate under suitable convex losses.
This form of optimised biased estimation is characterised by the fact that it performs a simple
convex balance between the sample covariance estimate and a deterministic positive denite
matrix, according to some weighting parameters. However, this class of estimators is reliant
on the inverse of the sample covariance matrix S^ 1, which is not computable or stable in cases
when n; p are both large, or p > n.
Another class of biased estimators manages to overcome this diculty. The Ridge regression
[Hoerl and Kennard, 1970] was one of the earliest methods to make use of this approach for the
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purpose of regularisation. Much like the Stein-type estimators, it aims to balance the sample
covariance matrix with an identity matrix:
S^ = S^+ Ip;
where   0,  2 R. The exact expression for  varies across applications, based on the
criterion that is being optimised.
Ridge regression aims to stabilise the sample estimate for S by \up-lifting" its eigenvalues by
. Indeed, the sample covariance matrix S^ can be decomposed in terms of its eigenvalues and
eigenvectors:
S^ = R^R0;
where ^ =diag(^1; :::; ^p), and RR
0 = Ip. Using this notation, we can see that S^ modies the
eigenvalues in ^ in this manner:
^ = ^+ :
Doing so raises the zero-valued and near-zero-valued estimates ^, rendering the covariance
estimator invertible and stable. This in fact happens with all types of regularisation methods:
they perform a transformation of the sample eigenvalues according to a function (:):
S = (S^) = R(^)R0
The function (:) can either be uniform across all sample eigenvalues { as is the case with the
Stein type estimators of equation 2.1; For instance:
i =
"
a=^i +
bP
i ^i
# 1
;
or it can vary across the range of eigenvalues [Boer and Hafner, 2005, Medkour et al., 2009].
The Stein-type estimators and ridge regression brought signicant improvements to covariance
matrix estimation, but have their limitations. While the Stein-type regularisation outperforms
the sample estimate in terms of convex loss functions, the ridge regression is eective at ad-
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dressing singularity. In aiming to attain both objectives, we come upon the conceptualisation
of linear shrinkage.
2.3 Denition of Shrinkage
Shrinkage is a type of regularisation method that helps achieve well-denedness in a matrix
estimator S^. Dene n as the degrees of freedom 1 of S^. When using a multitaper estimate as
in equation 1.8 in chapter 1, we have S^ = S^
(mt)
K and K = n.
We know that when n < p, S^ is singular, and cond(S^) = +1. Likewise, when n > p but n ' p,
the condition number cond(S^) is nite but very large. The aim is to rectify this defect by
bringing the eigenvalues of S^ closer together [Bohm and Von Sachs, 2009] in order to improve
the ratio c = max
min
. To do so, we introduce a new estimator for S:
S^0 = rT+ sS^;
where T is called the target - i.e. the matrix we are shrinking the existing estimator towards
- and conventionally r = 1   s , s 2 [0; 1] is called the shrinkage coecient. In this idea, the
variable s gives more weight to the estimate with closer t. s is commonly referred to as  in
the literature.
The target matrixT can take any form, but has to be well-conditioned and accurate [Chen et al., 2012],
as well as generally reect some sort of prior knowledge on the form of the true matrix S. The
popular choices being [Schaer J., 2005]:
1) T = Ip;
2) T =
1
p
tr (S)Ip;
3) T = diag (Sii)
p
i=1:
1The degrees of freedom n of a matrix represents the number of independent components that make up that
matrix, which relates to the degrees of freedom of a Wishart distribution in the case of a square matrix.
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2.4 Linear Ledoit-Wolf Shrinkage Estimation
Linear shrinkage has been formally re-introduced by [Ledoit and Wolf, 2004] for real-valued
data X 2 RpN with nite second and fourth moment, such that the columns Xi for i = 1; :::; p
are i.i.d. with mean 0 and covariance S. In this specic case, the variables X are not necessarily
Normally distributed.
In its most well-known form, linear shrinkage performs a linear convex balancing between the
sample estimate S^ and a well-dened target T:
S^LW () = (1  )S^+ T,  2 [0; 1]: (2.2)
A popular and widely preferred choice for the target matrix T is an identity matrix scaled by
a constant, traditionally set to the trace of the true matrix:
T =
1
p
tr (S)Ip:
The shrinkage coecient  is set such that it minimizes a risk criterion, commonly the Hilbert-
Schmidt (HS) loss of S^LW () to the true matrix S:
 = argmin
2[0;1]
RHS(S^LW ();S);
RHS(S^LW ();S) := E(tr [(S^LW ()  S)2]): (2.3)
In the case of a stochastic target, notably T^ = 1
p
tr (S^)Ip, this gives:
 =
E

tr [(S^  S)(S^  T^)]

E

tr [(S^  T^)2]
 :=  + 

; (2.4)
 = E

tr [(S^  S)2]

;
 = E

tr [(S^  S)(S  T^)]

:
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The shrinkage coecient  can also be expressed as:
 =
(1  2=p)tr (S2) + tr (S)2
(n+ 1  2=p)tr (S2) + (1  n=p)tr (S)2 , (2.5)
When the target is deterministic, i.e. when T = 1
p
tr (S)Ip, the shrinkage coecient of equa-
tion 2.4 becomes:
 =


=
E

tr [(S^  S)2]

E

tr [(S^ T)2]
 : (2.6)
This then creates the oracle estimator S^OR, a version that is optimal for S under the HS norm:
S^OR := S^LW ():
The quantity  in equation 2.5 relies on the unknown matrix S, and thus the estimator S^OR is
un-tractable. Instead, we use a data-driven version:
^ = tr
h
(S^  T^)2
i
;
^ =
PK 1
i=0 tr [(Si   S^)2]
K^
, S^ =
1
K
K 1X
i=0
Si;
S^DDLW := S^LW (^):
In its basic form, the DDLW estimator is an invertible and well-dened estimate for the matrix
S. When the data-based variable S^ is estimated consistently, the DDLW and oracle estimators
perform the same asymptotically [Ledoit and Wolf, 2004]:
RHS(S^OR; S^DDLW ) = RHS(S^OR;S) RHS(S^DDLW ;S)  ! 0: (2.7)
The oracle can be otherwise estimated by iteration, when T is of the form T = 1
p
tr (S)Ip.
The resulting estimator S^OAS = (1  )S^ + T^, the Oracle Approximation Shrinkage (OAS)
estimator, tends to perform better than other shrinkage estimators, provided that the form of
the target matrix T is well specied.
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Denition 2.4.1 (Oracle Approximation Iteration (OAI) Scheme, [Chen et al., 2009]). The
OAS estimator can be evaluated using the OAI scheme, with any stochastic target matrix T =
f(S^), described as follows;
1. Take any starting seed 0 2 (0; 1)
2. Initial LW estimator: ~S0 = (1  0)S^+ 0T
3. Compute a new shrinkage coecient:
1 =
(1  2=p)tr (~S0S^) + tr (~S0)2
(n+ 1  2=p)tr (~S0S^) + (1  n=p)tr (~S0)2
:
4. New LW estimator: ~S1 = (1  1)S^+ 1T
5. For j > 1, repeat steps 3 and 4 until j converges:
lim
j!1
j = 
:
The OAS scheme is guaranteed to converge if 0 2 (0; 1).
Remark 3. For T = 1
p
tr (S^)Ip, the limiting shrinkage value 
 has a well-dened expression
[Chen et al., 2009]:
 = min
24 (1  2=p)tr (S^2) + tr 2(S^)
(n+ 1  2=p)

tr (S^2)  tr 2(S^)=p
 ; 1
35 :
Shrinkage estimation always relies on the constrained optimization of equation 2.3, but
the concept can be further expanded and improved upon, in the real domain as well as the
complex-valued domain, in linear or non-linear forms, for the matrix S or its inverse S 1.
2.4.1 Real Domain advancements
We summarise a selection of some advancements made for real-valued data below.
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RBLW [Chen et al., 2009]
A very interesting extension of the LW (Ledoit-Wolf) shrinkage estimator in Rpp is the Rao-
Blackwell LW estimator { or RBLW { as discussed in [Chen et al., 2009]. When the data
Xt is known to be normally distributed, we have Xt  iid Np(0;S), S^ = 1N
P
tXtX
T
t and
T^ = 1
p
tr (S^)Ip. Because S^ is a sucient statistic for S, the LW estimator can theoretically be
improved upon using the Rao-Blackwell theorem [Blackwell, 1947]:
Xt iid N p(0;S);
S^RBLW = E(S^LW jS^) = RBLW T^+ (1  RBLW )S^:
Based on this, the following results hold for the RBLW estimator in the real domain:
RBLW = min
h(n  2)=n  tr (S^2) + tr (S^)2
(n+ 2)(tr (S^2)  tr (S^)2=p) ; 1
i
;
=) E

tr (S^RBLW   S)2

 E

tr (S^LW   S)2

:
Tapered target [Chen et al., 2012]
Shrinkage estimators in Rpp can have a target matrix T that is a more general modied form
of the estimator S^. Using the Hadamard product [Horn and Johnson, 1991], consider a \soft-
thresholding" operator that gradually shrinks the o-diagonal entries of a symmetric p  p
matrix to zero:
(W A) := (WijAij)i;jp such that
pX
j(W A) 
pX
j(A):
Using this, we can form the following linear shrinkage estimator for S:
S^STO = (1  STO)S^+ STO(W  S^);
where:
STO = arg min
2[0;1]
RHS

(1  )S^+ (W  S^);S

;
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and S^STO is the Shrinkage-to-Tapering Oracle estimator.
Again, as the true spectral matrix S is unknown, an approximation of S^STO is used instead,
called the Shrinkage-to-Tapering Oracle approximation (STOA) estimator:
S^STOA = (1  STO)S^+ STO(W  S^):
STO is obtained by OAI, as described in denition 2.4.1.
2.4.2 Ledoit-Wolf Shrinkage on Spectral Matrices
Recent works have extended the concept of linear shrinkage estimation to the context of spectral
density matrices. There are two aspects to take into consideration in extending real-valued
results to spectral matrices: the matrix S(f) for every f 2 [B=2; fN   B=2] behaves like a
complex-valued matrix. This means that any LW results developed for real-valued data need
to be re-visited to t complex-valued data. Additionally, there are as many spectral matrices
to estimate as there are discretised frequencies f in [B=2; fN   B=2]. This calls for shrinkage
estimation methods that are computationally inexpensive, in order to implement them across
entire data sets.
Spectral Shrinkage [Bohm and Von Sachs, 2009]
The rst well-known paper documenting this, [Bohm and Von Sachs, 2009], takes the data-
based LW estimator of [Ledoit and Wolf, 2004] and applies it to the smoothed periodogram
S^0(f) of p-dimensional time series of length N . Consider a time series fXtg, Xi 2 Rp, such
thatXt  Np(0;) for all t  T . The smoothed periodogram [Bloomeld, 2000] is then dened
as:
S^0(f) =
1
mT
(mT 1)=2X
k= (mT 1)=2
S^

f +
2k
T

;
where mT is the smoothing variable { dependent on T , and S^(f) is the classical periodogram
of def. 1.2.2 of chapter 1.
The linear shrinkage estimator proposed by [Bohm and Von Sachs, 2009] is then dened as
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follows:
S^T (f) = T (f)^T (f)Ip(f);+(1  T (f))S^0(f);
^T (f) =
1
p
tr (S^0(f));
T (f) =
2T (f)
2T (f)
:
In this context, the shrinkage estimator S^T (f) is expressed as a function of time points T to
reect the asymptotic dependency of this estimator on the number of time points. The elements
2T (f) and 
2
T (f) in the shrinkage coecient T (f) are dened as follows, after optimisation
against the HS norm:
2T (f) = RHS(S(f); S^0(f));
2T (f) = RHS

1
p
tr (S(f))Ip; S^0(f)

:
Under the assumption that the dimensions coupled with the smoothing span grow slower than
the number of time points, i.e. mTp=T ! 0 as T ! +1, the additive structure of the smoothed
periodogram can be exploited to nd consistent data-driven versions of 2T (f), 
2
T (f) and T (f).
Parametric/Non-parametric mix [Fiecas and Ombao, 2011]
The estimator of [Bohm and Von Sachs, 2009] can be developed further by specifying a para-
metric structure on the target matrix: S^(f) 2 Cpp is a spectral estimator, and T(f) is a
parametric estimator of S(f), where we assume that the data Xt follows a VAR(k) process:
Xt =
kX
i=1
iXt i + Zt , Zt  Np(0;z) , i 2 Rpp;
and k is determined by BIC or AIC [Akaike, 1973]. Then,
T(f) =
 
Ip  
kX
j=1
je
 i2fj 1z(Ip   kX
j=1
je
 i2fj) 1
H
:
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By xing B = (1; :::k) 2 Rppk and Yn;t = (Xn;t; ::::;Xn;t (k 1))T 2 Rpk1 we can estimate
z and j:
^z =
1
NT   pk
NX
n=1
[(Xn   B^Yn)(Xn   B^Yn)T ];
B^ = (
NX
YnY
T
n )
 1(
NX
YnXn);
and use them to nd a form for T(f).
Data-driven bootstrapped shrinkage [Fiecas and Von Sachs, 2014]
As with any other types of data, the target matrix T(f) in a LW estimate for a spectral
matrix S(f) needs not be restricted to a scaled identity form. In [Fiecas and Von Sachs, 2014]
a bootstrapping algorithm is proposed in order to evaluate a shrinkage estimator that can have
any type of target matrix:
S^LW (f) = T (f)T(f) + (1  T (f))S^(f):
The closed-form expression of the Oracle version of T (f) is given by the following, when S^
LW (f)
is optimised against the HS norm:
T (f) =
V(S^(f))  Cov(S^(f);T(f))
RHS(S^(f);T(f))
;
where:
V(S^(f)) =
pX
j;k
V(S^j;k(f));
Cov(S^(f);T(f)) =
pX
j;k
Cov(S^j;k(f); Tj;k(f)):
Because the expression of T(f) is deliberately unspecied, there is no closed-form data-driven
expression for T (f) that can be derived analytically. Instead, 

T (f) is evaluated using a
bootstrapping scheme. For every f 2 (0; fN ):
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1. Evaluate S^(f),
2. Evaluate T^(f) using plug-in estimators based on available data,
3. Generate M bootstrap copies of f ~XtgTt=1, using a spectral generative algorithm such that
the copies have S^(f) as their true spectral matrix,
4. Evaluate ~Sm(f) and ~Tm(f) from f ~XtgTt=1 for each m M ,
5. Compute \V(S^(f)) = 1
M
PM(~Sm(f) S^(f))2. In a similar fashion, compute dCov(S^(f); T^(f))
and bRHS(S^(f); T^(f)).
6. Set:
^MT (f) =
\V(S^(f)) dCov(S^(f); T^(f))bRHS(S^(f); T^(f)) :
Using this estimator ^T (f) for 

T (f), we have a data-driven bootstrapped version of the initial
shrinkage estimator:
S^B LW (f) = ^MT (f)T^(f) + (1  ^MT (f))S^(f):
Step 2 of the estimation procedure above requires the use of a suitable spectral simulation
algorithm. An asymptotic solution is put forward in [Fiecas and Von Sachs, 2014, 2.2.1]. Al-
ternatively the nite circulant embedding algorithm of [Chandna and Walden, 2013] can be
used.
2.4.3 Shrinkage for Matrix Inversion
Regularisation methods can be adapted such that they directly output a precision matrix
estimate dS 1, instead of an invertible matrix estimate S^ 1. This line of thought can be applied
to linear shrinkage as well.
Stein-type estimators [Efron and Morris, 1976, Ha, 1979]
This approach builds on the Stein-type estimates, detailed in section 2.2, which dealt primarily
with the covariance matrix itself. [Efron and Morris, 1976] on the other hand aimed to nd a
direct estimator for the inverse covariance matrix S 1.
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Starting from a real-valued randomWishart covariance matrix nS^  Wp(n;S) with n p 1 > 0,
S^ 2 Rpp, an unbiased estimator for the true precision matrix S 1 can easily be derived as
follows: dS 1 = (n  p  1)
n
S^ 1:
This is the best estimator for S 1 amongst the set of all unbiased estimator, in terms of
Hilbert Schmidt loss. However, beyond the scope of unbiased estimators, dS 1 is improved upon
considerably by the following, for any p  2:
dS 10 = (n  p  1)n S^ 1 + p2 + p  2ntr (S^) Ip: (2.8)
Equation 2.8 shares a lot of similarities with a LW linear shrinkage estimate (equation 2.2). It
balances an unbiased estimator for the true matrix with a scaled identity matrix. It can be
reformulated in the following way:
dS 1ab = aS^ 1 + b
tr (S^)
Ip; (2.9)
with a = (n p 1)
n
and b = p
2+p 2
n
. This is shown to be superior to dS 10 for estimating S 1 in
terms of the following disparity measure:
RH1(dS 1;S 1) = Etr [(dS 1   S 1)2S^] :
In [Ha, 1979], a more generalised class of precision matrix estimators is proposed, building on
the formulation of equation 2.9:
dS 1 = (a+ f(S^))S^ 1 + g(S^)Ip; (2.10)
where f(:) and g(:) are real-valued functions such that f; g : Rpp 7! R and 0 < a  n  p  1.
This estimator is optimised against the following loss function H2, dened below:
RH2(dS 1;S 1) = Etr [(dS 1   S 1)2Q] ;
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where Q can be any deterministic positive denite matrix such that Q 2 Rpp. With Q = Ip,
we have the conventional HS loss: RH2 = RHS. [Ha, 1979] showed that for any positive denite
Q, the class of estimators dS 1 outperforms the estimators dS 1ab of equation 2.9 in terms of H2
risk, if the functions f(:); g(:) satisfy the following conditions:
g(S^) =
t(U)b
tr (S^)
, a+ f(S^) = a(1  t(U));
where t(:) is a strictly increasing function with range [0; 1], and U is either pjS^j
p
tr (S^) or
p2
tr (S^ 1)tr (S^) .
This is related to the U-statistic [Ledoit and Wolf, 2002] as it measures the spread of the eigen-
values relative to each other. With either one of its two possible formulations, U ' 1 indicates
that the true underlying matrix S 1 is close to a scaled identity: S 1  Ip. This demonstrates
one benet of the estimator in equation 2.10 over its precessing counterpart of equation 2.9. As
U increases or decreases, the estimator dS 1 gives more weight to either its S^ 1 or its Ip side.
RMT-driven precision matrix shrinkage [Wang et al., 2015]
Shrinkage for direct precision matrix estimation was also explored in an alternative form in
[Kubokawa and Srivastava, 2008] :
S^ 1(; ) = 

S^+ Ip
 1
:
As in the linear LW scheme,  and  are set as the HS risk-minimizers of S^ 1 to S 1.
[Wang et al., 2015] proposed to optimise the S^ 1(; ) against the Quadratic Loss (QL) in-
stead (see more details in equation 2.6):
(; ) = argmin
;>0
E

tr [S^ 1(; )S  Ip]2

:
The closed-form expression of the optimal pair (; ) is derived using Random Matrix Theory
(RMT), when p=n ! y 2 (0;+1) as p; n ! 1, the underlying data X is i.i.d. with zero-
mean, covariance matrix S, bounded fourth moment, and the true eigenvalues of S are always
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contained within [c1; c2] for some 0 < c1 < c2 2 R :
a1() =
1
p
tr (S^=+ Ip)
 1, a2() =
1
p
tr (S^=+ Ip)
 1   1
p
tr (S^=+ Ip)
 2;
R2() =
a1()
1  p=na1()2  
a2()
1  p=na1()4 , R1() =
a1()
1  p=na1() ;
L() = 1 R1()2=R2(),  = argmin
2[C1;C2]
L(),  = R1()=R2(): (2.11)
This concept is similar to the shrinkage protocols that will be exposed in chapter 5. However
the solutions proposed are simpler in form and won't rely on an optimisation scheme over a set
[C1; C2]. In equation 2.11, it is unclear what the set [C1; C2] is, or how it can be determined in
applications. Note that is is distinct from the eigenvalues interval [c1; c2]. However, variations
in the values of C1, C2 signicantly impact the resulting optimal value for 
, meaning that it
is not possible to assign arbitrary values to C1, C2 2 R+n0. This renders the whole method
dicult to implement.
2.5 Non-linear Shrinkage
There exist alternative shrinkage estimation procedures that do not rely on a pre-specied tar-
get matrix T: non-linear shrinkage. In the section below, we explore two important methods,
and discuss their strengths and limitations.
The premise of the rst approach was investigated in [Ledoit and Wolf, 2012], using the Marcenko
and Pastur formula [Marcenko and Pastur, 1967].
The second non-linear shrinkage approach is detailed in [Won et al., 2013] and in [Pallotta et al., 2012],
where a shrinkage version of S 1 is directly estimated from S^ itself through a log-likelihood max-
imization with constraints on the resulting condition number.
While non-linear shrinkage techniques can oer some benets over their linear counterpart, they
are often not computationally fast enough to be applied to data across multiple frequencies.
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Non-linear LW [Ledoit and Wolf, 2012]
The premise of this concept was rst explored in the work of [Stein, 1956], covered in section 2.2.
A proper non-linear shrinkage estimator is explored in [Ledoit and Wolf, 2012] and is based on
the Stieltjes transform and the Marcenko and Pastur formula [Marcenko and Pastur, 1967].
Take Yn 2 Rnp, where the columns of Yn are i.i.d with mean 0 and covariance Sn, such that
Sn 2 Rpp. The ratio p=n here is set at p=n = c 2 (0; 1). Set:
Hn(t) =
1
p
pX
i=1
1[n;i;+1)(t) , Hn(t)
a:s: !H(t) as n! +1;
where fn;ig represents the eigenvalues of Sn. Also, set:
Fn() =
1
p
pX
i=1
1[i;+1)();
where i are the eigenvalues of S^n, the sample covariance matrix ofYn. Fn is known to converge
to a non-random measure F :
Fn
a:s: !F:
F is related to H by the Marcenko and Pastur formula [Marcenko and Pastur, 1967]:
8z 2 C+;mF (z) =
Z +1
 1
1
(1  c  czmF (z))  zdH();
where C+ = fz 2 Cj im(z) > 0g (im(z) being the imaginary part of z, z 2 C) and mF (z) is the
Stieltjes transform of F :
mF (z) =
Z +1
 1
1
  z dF ();
and has a nite limit mF () for z 2 C+ ! :
8 2 R=f0g; lim
z2C+!
mF (z) = mF ():
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The aim is to nd a good estimator for the covariance matrix Sn of Yn: S^n := S^n(Yn) of the
following form:
S^n(Yn) = UnDnU
0
n;
where Un is the matrix of eigenvectors of S^n which is kept invariant. On the other hand, Dn
is modied to achieve the following:
min
Dn
RHS (UnDnU0n;Sn) :
This is attained by Dn = diag(d

i )
p
i=1, d

i = (u
0
iSui) for all i  p. The resulting estimator is
optimal for Sn :
Sn = UnD

nU
0
n:
Similarly for S 1n , we can nd an optimal estimator P

n:
Pn = argmin
D 1n
RHS
 
UnD
 1
n U
0
n;S
 1
n

= UnA

nU
0
n;
where A = diag(ai )
p
i=1, a

i = u
0
iS
 1ui. Very often, Pn 6= (S) 1n .
di and a

i rely on the unknown matrix Sn and thus cannot be evaluated. Instead, [Ledoit and Peche, 2010]
use the Marcenko and Pastur formula to nd Oracle estimates:
dORi =
i
j1  c  ci mF (i)j2 ;
aORi =
1
i
(1  c  2cire( mF (i)));
and
SORn = UnD
OR
n U
0
n , P
OR
n = UnA
OR
n U
0
n;
where re(z) represents the real part of z, for z 2 C. With good consistent estimators for mF ()
and H, we can construct computable estimates S^n and P^n such as
RHS

S^n;S
OR
n

a:s: ! 0;
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RHS

P^n;P
OR
n

a:s: ! 0;
with signicantly better accuracy than a regular linear Shrinkage estimate S^n + (1   )Ip
whenever c 2 (0; 1).
This estimator was initially developed for p=n > 1, representing the singular case. This work
has then been furthered in [Ledoit and Wolf, 2015] to cover the cases p=n < 1 and p=n = 1,
with some improvement in terms of performance and computability. It remains to be shown
how this class of estimators perform for S 1.
Constrained likelihood maximization approach [Won et al., 2013]
Another non-linear shrinkage approach is detailed in [Won et al., 2013] and in [Pallotta et al., 2012],
where we directly estimate a shrinkage version of S 1 from S^ itself. This is possible when the
matrix estimate S^ can be decomposed in the following way:
Assumption 2.5.1.
S^ = R^RH , ^ = diag
 
^i
p
i=1
, for R 2 Cpp orthogonal:
If this is veried, S 1 can be directly estimated as in [Won et al., 2013]. We have
nS^ =
nX
k=1
XkX
H
k  WCp (n;S);
and from equation 1.9 we obtain the associated log-likelihood:
l(S) =   tr (S 1S^)  ln jS 1j;
for some constants ;  2 R independent of S. Then, we have the below constrained maximiza-
tion problem:
max
S

tr (S 1S^(mt))  ln jS 1j s. t. cond(S) = max(S)
min(S)
 kmax;
and S 1 = RRH ;
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where  is a diagonal matrix, R an orthogonal matrix, and kmax is the constraint imposed on
the condition number of the new estimator. This is equivalent to the following:
max
S

tr (S 1S^(mt))  ln jS 1j s. t. uI  S 1  kmaxuI for some u > 0
and S 1 = RRH :
Here, A  B means that (A B) is positive semi-denite.
Theorem 2.5.2.
cond(S)  kmax () uI  S 1  kmaxuI
Proof. We prove both implications in the order below.
1) cond(S)  kmax =) uI  S 1  kmaxuI:
cond(S)  kmax. Then 9u > 0 such that
u   1min ,  1max  kmaxu
As a consequence,
uI   1  kmaxuI;
uI  R 1RH  kmaxuI;
uI  S 1  kmaxuI:
2) cond(S)  kmax (= uI  S 1  kmaxuI:
There is a u > 0 such as
uI  A 1  kmaxuI:
Therefore, 8w 2 Cp,
wH(S 1   uI)w  0;
wHR( 1   uI)RHw  0:
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Then for w such as the product wHR = (00    010    0) 2 Cp singles out the value  1min from
 1, we have
 1min   u  0;
 1min  u:
With a similar argument, we nd:
 1max  kmaxu:
Hence:
cond(S) = cond(S 1) =
 1max
 1min
 kmax:
We know that:
tr (S 1S^)  ln jS 1j = tr ( 1^)  ln j 1j
=
X
i
 1i ^i   ln
Y
i
 1i
Set: i := 
 1
i , then
tr (S 1S^)  ln jS 1j =
X
i
i^i   ln
Y
i
i
=
X
i
(i^i   lni):
Using the above result, we can re-write the initial maximisation problem in scalar form:
max
i;i1
X
i
(i^i   lni)]
s. t. u  i  kmaxu, for some u > 0, 8i;
() 8i  1 , max
uikmaxu

i^i   lni]:
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This is solved by
i = min

max(u; ^ 1i ); kmaxu

:
We then have a regularised estimate for S 1, after plugging the new eigenvalues back with the
orthogonal matrices R:
S^
 1
= RRH ,  = diag(i )
p
i : (2.12)
This is an oracle-type estimator, as it relies on unknown u and kmax. Deriving an admissible
data-driven form relies on being able to x the variables u and kmax in a consistent way, which
at this point is still an unsolved question.
2.6 Matrix Measures and Estimate Assessment
How do we assess the \closeness" of S to any of its estimators? Traditionally, the disparity
between two matrices A and B that exist in the same space P(p), where:
P(p) = fA 2 CppjAH = A , A -semi def.g;
is measured in terms of the Hilbert Schmidt (HS) norm, as seen in equation 2.3:
LHS(A;B) = tr
 
[A B][A B]H : (2.13)
This is by no means the only norm available to measure disparity between complex matrices,
as we will see in the section below. These various matrix measures can then be used to assess
the performance of an estimator S^ for S, by measuring its \distance" to the true matrix.
2.6.1 Matrix measures and norms
The matrix space P(p) can be equipped with a set of functions eligible for use as a \distance".
It starts with loss functions:
Lf (A;B) : Cpp  Cpp 7! R+ , 8A;B 2 Cpp;
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Lf (A;B) = f(A;B)
This is understood as the f -Loss between the matrices A and B. If one or both objects are
stochastic, we can obtain an averaged loss, called the risk:
Rf (A;B) = E(Lf (A;B)):
In the context of estimators and true unknown matrices, we prefer to look at the f -Risk between
them, as it is more accurate for the true f -distance in P(p).
A suitable Loss and Risk function must be positive and only equal to zero i A = B:
Lf (A;B) 2 R+=f0g , Lf (A;B) = 0, A = B
However it does not need to be symmetric or to have the triangle inequality, hence these func-
tions are not referred to as metrics but as disparities [Kakizawa et al., 1998].
An important consideration when choosing a disparity measure is what it is used for. In our
general context, we are concerned with properly assessing the performance of an estimator for
a covariance matrix or a precision covariance matrix. This type of question is well-covered in
the literature, notably in [Kakizawa et al., 1998] where a disparity measure is assessed against
a known benchmark. However, when such benchmarks are not available, the choice of norm
becomes application-specic, as we will see over the next chapters when addressing the estima-
tion of S(f), S 1(f) and 2ijj(nij)(f).
A couple of measures come to our attention, due to their widespread use in the literature
on matrix algebra. Many are normally used for real matrices (2 Rpp), but have been adapted
to work in P(p). Here, we can compare the risks R:(S; :) of the various estimators against the
following measures:
1. The complex HS loss:
LHS(A;B) =
X
i
X
j
(Ai;j  Bi;j)(Ai;j  Bi;j)H ; (2.14)
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which is an extension to the complex space of the well-known HS norm for real-valued
matrices: LHS(A;B) =
P
i
P
j(Ai;j  Bi;j)2.
2. The Kullback-Leibler (KL) norm,
LKL(A;B) = 1
2
 
tr (AB 1)  log jAjjBj   np

: (2.15)
3. The quadratic loss function [James and Stein, 1961],[Konno, 2009] :
LQL(A;B) = tr
 
[AB 1   Ip]2

:
4. A norm introduced in [Forstner and Moonen, 1999], which we will name the Forstner
loss:
LForst(A;B) =
q
tr (log(A 1=2B[A 1=2]H)2): (2.16)
The norm in equation 2.16 is rarely used in the existing literature because of its computa-
tional complexity, in spite of numerous advantages (symmetry, invariance, etc.).
Remark 4. The symmetric KL norm, analogous to the KL norm, is dened as follow:
Ls KL(A;B) = LKL(A;B) + LKL(B;A) = tr (AB 1) + tr (BA 1)  2np;
and is often used in the literature on matrix algebra.
The symmetric KL norm [Kakizawa et al., 1998], [Jiang et al., 2012] also has some desir-
able properties: clearly, Ls KL(A 1;B 1) = Ls KL(A;B). While it is not a metric but a
quasi-metric [Kakizawa et al., 1998], this norm is also invariant under ane transformation for
suitable R 2 Cpp.
However a major drawback in using the KL or Fostner norm is the computation of log(A), for
a matrix A 2 P(p).
Denition 2.6.1 (Matrix Logarithm). The matrix logarithm log(A) for any A 2 P(p) is
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dened as the inverse of the matrix exponential:
exp(A) =
+1X
i=0
Ai
i!
;
log(A) := exp 1(A):
This can also be written as follow if A is decomposable:
log(A) = log(RDAR
H) = R log(DA)R
H = Rdiag (log(DA;i)
p
i )R
H
This function is highly non-linear: for instance, unless A and B are commutative, i.e. AB =
BA, we have:
log(AB) 6= log(A) + log(B):
For any ill-dened matrices A 2 P(p), the log(A) will be numerically unstable, making it
dicult to handle in applications, especially in the context of regularisation.
The Quadratic Loss presents itself as a better alternative to both the traditional HS norm and
KL norm, as it does not rely on any non-linear functions of the inputs A and B, but it can also
be represented as a function of the precision matrix A 1. As we will see in chapter 5, this will
be particularly relevant to the estimation of the precision spectral matrices S 1(f) and their
associated partial coherencies 2ijj(nij)(f).
2.6.2 Shrinkage against other Norms
Many of the disparity measures discussed in section 2.6.1 are not limited to the comparison
of matrices within a matrix space, but can also be used in shrinkage and matrix regularisa-
tion. While the LW linear shrinkage estimate of section 2.4 is optimised for the HS norm,
other estimation protocols are designed with other convex matrix loss functions. We have
seen in section 2.2 that several Stein-type estimators are indeed optimised against the KL
or QL norms [Stein et al., 1972, Efron and Morris, 1976, Ha, 1980]. In more recent works,
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a generalised shrinkage estimator for the precision matrix is optimised against the QL norm
[Wang et al., 2015], and covered in section 2.4.3.
QL-based optimised regularisation can also be applied to the estimation of the covariance
matrix S, in a generalised way. [Konno, 2009] developed covariance matrix estimation method-
ologies for both real-and complex-valued matrices when n < p, which optimise the estimated
eigenvalues under the QL norm:
LQL(S^;S) = tr

(S^S 1   Ip)2

:
The results are similar across Rpn and Cpn, we quote here the results specic to the complex-
valued domain, as it is more relevant to spectral matrix estimation; Consider a data matrix X
such that the columns Xi  i.i.d N Cp (0;S) for i  p, with S 2 Cpp and S^ = 1nXXH . It then
holds that nS^  WCp (n;S), which here is the singular complex Wishart distribution since n < p
[Ratnarajah and Vaillancourt, 2005]. The matrix S^ can be decomposed as follows:
S^ = U1LU
H
1 ;
and the eigenvalues L can be transformed via a function 	 = 	(L) to create a new estimator
~S:
~S = U1	U
H
1 :
Two simple forms of functions 	 are evaluated: rst, an unbiased risk minimiser, which scales
the sample eigenvalues by a factor a, and second, a regularised risk estimator in the form of a
semi-linear function of S^:
	a(L) = aL; S^a = U1	aU
H
1 ;
	HF (L) = a
 
L+
t
tr (S^+)
Ip
!
; S^HF = U1	HFU
H
1 :
The constant a is derived by optimising against the QL norm, which gives a = 1=(n+ p), and
S^+ represents the Moore-Penrose inverse of the singular matrix S^. For any 0 < t  2(n   1),
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the estimator S^HF for S is QL-superior to S^a for S:
RQL(S^HF ;S)  RQL(S^a;S):
This is closely related to the method proposed by [Ha, 1980], reviewed in section 2.2. The
estimation procedure developed by [Konno, 2009] improves on the Ha estimator, as it also
applies to complex-valued matrices. However, these two methods both rely on the computation
of the inverse S^ 1 of the sample matrix, and in this case on the pseudo-inverse S^+. Unless
n >> p, this is highly undesirable.
2.6.3 Estimators Comparison and assessment
Based on a matrix disparity measure, two estimators S^a and S^b for a true matrix S can be
compared with each other on the basis of minimal distance to S. Without loss of generality, for
any suitable matrix loss L, if RL(S^a;S) < RL(S^b;S), the estimator S^a is said to be superior
than S^b for the estimation of S
This can be formalised using the Percentage of Relative Improvement in Averaged Loss (PRIAL),
which can be evaluated for any matrix loss L :
RaL = RL(S^a(f);S);
RbL = RL(S^b(f);S);
PRIALL =
RbL  RaL
RbL
 100: (2.17)
The estimator S^a is said to be superior to S^b if PRIALL > 0.
2.7 Concluding remarks
The linear LW shrinkage estimation explored in section 2.4 is the most well-known form of
shrinkage, though it is not the earliest type of optimised biased estimation (section 2.2). Var-
ious extensions have been made, specically for spectral-domain data (section 2.4.2), and for
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precision matrix estimation (section 2.4.3). Regardless of their intended purpose, all linear
shrinkage methodologies rely on the convex balancing of the sample covariance matrix with a
well-dened target using a shrinkage coecient , which is found by optimising against a matrix
norm (equation 2.3). While most approaches rely on the HS norm, it is possible to deviate from
it using other norms, such as the Quadratic Loss (section 2.6), and improve on conventional
results.
Shrinkage estimation for spectral matrices is still in its infancy. In particular, the estimation of
the spectral precision matrix via shrinkage is poorly understood. Hence, there still exists a need
to develop regularisation methods that are specically adapted for the estimation of the preci-
sion matrix S 1(f) and partial coherencies 2ijj(nij)(f), detailed in chapter 1. The next chapters
aim to address this issue. Chapter 3 details a linear method for estimating S 1 based on the
RBLW approach detailed in section 2.4.1, while in chapter 4 a non-linear method is adapted
for the same purpose. Chapter 5 extends the concept of QL shrinkage for the estimation of the
partial coherencies.
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Chapter 3
Complex Rao-Blackwell Ledoit-Wolf
estimator
©2015 IEEE [Walden and Schneider-Luftman, 2015]; Part of this chapter are reprinted with
permission from A.T.Walden & D. Schneider-Luftman, \Random Matrix Derived Shrinkage of
Spectral Precision Matrices", IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, 63(17), 09/2015
3.1 Introduction
The Rao-Blackwell Ledoit-Wolf (RBLW) method, reviewed in section 2.4.1 of chapter 2, is
extended to Cpp. The purpose is to estimate the spectral density function (SDF) matrix of
time series with invertibility problem. So far, all results available for closed-form formulations
of  in S^+ (1  )1
p
tr (S^) are only applicable to matrices in Rpp. An equivalent estimator for
spectral matrices can be derived and improved on using the Rao-Blackwell theorem, and we
derive its form using random matrix theory.
As reviewed in chapter 2, the use of shrinkage for complex-valued and spectral matrices is
not unheard of, but most of the research has gone into the development of shrinkage methods
for real-valued covariance matrices. The aim is to extend some of the ndings in covariance
shrinkage estimation for Rpp to Cpp. Specically, we bring our interest to the RBLW method,
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where two concepts are considered: the formulation of an Oracle spectral shrinkage estimator,
and the use of the Rao-Blackwell theorem to create an improved data-driven version of this
estimator.
In section 3.2 we review the aspects of LW oracle estimation for S(f), and give the form
of S^LW(f), as seen in chapter 2. The related Rao-Blackwell estimator for the spectral matrix,
S^RBLW (f), is found in section 3.3. These oracle and Rao-Blackwell estimators are surprisingly
dierent in form to the real-valued cases. The Rao-Blackwell estimator is derived making
substantial use of random matrix theory, but is very simple in form and thus highly usable
in practice. The Gaussian assumption is used to derive simple forms for the oracle shrinkage
parameter and for the Rao-Blackwell estimator. While in standard real-valued covariance
matrix estimation Gaussianity is a problematic assumption and robustness issues arise, in our
context this is not dubious because of the Central Limit Theorem eect of the vector Fourier
transform used in the time series setting, detailed in Lemma 1.4.1 of chapter 1. Section 3.3.3
shows that the inverse of the Rao-Blackwell estimator is in the form of a \Rao-Blackwellized"
estimator for S 1(f), meaning that the inverse of this new estimator is better in convex loss
sense for S 1(f) than the inverse of S^LW(f).
In section 3.4, the proposed complex RBLW (CRBLW) estimator is evaluated on simulated
data with known benchmarks, and compared to conventional LW estimators. Results show that
the CRBLW estimator outperform traditional estimators for both S and S 1, even in spectral
data.
3.2 Results in Rpp ([Chen et al., 2010])
The following is applicable to data X 2 Rpn, n  p, with independent columns such that
Xi  Np(0;S) , 8i  n;
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where S is a positive denite and symmetric covariance matrix. The aim is to nd an estimator
for S that minimizes its Hilbert-Schmidt (HS) loss to S:
S^ = argmin
S^
E(tr (S^  S)2):
For this purpose, we start with the sample covariance matrix:
S^ =
1
n
XX0
and create a LW linear shrinkage estimator [Ledoit and Wolf, 2004] as follows:
S^LW() = (1  )S^+ 1
p
tr (S^)Ip,  2 [0; 1]:
The coecient  is set as the HS risk minimizer to S:
 = argmin
2[0;1]
E(tr (S^LW ()  S)2):
This is solved by:
 =
E(tr [(S  S^)(1
p
tr (S^)Ip   S^)])
E(tr [(S^  1
p
tr (S^)Ip)2])
;
which can be re-written as :
 =
2 + 2   2
22
; (3.1)
with 2 = E(tr [(S^   1
p
tr (S^)Ip)
2]), 2 = E(tr [(S^   S)2]) and 2 = E(tr [(S   1
p
tr (S^)Ip)
2])
[Fiecas and Ombao, 2011].
The sample covariance matrix S^ of the data X has a p-dimensional Wishart distribution with
n degrees of freedom and centred around S:
nS^  WRp (n;S):
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In this case,  can be expressed as an oracle variable dependent solely on S:
 =
(1  2=p)tr (S2) + tr (S)2
(n+ 1  2=p)tr (S2) + (1  n=p)tr (S)2 : (3.2)
 can be estimated via a data-driven variable [Ledoit and Wolf, 2004]:
^ =
Pn
i tr [(XiX
0
i   S^)2]
n2(tr (S^2)  tr (S^)2=p)
=
Pn
i tr (X
4
i )  ntr (S^2)
n2(tr (S^2)  tr (S^)2=p) : (3.3)
where tr (X4i ) = tr ((XiX
0
i)
2).
Remark 5. equation 3.3 only matches equation 3.2 if T = 1
p
tr (S)Ip, but not if T =
1
p
tr (S^)Ip.
The formulation in equation 3.3 is taken further by applying the Rao-Blackwell theorem
[Chen et al., 2010]. S^ being a sucient statistics for S, we can set:
^RBLW = E(^jS^); (3.4)
and create the following estimator:
S^RBLW = E(S^LW (^)jS^) = (1  ^RBLW )S^+ ^RBLW 1
p
tr (S^)Ip:
By virtue of the Rao-Blackwell theorem, S^RBLW outperforms the regular LW shrinkage estima-
tor in terms of HS risk:
E(tr [(S^RBLW   S)2])  E(tr [(S^LW (^)  S)2]):
Using the distribution of Xi and S^ in Rp and Rpp, a closed form expression for equation 3.4 is
found [Chen et al., 2010]:
^RBLW =
n 2
n
tr (S^2) + tr (S^)2
(n+ 2)(tr (S^2)  tr (S^)2=p) : (3.5)
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3.3 Extension to Cpp
The results in the previous section only work for real-valued variables and cannot be directly
applied to complex-valued data, as the distribution of Xi and S^ change from R to C. First, we
make the following assumption on the distribution of the underlying data.
Assumption 3.3.1. Denote the complex multivariate normal distribution of some data X:
X  N Cp (;S; ), where  = E(X), S = E(XXH),   = E(XX0):
For all i = 1; ::; n, the data of interest Xi is distributed as a circularly-symmetric normal
complex variable:
Xi  N Cp (0;S;0pp):
where  = 0p1,   = 0pp. For brevity, we denote this distribution as: N Cp (0;S).
Additionally, we assume that the data Xi has bounded 4
th moment:
E(tr (X4i )) := E
 
tr ((XiX
H
i )
2)

< +1: (3.6)
Assumption 3.3.1 ensures that the sample covariance matrix of the complex data is dis-
tributed as a complex-Wishart variable, which we dene below. It is not the case if the data
itself is not circularly-symmetric. The upper bound imposed on the fourth moment of the data
guarantees the existence of a solution in the results that are derived in section 3.3.2.
Because the distribution of S^ changes from the real to the complex domain, we need to re-derive
the results in equation 3.2 and equation 3.4, starting with the complex Wishart distribution,
reviewed in section 1.4.1 of chapter 1;
Denition 3.3.2 (Complex Wishart distr.). X 2 Cpn, where Xi indep. N Cp (0;S), 8i  n.
S is Hermitian and positive denite. Note S^ := 1
n
XXH . Then nS^ is distributed as a complex
Wishart matrix:
S = nS^  WCp (n;S);
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with pdf [Srivastava, 1965]:
f(S) =
jSjn pe tr (S 1S)
~ p(n)jSjn
;
where ~ p(n) represents the complex multivariate gamma function:
~ p(n) = 
p(p 1)=2
pY
i=1
 (n  i+ 1) , Re(n) > p  1:
3.3.1 Oracle result
In order to derive a complex-domain formulations, we bring our attention to the following
expectations, when nS^  WCp (n;S):
E(tr (S^2)), E(tr (S^)2):
To proceed, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.3.3 ([Nagar and Gupta, 2011]). For a matrix S  Wp(n;S), we have
E( ~C(S)) = [n] ~C(S)
where ~C(S) is the zonal polynomial of the Hermitian p  p matrix S, corresponding to the
partition  = (k1; :::; kp), where k1  :::  kp, and:
[n] =
pY
i=1
(n  i+ 1)ki, (n)a =
 (n+ a)
 (n)
:
Lemma 3.3.4 ([Khatri, 1968]). For an Hermitian matrix X , we have
~C(2)(X) = 0:5[tr (X)
2 + tr (X2)];
~C(1;1)(X) = 0:5[tr (X)
2   tr (X2):
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Based on lemma 3.3.3 and 3.3.4, we have:
E(tr (nS^)2) = E( ~C(2)(nS^) + ~C(1;1)(nS^))
= [n]2 ~C(2)(S) + [n](1;1) ~C(1;1)(S)
=
[n]2 + [n](1;1)
2
tr (S)2 +
[n]2   [n](1;1)
2
tr (S2)
=
n(n+ 1) + n(n  1)
2
tr (S)2
+
n(n+ 1)  n(n  1)
2
tr (S2)
= n2tr (S)2 + ntr (S2):
In a similar way, the next result follows:
E(tr (n2S^2)) = ntr (S)2 + n2tr (S2):
Hence, we can see that, for nS^  WCp (n;S), we have:
E(tr (S^)2) = tr (S)2 +
1
n
tr (S2);
E(tr (S^2)) =
1
n
tr (S)2 + tr (S2): (3.7)
The results of equation 3.7 will serve in nding a closed-form expression for  in equation 3.2 for
the complex case. Note that this expression can be reduced to the following when T = 1
p
tr (S^)Ip:
 =
E(tr [(S  S^)(1
p
tr (S^)Ip   S^)])
E(tr [(S^  1
p
tr (S^)Ip)2])
=
E[1
p
tr (S)tr (S^)  tr (SS^)  1
p
tr (S^)2 + tr (S^2)]
E[tr (S^2)  1
p
tr (S^)2]
=
1
p
tr (S)2   tr (S2) + E[tr (S^2)  1
p
tr (S^)2]
E[tr (S^2)  1
p
tr (S^)2]
:
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Using equation 3.7, we then get:
 =
tr (S)2   1
p
tr (S2)
(1  n
p
)tr (S)2 + (n  1
p
)tr (S2)
: (3.8)
As expected, the expression of  for the complex case in equation 3.8 diers from its real-valued
alternative in equation 3.2. Note that in the denominator and numerator, the multiplying
factors associated with tr (S)2 are identical in both cases.
When using a deterministic target, i.e. when T^ = T, the expression for  in equation 3.8
changes. Considering the case where T = 1
p
tr (S)Ip, the shrinkage coecient becomes:
 =
tr 2(S)
[1  n
p
]tr 2(S) + ntr (S2)
:=


: (3.9)
This case was extensively studied in [Ledoit and Wolf, 2004]. In a data-driven perspective, this
can be estimated using plug-in estimators:
[tr (S) = tr (S^);
^ = tr ([S^  tr (S^)Ip]2)
= tr 2(S^)  1
p
tr (S^2);
^ = tr ([S^  S]2)
=
X
i
X
j
V(S^ij)
=
1
n2
nX
i=1
tr ([S^i   S^]2);
^ =
Pn
i=1 tr ([S^i   S^]2)
n2(tr 2(S^)  1
p
tr (S^2))
: (3.10)
The formulation for the shrinkage coecient in equation 3.10 can then be used to create a
data-driven shrinkage (DDLW) estimator:
S^LW = (1  ^)S^+ ^ tr (S^)
p
Ip: (3.11)
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This can be used in applications, using spectral matrix estimates which are either ill-dened or
singular. This is also an admissible estimator for obtaining the inverse spectral matrix { as it
will always be invertible { but as we will see in the sections below, it is possible to improve on
it using the Rao-Blackwell theorem.
3.3.2 Complex RBLW
In order to use the RBLW estimation procedure on complex data, we need to ensure that all
the necessary conditions are fullled for the Rao-Blackwell theorem to apply.
Theorem 3.3.5 (Rao-Blackwell theorem [Blackwell, 1947]). Let S^ be an estimator for S, with
nite second moment. Take a sucient statistic  for S, and set ~S = E(S^j). Then the
following holds:
RHS(~S;S)  RHS(S^;S):
We are recreating an improved estimator for S using theorem 3.3.5 on the LW shrinkage
estimator of equation 3.11:
S^LW = (1  ^)S^+ ^ tr (S^)
p
Ip;
^ =
Pn
i=1 tr ([S^i   S^]2)
n2(tr 2(S^)  1
p
tr (S^2))
=
Pn
i=1 tr ([XiX
H
i   S^]2)
n2(tr 2(S^)  1
p
tr (S^2))
=
Pn
i tr
 
(XHi Xi)
2
  ntr (S^2)
n2(tr (S^2)  tr (S^)2=p) ;
S^CRBLW = E(S^LW jS^) (3.12)
= (1  E(^jS^))S^+ E(^jS^)tr (S^)
p
Ip
:= (1  ^RBLW )S^+ ^RBLW tr (S^)
p
Ip (3.13)
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Using equation 3.6, it can be shown that E([S^LW ]2) < +1 [Ledoit and Wolf, 2004], meaning
that the second order bounded condition applies to this estimation problem.
In equation 3.12, we need the element S^ in the conditional expectation to satisfy the conditions
set in 3.3.5 in order to proceed. The most important condition for S^ to satisfy is Suciency,
dened below;
Denition 3.3.6 (Suciency [Young and Smith, 2005]). A statistic  = (X) is sucient
for S if the distribution of X conditional on (X) is independent of S.
Here, our statistic of choice S^ = 1
n
Pn
i XiX
H
i is indeed a function of Xi, S^ = S^(Xi). Looking
at the distribution of Xi, we can see that the variable S^ is sucient for S.
Theorem 3.3.7. S^ is sucient for S [Goodman, 1963, thm 4.2].
Proof. The pdf of Xi for each i  n is as follows:
f(Xi) = 
 pjSj 1e tr (XHi S 1Xi);
and the joint pdf of Xi for all i  n is:
f(X1; ::;Xn) = 
 pnjSj ne 
Pn
i tr (XHi S 1Xi)
=  pnjSj ne 
Pn
i tr (S 1XiXHi )
=  pnjSj ne ntr (S 1S^):
We can factorise this pdf into two functions, dened as such:
h(X1; :::;Xn) := 
 pn, g(S^;S) := jSj ne ntr (S 1S^);
Hence, f(X1; ::;Xn) = h(X1; :::;Xn)g(S^;S):
Therefore, the distribution of X conditional on S^ is equal to:
f(XjS^) = h(X);
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meaning that S^ is a sucient statistic for S.
The statistic S^ fulls the necessary requirements for the Rao-Blackwell theorem to apply.
Based on this, we can proceed to nding a formula for the RBLW estimator ^RBLW in C. The
conditional expectation in equation 3.4 is equal to the following:
^RBLW = E(^jS^)
= E
 Pn
i tr
 
(XHi Xi)
2
  ntr (S^2)
n2(tr (S^2)  tr (S^)2=p)
S^
!
=
Pn
i E(tr
 
(XHi Xi)
2
 jS^)  ntr (S^2)
n2(tr (S^2)  tr (S^)2=p)
=
Pn
i E((XHi Xi)2jS^)  ntr (S^2)
n2(tr (S^2)  tr (S^)2=p) : (3.14)
In order to proceed further with the expression above, we make use of the SVD described in
[Golub and Van Loan, 1996, chp 2]:
X = H	QH ; (3.15)
with r = min(p; n), such as H is p p, HHH = Ip, Q is n n, QHQ = In and 	 is p n and
of the following shape:
	 =
266666664
!1 : : : 0
...
. . .
... 0r(n r)
0 : : : !r
0(p r)r 0(p r)(n r)
377777775
:=
264 
 0r(n r)
0(p r)r 0(p r)(n r)
375 :
Denote q to be some column of Q. Then for all columns Xi of X, independent of each other
for every i  n, we can write:
Xi = H	q
H ;
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and
XHi Xi = q
264 D 0r(n r)
0(n r)r 0(n r)(n r)
375qH , D = diag (!2i )ri=1 = diag (di)ri=1;
which we can also write as
XHi Xi =
rX
i=1
dijqij2:
One important property of the data matrix X is that it is right invariant. The concept of
invariance is explained in [Muirhead, 1982, chp 6], but we provide a comprehensive denition
for complex-valued random matrices.
Denition 3.3.8 (Left/Right rotational invariance). A random matrix X is left and/or right
invariant if, for some unitary matrices U, V that are either deterministic or random and
independent of X, we have:
Right invariance: f(XU) = f(X)
Left invariance: f(VX) = f(X)
with f(:) being the pdf of X. X is said to be left/right invariant if it is both left and right
invariant.
It is easy to show that, if X is Gaussian, then it is also right invariant. However, it is left
invariant if and only if the true covariance matrix S is of the form S = 2Ip for some xed
scalar 2.
Next, we state three lemmas that we will use further below.
Theorem 3.3.9. The matrix H and the elements in 
 in the diagonal matrix 	 from equa-
tion 3.15, and therefore D, are statistically independent of Q.
Proof. See section B.1.1 in the Appendix for full details.
Lemma 3.3.10 (Distribution ofQ [Golub and Van Loan, 1996]). The matrixQ in equation 3.15
is isotropically distributed, i.e. it is left/right invariant.
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Lemma 3.3.11 (Fourth moment of unitary matrix). Q is a unitary matrix that is Haar-
distributed. Therefore, the fourth moments of its entries are:
E(jqij4) = 2
n(n+ 1)
;
E(jqij2jqjj2) = 1
n(n+ 1)
:
Proof. Proposition 1.2 in [Hiai and Petz, 2000].
We then have:
E

(XHi Xi)
2
S^ = E
0@ rX
i
dijqij2
!2S^
1A
= E
 
rX
i
d2i jqij4 +
X
i6=j
didjjqij2jqjj2
S^
!
= E
 
E
"
rX
i
d2i jqij4 +
X
i6=j
didjjqij2jqjj2jS^;D
#S^
!
:
Using the well-known tower property, this simplies into:
E

(XHi Xi)
2
S^ = E rX
i
d2i jqij4 +
X
i 6=j
didjjqij2jqjj2
S^;D
!
=
rX
i
d2iE
h
jqij4
S^;Di+X
i6=j
didjE
h
jqij2jqjj2
S^;Di
=
rX
i
d2iE[jqij4] +
X
i6=j
didjE[jqij2jqjj2] (Theorem 3.3.9)
=
1
n(n+ 1)
"
2
rX
i
d2i +
X
i 6=j
didj
#
(Lemma 3.3.11)
=
1
n(n+ 1)
[tr (D2) + tr (D)2]
=
1
n(n+ 1)
[tr (n2S^2) + tr (nS^)2]:
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The last equality follows from the fact that: tr (nS^) = tr (HDHH). As a result, we have that:
E((XHi Xi)2jS^) =
n
(n+ 1)
[tr (S^2) + tr (S^)2]: (3.16)
We can use equation 3.16 to nd a nal formulation for ^RBLW in C from equation 3.14:
^RBLW =
Pn
i E((XHi Xi)2jS^)  ntr (S^2)
n2(tr (S^2)  tr (S^)2=p)
=
n2
(n+1)
[tr (S^2) + tr (S^)2]  ntr (S^2)
n2(tr (S^2)  tr (S^)2=p)
=
 n
(n+1)
tr (S^2) + n
2
n+1
tr (S^)2
n2(tr (S^2)  tr (S^)2=p)
=
tr (S^)2   1
n
tr (S^2)
(n+ 1)(tr (S^2)  tr (S^)2=p) : (3.17)
The Complex-RBLW is then dened as a LW estimator with shrinkage coecient ^RBLW of
equation 3.17:
S^CRBLW = S^LW(^RBLW ): (3.18)
3.3.3 Extension to S 1(f)
The inverse of the spectral matrix S 1 can also be optimally estimated using the CRLW shrink-
age estimate of equation 3.18. In fact, we can show that (S^CRBLW ) 1 is actually a \Rao-
Blackwellized" estimator for S 1; meaning that (S^CRBLW ) 1 is better HS risk sense for S 1
than the inverse (S^LW ) 1 of the estimator in equation 3.11.
Lemma 3.3.12. (S^CRBLW ) 1, the inverse of the Rao-Blackwell estimator S^CRBLW , is in the
form of a \Rao-Blackwellized" estimator for S 1:
Proof. Recall that S^ = 1
n
Pn
i=1XiX
H
i , such that Xi i.i.d  N Cp (0;S). Firstly we note that S^ is
a sucient statistic for S 1: To see this, we note that the joint pdf for fXigni=1 can be written
as follows:
f
 
X1; : : : ;XnjS 1

=  pnjS 1jne ntr (S 1S^):
The part that depends on S 1 only depends on the data through S^; so this is a sucient statistic
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for S 1 by the factorization theorem [Halmos and Savage, 1949]. Now:
S^CRBLW = E(S^LWjS^)
is an estimator for S; so (S^CRBLW ) 1 is an estimator for S 1. Recall the general result that for
a function h();
E(h(S^)jS^) = h(S^);
hence dS 1CRBLW = E(S^CRBLW ) 1S^ = (S^CRBLW ) 1:
Clearly we can use dS 1CRBLW to estimate S 1 when S^ is singular, K < p; or non-singular,
K  p:
3.4 Performance on Simulated Data
To illustrate the estimation methodologies proposed for S(f) (equation 3.18) and for S 1(f)
(section 3.3.3), we consider two data models with dimensions p = 5 and p = 10:
• Vector AR(1) :
Xt =
266666666664
0:2 0  0:1 0  0:5
0:4  0:2 0 0:2 0
 0:2 0 0:3 0 0:1
0:3 0:1 0 0:3 0
0 0 0 0:5 0:2
377777777775
Xt 1 + t;5 := 1Xt 1 + t;5, Xt 2 R51
The innovation is driven by a white-noise process t;p  N (0p1; Ip), and the data sampled
with t = 1. The true matrix S(f) is dened as in equation A.1 in appendix A.
• EEG data : we use the recording fXEEGt g of patient n.15, from the data set detailed in
section A.2 of appendix A. Replicas of fXEEGt g are made using the circulant embedding
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simulation algorithm of [Chandna and Walden, 2013], using a multitaper estimate S^(mt)
with K = 40 from equation 1.8 as a starting seed:
SEEG(f) = S^
(mt)
K=40(X
EEG
t ):
In this context, SEEG(f) is set as the \true" matrix S(f) of the simulated model, and
the data is sampled with t = 0:01, and pre-processed as described in section A.2 of
appendix A.
In both of these cases, the sample covariance matrix S^ is the multitaper estimate S^
(mt)
K so we
haveK = n, as we have as many degrees of freedom n as the number of sub-matricesK summed
together into the sample estimate: S^ = 1
K
PK 1
k=0 S^k.
For the VAR model, we have t  N = 2047, whereas for the EEG-based model we have
t  N = 405 after downsampling and ltering. For each model, data points are sampled
m = 500 independent times and averaged over.
For each of the m repetitions and each model, we compute estimates of S(f) starting from the
sample multitaper estimate S^(f) = S^
(mt)
K (f), with K < p, as described in equation 1.8. The
multitaper estimate S^(f) being singular by design, it is then regularised using:
DDLW estimator: the data-driven LW estimator, S^LW (f) = ^1
p
tr (S^(f))Ip + (1   ^)S^(f),
where ^ is as in equation 3.10,
CRBLW estimator: S^CRBLW (f) = ^1
p
tr (S^(f))Ip+(1  ^)S^(f), where ^ is as in equation 3.17.
The estimates S^LW (f) and S^CRBLW (f) are used for S(f), whereas their inverses are used for
S 1(f).
From these estimators, we are interested in deriving the following quantities at each frequency
f in both models:
• The PRIAL (Percentage of Relative Improvement on Averaged Loss) of S^CRBLW (f) over
S^LW (f),
• The PRIAL of [S^CRBLW (f)] 1 over [S^LW (f)] 1.
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The PRIAL of one estimator S^a(f) over another estimator S^b(f) for a matrix S(f) is dened
in section 2.6.3 of chapter 2, and is evaluated as follows:
PRIAL:(S^
a; S^b) =
R:(S^b(f);S(f)) R:(S^a(f);S(f))
R:(S^b(f);S(f))
 100:
The averaged loss { or the risk { is measured as follows:
RHS(~S(f);S(f)) = E(LHS(~S(f);S(f)))
where the loss function LHS is the complex Hilbert Schmidt (HS) norm (equation 2.14):
LHS(~S(f);S(f)) = tr [(~S(f)  S(f))2]:
3.4.1 Model 1: 5-dimensional VAR(1) Time Series
In this section, we are interested in the results produced from simulations based on Model 1.
Here, p = 5 and K is set at K = p  1 = 4.
Figure 3.1 shows very encouraging results for the CRBLW estimator. We can see that, for the
estimation of S(f), CRBLW outperforms the LW estimator by 2  7% under the HS norm. For
the estimation of S(f) 1, the inverse of the CRBLW estimator can outperform the inverse of
the LW estimator by up to 18% under the HS norm (gure 3.2). More importantly, the PRIAL
of the CRBLW over the LW estimator is consistently positive across all frequencies in range.
Figure 3.3 clearly highlights the connection between the condition number cond(S) (Deni-
tion 1.3.3 in chapter 1) of the true spectral matrices S(f) and the sphericity S(S^) (Denition
1.3.4 in chapter 1) of their singular estimators S^(f), dened as follows:
cond(S) =
max
min
, S(S^) = 1
p  1
 
ptr (S^2)
tr (S^)2
  1
!
:
Since the condition numbers of the singular matrices S^(f) are all equal to +1, we need to
rely on their sphericity S instead to gain understanding in their structure. As we can see
from gure 3.3(a), S(S^) gives a very reliable indication on the amplitude of cond(S). This goes
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strongly in the favour of using the sphericity for the analysis of time series data, as it is possible
to make insightful observations from it.
In gure 3.3(b), we can see that there exist a direct relation between S(S^) and the weight
coecients of the CRBLW estimator, computed from equation 3.17. A low sphericity indicates a
spherical { or even a scaled identity { true underlying spectral matrix, and the weight coecient
of CRBLW is set closer to  = 1.
In gure 3.4 we can see some of the important characteristics of the CRBLW estimator.
Figure 3.4(a) shows the occurrences across all frequencies of the CRBLW shrinkage coecients
(equation 3.17) and of the regular LW weight coecients (equation 3.3), averaged over all m
repetitions. We can see that the empirical occurrences of the shrinkage coecients for the
CRBLW and regular LW estimator coincide very closely across all frequencies after averaging.
The coecient of the CRBLW estimator being a conditional expectation of the coecient of
the regular LW estimator,
^CRBLW (f) = E(^(f)jS^(f));
their respective expectations should be equal, as per the tower property 1,
E(^CRBLW (f)) = E(^(f)):
In gure 3.4(b) we can see the averaged eigenvalues of the true spectral matrix S(f) and of
the CRBLW estimator, derived from the sample estimate S^(f). We can see how the CRBLW
shrinkage process brings the larger and smaller eigenvalues closer together. The largest ones are
biased downwards and the smallest eigenvalues are biased upwards. This behaviour is typical of
shrinkage estimators with targets set as a scaled identity, but can also lead to over-regularizing.
While in this simulation study, this has not proven to be problematic, it can lead to a substantial
bias in other applications.
1The tower property of conditional expectations, also known as the tower rule or the rule of iterated expec-
tations, states that for any two random variables X, Y, E(X) = E (E(XjY)) [Haigh, 2002].
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Figure 3.1: PRIAL of the CRBLW estimator (equation 3.18) over the DDLW (equation 3.3), for the spectral matrix S(f) in the VAR
model, evaluated for all frequencies f 2 [0fN ], fN = 0:5Hz.
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Figure 3.2: PRIAL of the inverse CRBLW estimator (section 3.3.3) over the inverse DDLW (equation 3.3), for the inverse spectral matrix
S 1(f) in the VAR model, evaluated for all frequencies f 2 [0fN ], fN = 0:5Hz.
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Figure 3.3: Impact of the sphericity of S^(f) on various parameters of interest in the VAR model, across all frequencies. Left: condition
number of true matrix S(f). Right: CRBLW shrinkage coecient, equation 3.17.
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(black)
Figure 3.4: Characteristics of the CRBLW estimator. Left: empirical occurrences of its shrinkage coecient (equation 3.17, crosses) and
the shrinkage coecient of the traditional LW estimator (equation 3.3, dotted line) across all repetitions and frequencies. Right: ordered
eigenvalues of the true matrix S(f), raw estimate S^ and of the CRBLW estimator, averaged over all repetitions and frequencies.
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3.4.2 Model 2: EEG data
In this section, we turn our attention to the results produced with Model 2. Here, p = 10 and
K is set at K = p  2 = 8.
We can see from gure 3.5 that the CRBLW has a PRIAL over the data-driven shrinkage
(DDLW) estimator that is very considerable, even more so than in the VAR model examined in
section 3.4.1. Its PRIAL over the conventional LW averages around 50% under the HS norm.
For the inverse spectral matrix S 1(f), the inverse CRBLW of section 3.3.3 has a performance
over the inverse of the DDLW estimate that much more moderate, albeit having a PRIAL that
is consistently above 7%, as we can see from gure 3.6.
Most of the relations observed with model 1 that also exist with model 2. For instance, we can
see from 3.7(a) the close relationship between the condition number of the true spectral matrix
S(f) and the sphericity of the sample estimates S^(f). This trend was also holding for model
1 (see gure 3.3), suggesting again a meaningful connection between condition number of the
true matrix and the sphericity of the sample estimates, which has the potential to be exploited
with various types data. Similarly, we can see from 3.8(a) how the weight coecients of the
CRBLW and of the LW estimator coincide through the tower property after averaging over m
repetitions, just as seen in gure 3.4(a).
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Figure 3.5: PRIAL of the CRBLW estimator (equation 3.18) over the DDLW (equation 3.3), for the EEG data, evaluated for all frequencies
f 2 [0:5; 4]Hz.
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Figure 3.6: PRIAL of the inverse CRBLW estimator (section 3.3.3) over the inverse DDLW (equation 3.3), for the EEG data, evaluated
for all frequencies f 2 [0:5; 4]Hz.
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S(f). Right: CRBLW shrinkage coecient, equation 3.17.
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Figure 3.8: Characteristics of the CRBLW in the EEG data. Left: empirical occurrences of its weight coecient (equation 3.17, crosses)
and the weight coecient of the traditional LW estimator (equation 3.3, dotted line) across all repetitions and frequencies. Right: ordered
eigenvalues of the true matrix S(f), raw estimate S^ and of the CRBLW estimator, averaged over all repetitions and freqs.
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3.5 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, we have further advanced analytical linear shrinkage estimation for the spectral
precision matrix in two ways. First, we re-dened the Oracle solution for a LW shrinkage
estimator in the complex domain (equation 3.8), and a consistent data-driven alternative in
equation 3.11 that is equivalent to the LW baseline shrinkage estimate in the complex domain.
Secondly, an improved LW estimator for the spectral matrix is derived using the Rao-Blackwell
theorem, and called CRBLW. In spite of the substantial use of random matrix theory (RMT)
in the derivation, its closed form expression in equations 3.17 and 3.18 is very simple in form,
entirely data-driven and thus highly usable in practice. A Rao-Blackwell compliant estimator for
the precision spectral matrix can be found by inverting the CRBLW estimator in section 3.3.3,
and it is shown to improve on the inverse of a baseline LW estimator in simulated data in
section 3.4.
The Gaussian assumption is used in several parts of the derivation process for this estimator.
While for real-valued data this would be problematic, in the context of spectral domain data,
this is not dubious because of the Central Limit Theorem eect induced by the structure of the
multitaper spectral estimate, as discussed in Lemma 1.4.1 in chapter 1.
The CRBLW is a shrinkage estimator for the spectral matrix S(f) that improves substantially on
previous methods, but its PRIAL diminishes as the dimensions of the underlying data become
larger for the estimation of the precision matrix S 1(f). An alternative solution consists of
estimating the precision matrix directly. In the next chapter, we develop a non-linear RMT-
based estimator for the precision matrix, that substantially improve on the CRBLW inverted
estimate as well as other conventional estimators.
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Chapter 4
Random-Matrix-Theoretic
Regularisation
[Walden and Schneider-Luftman, 2015, © IEEE]. Parts of this chapter are reprinted with per-
mission, from A.T.Walden & D. Schneider-Luftman, \Random matrix derived shrinkage of
spectral precision matrices", IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, 63(17), 09/2015.
4.1 Introduction
A novel non-linear regularisation method is proposed in [Marzetta et al., 2011] for the estima-
tion of the covariance matrix and its inverse. The \invcov" estimator uses random matrix theory
(RMT) to estimate S by reducing the dimensionality of S^ through isotropically random unitary
matrices. Unlike the estimator of [Krishnamoorthy and Gupta, 1989], the invcov method is
particularly suited for singular cases. In the original work, the methodology is able to produce
substantial improvements over the LW shrinkage estimator for the estimation of both the true
covariance matrix and the precision covariance matrix. The aim of this chapter is to extend
the invcov protocol to the estimation of the spectral matrices and precision spectral matrices
across frequency ranges of interest.
The original paper demonstrates how the invcov methods can be derived computationally, using
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a Monte-carlo simulation, and also gives a basis for an analytical alternative solution that is
much faster to calculate. In section 4.2, we complete the analytic formulation of the invcov
estimator, which allows to reduce computation time considerably.
Like most shrinkage methods, the invcov estimator relies on a regularising variable L, which
can be optimised against a matrix norm, for instance. While there is a clear link between the
amplitude of L and the performance of the resulting estimator, there is no clear way of selecting
this variable in a data-driven sense. In section 4.3, a predictive risk approach is given to select
the controlling parameter L.
In section 4.4, this estimator is applied to simulated data and shown to substantially outperform
the inverse of the LW estimator in a time series setting, and its ability to retrieve the precision
matrix S 1 is demonstrated and compared to the inverse of other regularised estimators for the
matrix S.
4.2 Regularisation Estimator
The invcov method works by introducing a set of Lp random unitary matrices  with L  K:
 2 CLp , H = IL:
Assumption 4.2.1 (distribution of ). The random matrices  are Haar-distributed. This
implies that:
8 2 Cpp unitary and deterministic or statistically independent of  , P() = P()
where P(:) represents the distribution function of .
Assumption 4.2.1 allows for linear constraints to exist.
From this we can create a covariance matrix with dimensions reduced from p to L :
S^ =
1
N
XXH 2 Cpp, 1
N
XXHH = S^H 2 CLL;
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then this new L L covariance matrix can be projected back onto the Cpp space:
cov L(S^) = E

H(S^H)

: (4.1)
Equation (4.1) is equal to the following [Marzetta et al., 2011]:
cov L(S^) = S^+ tr (S^)Ip;
where we have:
 =
L2p  L
p(p2   1) ;
 =
Lp  L2
p(p2   1) :
This is very similar to a linear shrinkage estimator, with two shrinkage parameters  and  2 R.
The idea of matrix projection in reduced dimensional spaces can also be applied to the estima-
tion of S 1:
invcov L(S^) = E

H(S^H) 1

: (4.2)
Equation (4.2) can be simplied using assumption 4.2.1. We have:
S^ = RDRH ;
then the expression of equation 4.2 is equal to:
invcov L(S^) = R invcov L(D)R
H :
In the singular case p
K
> 1, there are several zero-valued sample eigenvalues: 9i 2 f1; ::; pg s.t.
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Dii = 0. So we can write D as follows:
D =
266666664
d1    0
...
. . .
...
0    dK
0p K
377777775
:=
264 DK
0p K
375 : (4.3)
The resulting matrix after the dimension reduction to L L and the projection back to p p
is equal to:
invcov L(D) =
266666664
1    0
...
. . .
...
0    K
Ip K
377777775
:=
264 K
Ip K
375 : (4.4)
4.2.1 Debiasing of invcov L(S^)
Empirical evidence show that the eigenvalues estimates computed from equation 4.4 are bi-
ased. While no formal research has been conducted on this matter yet, [Tucci and Wang, 2012]
showed that the estimate invcov L(S^) should be adjusted by a factor of  2 R:

invcov L(S^) =  invcov L(S^): (4.5)
To illustrate this, we consider a numerical simulation on the data of three patients from the EEG
data set of section A.2 in appendix A, and compare their true inverse spectra with the RMT-
based estimators applied to multitaper estimates with degrees of freedom K < p. Results are
displayed in gure 4.1. While [Tucci and Wang, 2012] recommend using  = p=L, we can see
that across all frequencies in range,  = K=L is sometimes more appropriate than  = p=L in
terms of HS loss to the true precision matrix (gure 4.1). This shows that in fact, the optimal
debiasing argument varies across data sets, and could be evaluated as a tuning parameter.
However, for the scope of this research, we will be using a bias-adjustment of  = p=L.
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Figure 4.1: Performance of debiasing terms for the RMT-based estimator, in terms of HS risk to S 1(f), on data simulated from the EEG
data set of section A.2 in appendix A. The RMT-based procedure is applied to the sample multitaper estimate with degrees of freedom
K = p   2, for all L = 2; ::; K   1 and all freq. f 2 [0:5; 4]Hz, with varying debiasing arguments (no debiasing {  = 1,  = p=L and
 = K=L). For each frequency, the optimal debiasing argument is recorded at the optimal L, and the results are shown as percentages of
records across frequencies in range.
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4.2.2 Computational approach
The computation of figi; i = 1; : : : ; K and  in equation 4.4 can be carried out computation-
ally with a Monte-Carlo simulation on the Haar matrices , as done in the reference article
[Marzetta et al., 2011, personal correspondence with Gabriel Tucci]:
m  Haar, m = 1; ::;M
\invcov L(D) = diag (^K ; ^Ip K) =
1
M
X
m
Hm

mD
H
m
 1
m:
However, for a given S^, the number of copies M needed to be averaged is very large in order
to converge to a solution that is valid for equation 4.4, typically around M  105. The
corresponding computing-time cost is very heavy, and even with modern computational power
this approach is not suitable in a spectral matrix context, where S 1 must be estimated at
hundreds or thousands of frequencies.
4.2.3 Analytical solution
The estimator in equation 4.4 also has a closed from expression which can be used in imple-
mentations, detailed below.
Theorem 4.2.2 ([Marzetta et al., 2011]). K and  in equation 4.4 are equal to the following:
 = tr
 
E(ZHDKZ) 1

, for Z 2 N CLp(0Lp; Ip); (4.6)
i =
@
@di
Z

L;K
tr
 
log(HDK)

d; (4.7)
where 
L;K = f 2 CKLjH = ILg in equation 4.7.
It is possible to nd explicit forms for the expressions in equations 4.6 and 4.7, based on
further results. Consider the following operator on the space of continuous functions:
I(p) : C[0; r] 7! C[0; r];
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I(p)(f(x)) =
pz }| {Z
  
Z
f(x) dx    dx| {z }
p
: (4.8)
It is also the case that the function I(p)(:) is linearly additive for polynomial functions:
I(p)(xa) + I(p)(xb) = I(p)(xa + xb):
Remark 6. The function I(p)(:) is introduced dierently in the reference paper [Marzetta et al., 2011].
Their denition was only applicable to f(x) = xn, n 2 N. The generalisation to all continuous
functions f(:) is actually essential for further computations.
Remark 7. We can easily see that the following relation holds:
@
@x
I(p)(f(x)) = I(p 1)(f(x)):
The exact formulation for the function I(p)(:) can be further specied when the argument
function is f(x) = xK log(x), as is the case in equation 4.7.
Theorem 4.2.3. For any n 2 N,
I(p) (xn log(x)) =
xn+pn!
(n+ p)!
"
log(x) 
pX
j=1
1
n+ j
#
:
Proof. See section B.2.1 in the Appendix.
Using this operator, we have the following theorem;
Theorem 4.2.4 ([Marzetta et al., 2011]).
Z

L;K
tr (f(HDK))d =
L 1X
k=0
(K   (k + 1))!
(L  (k + 1))! 
jGkj
j(DK)j ;
where (DK) is the Vandermonde matrix derived from DK:
(DK)i;j = d
j 1
i , i; j = 1; ::; K;
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and Gk is obtained by replacing the k + 1
th row of (DK) by:

I(K L)(x(L (k+1)) log(x))jx=di
	K
i=1
;
from equation 4.8.
Theorems 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 can then be used together to further the expression of the terms
fig in equation 4.7:
Theorem 4.2.5 (Exact expression for fig). The output eigenvalues i, for i  K, can also
be expressed as:
i =
L 1X
k=0
(K   (k + 1))!
(L  (k + 1))!
@
@di
 jGkj
j(DK)j

;
where the matrices Gk are dened as the (DK) with the k + 1
th replaced with:

I(K L)(x(L (k+1)) log(x))
	K
i=1
=
8<: xK (k+1)(L  (k + 1))!(K   (k + 1))!
"
log(x) 
K LX
j=1
1
L  (k + 1) + j
#
x=di
9=;
K
i=1
:
Proof. Follows from Theorems 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.
The term @
@di
jGkj
j(DK)j in theorem 4.2.5 can be simplied using results from matrix algebra.
Remark 8 (Derivative of Determinants [Golberg, 1972]). For any matrix A(:) : R 7! Rpp
which takes a scalar argument x as an input, we have:
@
@x
jA(x)j = tr

C(x)
@
@x
A(x)

, C(x) =

( 1)i+jAjointi;j (x)
	p
i;j=1
; (4.9)
where Ajoint(:) is the cofactor matrix issued from the matrix A(:).
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Based on equation 4.9, we have:
@
@di
jGkj
j(DK)j =
j(DK)j  @@di jGkj   jGkj  @@di j(DK)j
j(DK)j2 ;
@
@di
j(DK)j = tr

C(DK)
@
@di
(DK)

;
@
@di
jGkj = tr

CGk
@
@di
Gk

:
These terms can then be plugged into the expression for @
@di
jGkj
j(DK)j , and into the equation of
theorem 4.2.5 to obtain an analytical formulation for i, for all i  K.
It is possible to derive a closed form expression for  in a similar fashion;
Theorem 4.2.6 ([Marzetta et al., 2011]). With E(ZZH) = Ip,
 = E(tr ((ZHDKZ) 1)) =
jGj
j(DK)j ;
where (DK) is as in theorem 4.2.4 and G is (DK) with the L
th row replaced by:

xK L 1 log(x)

x=di
	p
i=1
:
As one of the new estimators we put forward for S 1, we use the result in equation 4.2
together with the debiasing argument of equation 4.5:
dS 1L = p
L
 invcov L(S^): (4.10)
Remark 9. While we could also have considered cov L(S^) (equation 4.1) to estimate S, doing
so is redundant in the context of this thesis and of the work done in chapter 3, as it essentially
comes down to applying shrinkage to S^. Furthermore, for the inverse of S, the estimator
invcov L(S^) is of increased relevance, and will be a worthwhile comparison point to shrinkage
estimators.
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Small dimension example
We borrow the example from [Marzetta et al., 2011, VI.C] and explicit the steps of the deriva-
tion process. Set:
p = 4 , K = 2 , and L = 1:
So it follows that:
D = diag (d1; d2; 0; 0) , D2 = diag (d1; d2):
We want to compute invcov L(D) with the results shown in equations 4.6 and 4.7, and developed
in theorems 4.2.4 and 4.2.6:
invcov L(D) = diag (1; 2; ; );
where
i =
@
@di
Z

1;2
tr (log(HD2))d =
@
@di
jG0j
j(D2)j : (4.11)
Here, we have:
(D2) =
264 d1 d2
1 1
375 ;
and G0 is equal to (D2) with the 1
st row replaced with
fI(K L)(xL (k+1) log(x))jx=digKi=1 = fI(1)(x0 log(x))jx=dig2i=1
=
Z
log(x)dxjx=di
2
i=1
= fx log(x)  xjx=dig21:
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So,
G0 =
264 d1 log(d1)  d1 d2 log(d2)  d2
1 1
375 ;
jG0j
j(D2)j =
d1 log(d1)  d1   d2 log(d2) + d2
d1   d2 ;
1 =
@
@d1
jG0j
j(D2)j =
d2 log(d2)  d2 log(d1) + d1   d2
(d1   d2)2 ;
2 =
d1 log(d1)  d1 log(d2) + d2   d1
(d1   d2)2 :
Applying theorem 4.2.6, we have:
 = tr (E((ZD2ZH) 1)) =
jGj
j(D2)j ;
G =
264 I(1)(x 1)jx=d1 I(1)(x 1)jx=d2
1 1
375
=
264 R x 1dxjx=d1 R x 1dxjx=d2
1 1
375
=
264 log(d1) log(d2)
1 1
375 :
So  is equal to:
 =
log(d1)  log(d2)
(d1   d2) :
Gains in computation time
We illustrate the gains in computation time of using the analytical solution of equation 4.10
over the Monte-Carlo approach of section 4.2.2 on a Complex Normal distribution example.
We simulate m = 100 random matrices S^ from the following p = 10 dimensional distribution:
S^  WCp (K;S);
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where the true matrix S is dened as follows for i; j  p:
Sij =

(r +
p 1s)ji jj i  j;
(r  p 1s)ji jj i > j
;
with r = 0:7, s = 0:6 and K = p   1 = 9. The inverse true matrix S 1 is estimated using the
invcov estimator calculated in two ways: using the computational formulation of section 4.2.2,
and using the analytical formulation of equation 4.10. These two version of the same estimators
are computed for all values of L = 2; :::; K 1, and for all of the m simulated data points, where
the CPU time (in secs.) is recorded for each instance.
The Monte Carlo (MC) approach is implemented using M = 105 replicas of Haar-distributed
matrices , and averaged together. The implementation of the MC approach is carried out
using parallel computing on four CPUs (4 x Intel Core i7-3770, 3.4GHz) in MatLab, via the
parpool functions.
Results are displayed in gure 4.2, together with the average HS loss of each estimator to the
true precision matrix S 1 as a function of L. We can see a very close agreement between the
MC approach and the analytical approach in terms of HS loss to the true precision matrix,
however the analytical approach is able to return these results in a tenth of the time required
by the MC approach, even after paralleling. Note that the computation time in both cases
increases with L. This is expected, as L represents the dimensions of the reduced projected
space where the inversion occurs. As the dimensions of the projected L L matrices increase,
their inversion become more computationally costly.
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Figure 4.2: Comparative performance of the computational vs analytical approach to evaluating
the invcov estimator. Left: CPU times, in sec., of the analytical (diamonds, equation 4.10) and
MC (crosses, section 4.2.2) approach. Righ: HS loss to S 1 of the analytical (circles) and MC
(straight line) approaches.
4.3 Optimal selection for L
A central aspect of the estimator of equation 4.10 is the selection of L. Conceptually, the
estimator invcov L(S^) can be optimized for the estimation of S
 1 by setting L as the minimizer
of a matrix norm to the true matrix:
L = argmin
l2[2;K 1]
R:

invcov l(S^);S
 1

:
Typically, we would be interested in the value of L that minimises the HS risk of the invcov
estimator to S 1:
LHSOR = argmin
l2[2;K 1]
RHS

invcov l(S^);S
 1

: (4.12)
This is straightforward to derive in benchmarked simulation studies. However, S 1 is unknown
in practice, so we need a dierent selection protocol for the analysis of real data.
We propose an approach to nding L that is based on a predictive risk, an alternative formula-
tion for a matrix loss L which uses available data only. We require L < K and we are interested
in the singular case K < p: Recall from equation 1.8 of chapter 1 the denition of a multitaper
spectral matrix as a sum of K sub-matrices: S^ = 1
K
PK 1
j=0 JjJ
H
j . To select L, we seek the value
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L = L^ that minimises the predictive risk dened as follows:
PR(`) = E

E~J
n
tr [(invcov `(S^)~J~J
H   Ip)2]
J0; : : : ;JK 1o ;
where invcov `(S^) is the estimated inverse spectral matrix found from J0; : : : ;JK 1 when L = `
and using equation 4.10, and ~J is independent of the Jk's drawn from the same distribution.
Here we have used quadratic loss instead of the HS loss, as it does not involve any further
matrix inversions for any A;B 2 Cpp and B  0 (see section 2.6 in chapter 2):
LQL(A;B) = tr

(AB 1   Ip)2

:
We approximate the QL predictive risk using a leave-one-out cross-validation on the additive
structure of the multitaper spectral estimate:
PR(`) = 1
K
K 1X
j=0
tr

invcov
[j]
` (S^)JjJ
H
j   Ip
2
;
where invcov
[j]
` (S^) denotes the estimated inverse spectral matrix found from J0; : : : ;JK 1 ex-
cluding Jj: The predictive risk PR(`) is itself an approximation of the QL risk of invcov L(S^)
to S 1:
RQL(invcov L(S^);S 1) = E

tr (invcov L(S^)S  Ip)

The parameter L is then chosen as the minimiser of this predictive risk:
L^ = argmin
`
PR(`): (4.13)
Remark 10. L^ in equation 4.13 is not an estimator for LHSOR in equation 4.12, as the predictive
risk PR(`) is based on the QL norm and not the HS norm. L^ is thus an alternative choice of
variable L to evaluate invcov L(S^) with, in a manner that is optimal in the QL sense.
Remark 11. Using the predictive risk scheme of equation 4.13, it is only possible to consider
values of ` < K 1, since we know that ordinarily L must be less than K, but the leave-one-out
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invcov estimate in PR(`) is derived from K   1 spectral vectors Jk.
The predictive risk minimiser L^ is then used in equation 4.10 to derive the optimal estimator
for S 1: dS 1RMT = dS 1L^ (4.14)
4.4 Performance on Simulated data
To evidence the performance of the estimation methodology proposed for S 1(f) in equa-
tion 4.10, we consider two simulated data models: a vector AR(1) processes with dimension
p = 10, and data simulated from an EEG recording fXEEGt g using the circulant embedding
algorithm of [Chandna and Walden, 2013], also with dimension p = 10;
• VAR(1) Model:
Xt = 2Xt 1 + t;10, Xt 2 R101;
2 :=
264 1 A55
B55 1
375 ; where:
1 =
266666666664
0:2 0  0:1 0  0:5
0:4  0:2 0 0:2 0
 0:2 0 0:3 0 0:1
0:3 0:1 0 0:3 0
0 0 0 0:5 0:2
377777777775
;
A55;i;j =

0:2 i = 1; j = 4;
0:1 i = 2; j = 5;
0:3 i = 4; j = 2;
0 otherwise
, B55;i;j =

 0:4 i = 2; j = 2;
 0:1 i = 4; j = 1;
0 otherwise
with t 2 [0; 2047] and t = 1.
The true spectral density matrix of the VAR(1) process S(f) and its inverse S(f) 1 can
easily be derived using equation A.1.
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• EEG data : We use the recording fXEEGt g of patient n.15 from the data set detailed
in section A.2 of appendix A, as done in section 3.4. Replicas of fXEEGt g are made using
the circulant embedding simulation algorithm of [Chandna and Walden, 2013], using a
multitaper estimate S^(mt) with K = 40 from equation 1.8 as a starting seed:
SEEG(f) = S^
(mt)
K=40(X
EEG
t ):
As described in section 3.4 of chapter 3, SEEG(f) is set as the true matrix S(f), and
the data is sampled with t = 0:01, and pre-processed as described in section A.2 of
appendix A.
In each case, m = 500 copies are created. For each repetition, the baseline estimator for
S(f) is the sample multitaper estimate S^(f) = S^
(mt)
K (f), as described in equation 1.8, with
K = p   2 = 8. The multitaper estimate S^(f) being singular by design is then regularised
using:
LW estimator: S^LW (f) = 1
p
tr (S^(f))Ip + (1  )S^(f), where  is as in equation 3.3 of chap-
ter 3,
RMT-based estimator: dS 1RMT (f) = invcov L^(S^(f)), as per equation 4.14.
dS 1RMT (f) and the inverse of S^LW (f) are used to estimate S 1(f) at each frequency f .
This process is carried out for all m simulated data points for each data model. The HS loss of
the estimates to the true precision matrix S 1 is measured, and averaged over all m copies to
render the HS risks. We recall that the HS risk is measured as follows:
RHS

~S(f);S 1(f)

= E

tr

~S(f)  S(f)
2
:
We are then interested in assessing the PRIAL of the RMT-based estimator over [S^LW (f)] 1,
at each frequency f in both data models. The PRIAL of one estimator S^a(f) over another
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estimator S^b(f) for the inverse matrix S 1(f) is evaluated as follows:
PRIAL:(S^
a; S^b) =
R:(S^b(f);S 1(f)) R:(S^a(f);S 1(f))
R:(S^b(f);S 1(f))
 100;
as dened in section 2.6.3 of chapter 2. Results are displayed in gures 4.3 to 4.8, together
with the resulting eigenvalues of the two regularised estimators compared to the true values.
In both data models, we can see that the RMT estimator of equation 4.14 vastly outperforms
the basic LW estimator for the precision matrix S 1, across all frequencies (gures 4.3 and 4.6).
In the VAR(1) model and with L set to L = Lopt(f), the RMT-based estimator achieves a
PRIAL over the regular LW estimator that is no lower than 10% across all frequencies f in
range, and up to 25% for f ' 0:4. Similar observations can be made in the EEG data example
of gure 4.6, where the RMT estimator can achieve HS risk improvements of up to 50% over the
LW estimator. In comparison, the CRBLW estimator, analysed on the same data in gure 3.6
of chapter 3, only achieves PRIALs over the baseline LW estimator of up to 12%.
The eigenvalues of the RMT and baseline LW estimators are portrayed in gures 4.5 and 4.8,
together with the true eigenvalues of S(f), after averaging over all repetitions m and frequen-
cies f . The eigenvalues of the RMT estimator applied to the VAR(1) data { with L = 2 { are
much more resemblant to the LW eigenvalues than those of the RMT estimator applied to the
EEG data with L = 6. This highlights the role of the dimensionality reduction parameter L as
a regularisation constant: the strength of the regularisation performed on S^ is proportional to
the dimensionality reduction inbuilt in the RMT estimator of equation 4.14.
Figures 4.4 and 4.7 show the values of L^, as per equation 4.13, in both data models after averag-
ing over all m repetitions, where there is very little evidence of adaptability across frequencies.
In the EEG data, L^ plateaus at L = 6 across the whole frequency range of interest. Even in
the case of the VAR(1) data model, the optimal values of L^ are strongly concentrated around
L = 2.
However, gures 4.4 and 4.7 also show that the optimal value of L changes based on the un-
derlying data it is applied to; The optimal values of L^ for the VAR(1) model are not equal to
those selected for the EEG data model. This highlights the need for case-specic, automated
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selection procedures for L, as the one developed in section 4.3.
The selection procedure for L in equation 4.13 has no closed form expression. Therefore, for
each data model, each frequency f and each of the m repetitions, all potential values of L^
over the range [2; K   2] have to be tested before the optimal L can be identied. This has a
detrimental impact on the computation time of the invcov estimator, which also increases as
the range [2; K   2] grows larger { so incidentally also as p becomes larger.
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Figure 4.3: PRIAL in HS norm of the RMT estimate (equation 4.14) over the inverse LW (equation 3.3) for the VAR(1) Model
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Figure 4.6: PRIAL in HS norm of the RMT estimate (equation 4.14) over the inverse LW (equation 3.3) on the data simulated from the
EEG recording
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Figure 4.7: Optimal value of L as per equation 4.13 for the data simulated from the EEG recording
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4.5 Concluding remarks
In this chapter a random matrix theory (RMT) based estimation protocol for inverse covariance
matrices in singular systems is reviewed and expanded for applications to spectral domain data.
The invcov estimator of equation 4.10 is developed in a fully analytical form, and a data-driven
protocol is proposed for the selection of the reduced dimensionality parameter L in 4.13, which
relies on the predictive risk of the Quadratic Loss. In two time series data models, considerable
improvements can be achieved in terms of HS risk to the true precision matrix S 1 when the
invcov estimator is used over LW shrinkage estimators, whether it is the baseline LW estimator
or the CRBLW estimator of chapter 3. The improvement in PRIAL terms is substantial across
the entire frequency ranges of interest. The frequency-wide implementation is greatly aided by
the fully edged analytical formulation, developed in section 4.2.3. This analytical formulation
computes in a tenth of the CPU time required by its Monte-Carlo counterpart, and is able to
return the same results.
In section 4.2.1, the use of a debiasing term is explored to improve the HS risk of the invcov
estimator to the true precision matrix. This issue has been briey discussed in the literature,
and preliminary empirical evidence shows that some form of debiasing is desirable. However
there are no rm analytical results on this issue, and so it remains an open question. The use
of  = p=L as a debiasing constant has been stipulated in previous published works, and for
the purpose of this PhD research, it produced satisfactory results.
In section 4.3, the predictive risk approach to selecting L has no closed form expression, hence
a line search over ` 2 [2; K   2] is required before the optimal L can be identied. This has an
impact on the computation time of the invcov estimator, which as a results is still relatively
high compared to the CRBLW estimator. For the invcov estimator to be better implemented
on spectral data, the selection of L should be furthered considerably. For this reason, the
RMT estimator will not be examined in the next chapter, where the estimation of the partial
coherencies from linear shrinkage estimators will be discussed.
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Chapter 5
Shrinkage methods for partial
coherence estimation
[Schneider-Luftman and Walden, 2016, Schneider-Luftman, 2015, ©IEEE]. The content of
this chapter relates to two papers, cited in sections accordingly;
• D. Schneider-Luftman & A. T. Walden, \Partial coherence estimation via spectral ma-
trix shrinkage under quadratic loss", IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, 64(22),
11/2016.
• D. Schneider-Luftman, \Shrinkage estimation on spectral matrices: an EEG analysis
centered approach", IEEE SP & SPE Workshop 2015 (Snowbird, UT, USA)
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, we have reviewed regularisation techniques in order to address sin-
gularity and ill-conditioning issues in the estimation of the spectral matrix S(f), and obtain
reliable estimators for S(f) 1. Subsequently, the aim is to evaluate the partial coherencies:
2ijj(nij)(f) =
jSij(f)j2
Sii(f)Sjj(f)
, fSij(f)gpi;j = S 1(f):
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The partial coherencies are essential in the graphical modelling of time series, which we will
expand on in chapter 6.
While the estimators of chapters 3 and 4 are adequate for S(f) and S 1(f), they do not necessar-
ily produce good estimates for the partial coherencies. This is a subject that is still poorly un-
derstood, and to date only [Fiecas and Ombao, 2011, Fiecas and Von Sachs, 2014] have probed
it, without going into details specic to graphical modelling. As we will see throughout this
chapter, and notably in section 5.2, the type and strength of the shrinkage being performed
has in fact a signicant impact on the quality of the partial coherence estimates. The methods
developed thus far tend to produce estimates that are too small. This relates to a well-identied
issue in regularisation, known as over-whitening, i.e. an excessive decrease of the o-diagonal
entries in a covariance-type matrix [Medkour et al., 2009]. Over-whitening naturally produces
very small or zero-valued partial coherencies. While this may not be a concern when working on
data with little connectivity between channels { as the true underlying partial coherencies are
zero-valued themselves { this can lead to serious estimation errors when working with highly
connected data { where we would expect to see many high-valued true partial coherencies.
To address this issue, in this chapter we look at adapting the conventional shrinkage technique
of chapter 3 to norms other than the HS norm. While convenient mathematically, the HS loss is
prone to \over-shrinkage" of the eigenvalues, especially the small ones [Daniels and Kass, 2001,
p. 1174]. As expected, we will see in section 5.2 that this indeed extends to the estimation of
partial coherencies.
Instead, in this chapter we develop alternatives to the LW-type estimator using criteria functions
other than the HS loss. First, we review the use of the quadratic loss (QL) [James and Stein, 1961].
QL was exploited in shrinkage estimation for large dimensional covariance matrices from sin-
gular estimators, with quite dierent protocols to those considered here [Konno, 2009]. In
section 5.3, we develop well-conditioned spectral matrix shrinkage estimators from the QL that
are invertible, and also look at estimating the precision matrix directly. In [Wang et al., 2015],
the QL is used for precision matrix shrinkage in the context of large dimensional covariance ma-
trices, and estimators are derived via Random Matrix Theory. Here, we address this problem
without requiring large dimensionality or any recourse to Random Matrix Theory. Alterna-
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tively, we can consider a weighted combination of the estimated inverse covariance matrix and
the identity, as explored by [Efron and Morris, 1976, Ha, 1979]. This forms the basis for our
approach developed in section 5.3.2, using both the HS and QL losses.
We also develop a shrinkage estimator based on Partial Mutual Information (PMI) maximi-
sation. This method works in the context of ltering, where the underlying data is put through
a lter with passband PB. The proposed estimator is congured to maximise PMI within PB,
and minimise any leakage outside of PB. We explicit the premises of this concept in section 5.5,
which can work for any choice of positive-denite target matrix T.
5.2 Shrinkage estimation and partial coherence struc-
tures: Example from EEG data
We take the data of two patients from the data set of chapter A.2 to illustrate the issues
that can arise from over-whitening. We look specically at patients #6 and #8 from the
positive syndrome group, who have very dierent partial coherence structures, despite coming
from the same pool of data. While one of them exhibits small partial coherencies across the
entire frequency range, the other has high-valued partial coherencies throughout (gure 5.1).
In the context of shrinkage estimation, which impacts the spectral matrix structure and the
partial coherencies, understanding the nature of the true underlying data is relevant. As we
will see below, various shrinkage methods perform dierently depending on how large are the
true partial coherencies of the data. Conventional shrinkage and regularisation methods are
known for \over-whitening", i.e. wiping out o-diagonal entries excessively, and creating partial
coherence estimates that are zero-valued. For data of the same type as patient-model # 6,
this would not be viewed as a problem, as the true partial coherencies are small themselves.
However for data with strong connectivity structures like patient # 8, this would lead to serious
estimation errors.
The data of patients #6 and #8, after pre-processing, are viewed as second-order stationary
time series, so it is possible to create simulation copies using the circulant embedding algorithm
[Chandna and Walden, 2013]. Throughout the rest of this chapter, simulation studies will be
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based on this protocol, usingm = 500 replications. The original time series and their associated
spectra and partial coherencies are then viewed as the \true" parameters of the simulated data,
and used for benchmarking as such.
To illustrate the eect of shrinkage, for both patients we compare the true partial coherencies
to the estimates derived from CRBLW shrinkage on the raw spectral estimate, as detailed in
equation 3.18. Results are displayed in gures 5.1 and 5.2.
The estimated partial coherencies displayed in gure 5.1 clearly illustrate the over-whitening
impact that some shrinkage methods can have. While the true values and estimates for the
partial coherencies of patient # 6 are consistent throughout, there is a considerable discrepancy
between those of patient # 8. From the CRBLW shrinkage estimate, it would be impossible
to ascertain that there exist any connectivity in the data of patient # 8, even though it is in
fact the case. This is further illustrated in gure 5.2, where we can see the impact of shrinkage
being much stronger on the eigenvalues of patient # 8 than on those of patient # 6.
Based on these results, we could conclude that it would be preferable not to recourse to shrinkage
for the estimation of the partial coherencies. This is in fact not quite true. In applications, the
use of the raw estimate is only made possible because when the number of tapersK is articially
set well above the dimensions p (K  2p typically), hence resulting in a matrix estimate that is
invertible and stable. Doing so increases the bandwidth B of the raw estimate, thus reducing
the resolution of our spectral estimate and potentially losing out on critical information (See
section 1.3 for more detailed discussion).
The CRBLW shrinkage method is inadequate for the estimation of the partial coherencies.
This however does not rule out all forms of linear shrinkage altogether for the estimation of the
partial coherencies. We will show in the next sections how linear shrinkage can be signicantly
improved for this purpose when it is optimised against the Quadratic Loss (QL) instead.
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Figure 5.1: True (crosses) and estimated (solid line) partial coherencies, after CRBLW shrink-
age, averaged over pairs of channel connections, as a function of frequency, for both patients in
consideration.
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Figure 5.2: True (rounds) and estimated eigenvalues after CRBLW shrinkage (squares), ordered
from smallest (1) to largest (10), averaged over frequencies, for both patients in consideration.
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5.3 Quadratic Loss based Shrinkage Estimation
[Schneider-Luftman and Walden, 2016,©IEEE] Reprinted with permission from D. Schneider-
Luftman & A. T. Walden, D., \Partial coherence estimation via spectral matrix shrinkage under
quadratic loss", IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, 64(22), 11/2016.
The aim of linear shrinkage, as detailed in chapter 2, is to balance the ill-conditioned base-
line estimator S^ with a well-conditioned target T:
S^LW () = (1  )S^+ T,  2 [0; 1]: (5.1)
The baseline estimator S^ has the following form: S^ = 1
K
PK 1
k=0 XkX
H
k , where the data matrices
Xk are i.i.d complex-valued Gaussian: Xk  N Cp (0;S).
A widely preferred choice for the target matrix T is an identity matrix scaled by the trace of
the spectral matrix:
T =
1
p
tr (S)Ip;
which can be accurately estimated by its stochastic alternative:
T^ =
1
p
tr (S^)Ip:
The shrinkage coecient  is set such that it minimizes a risk criterion, commonly the HS loss
of S^LW () to the true matrix S (section 2.4 in chapter 2) :
 = argmin
2[0;1]
RHS(S^LW ();S)
RHS(S^LW ();S) := E(tr [(S^LW ()  S)2]): (5.2)
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When using the stochastic target T^ = 1
p
tr (S^)Ip, this gives (equation 3.8 and 3.17 in chapter 3
with K = n):
 =
tr 2(S)  tr (S2)=p
(1 K=p)tr 2(S) + (K   1=p)tr (S2) , (5.3)
^RBLW =
tr 2(S^)  tr (S^2)=K
(K + 1)[tr 2(S^)  tr (S^2)=p] (5.4)
This then creates two estimators: the oracle estimator S^OR, which is the version of S^LW () that
is optimal for S under the HS norm:
S^OR := S^LW ()
and the Rao-Blackwell improved data-driven estimator, developed in chapter 3:
S^RBLW := S^LW (^RBLW ):
This summarises how shrinkage has been used do far in this work. However it is possible to
deviate from the conventional form of equation 5.2 by using a loss criterion other than the HS
norm, and by generalising the form of S^LW ().
5.3.1 Quadratic Loss
The Quadratic loss function [James and Stein, 1961] is dened as follows:
RQL(S^;S) = E

tr

[S^S 1   Ip]2

:
The Quadratic Loss has been used in various shrinkage covariance estimation works, notably
in [Wang et al., 2015] and [Konno, 2009] (detailed section 2.6.2 of chapter 2), who explored the
concept using Random Matrix Theory, but its general use remains rare. We show here that it
can in fact be easily applied to equation 5.2 in situ of the HS norm.
Lemma 5.3.1. With S^LW () dened as in equation 5.1 with target matrix T = 1
p
tr (T)Ip, the
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optimal value  for the QL norm is given by:
 =
p2
(Kp+ p2)  2
p2

Kp tr (S 1)tr (S)  K
2
tr 2(S)tr (S 2)
 : (5.5)
Proof. See appendix B.3.2.
Using equation 5.5, we form a new shrinkage estimator, which we call QLa:
S^LWQLa = S^
LW () = (1  )S^+ 1
p
tr (S)Ip: (5.6)
Note that S^LWQLa is in fact an Oracle estimator, as it relies on the unknown value S through the
formulation of  and of the choice of target matrix. The data-driven version of this estimator
is given in section 5.4.2.
5.3.2 Generalised shrinkage
The concept in equation 5.2 can be extended to shrinkage estimators with generalised scaled
identity targets, for any convex loss criterion L:
S^LW (; ) = (1  )S^+ Ip,  2 [0; 1],  2 R+=f0g
(; ) = argmin
2[0;1]
2R+
RL(S^LW (; );S) (5.7)
where RL() is the risk with respect to the loss function L. This type of shrinkage estimator is
suitable for both the ill-dened (p  K; p ' K) and the singular (p > K) cases, as it guarantees
a non-singular and well-dened output, no matter the input matrix S^. This is due to the nature
of its target matrix T = Ip,  > 0, which factually performs a diagonal loading on the initial
matrix S^.
We want to optimize the pair (; ) against both the HS and QL norms. For each case, we
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have:
 := (; )
 = argmin

RL(S^LW ();S);8>><>>:
@
@
RL(S^LW ();S) = 0,  = 
@
@
RL(S^LW ();S) = 0,  = :
Lemma 5.3.2. The optimal pairs  for both the HS and the QL norm are:
HS =

tr (S)
p
;
1
1 K=p+Ktr (S2)=tr 2(S)

(5.8)
QL =
 
tr (S 1)
tr (S 2)
;
1
1 +K=p  K
p2
tr 2(S 1)=tr (S 2)
!
(5.9)
Proof. See appendix B.3.3
Using equation 5.9 in the generalised shrinkage formulation of equation 5.7, we create an-
other QL-based shrinkage estimator, which we call QLb:
S^LWQLb = S^
LW (QL) = (1  QL)S^+ QLQLIp (5.10)
Using equation 5.8 in the generalised shrinkage formulation of equation 5.7, we end up with a
typical oracle HS shrinkage estimator, which can be compared to the QLa and QLb estimators
in the simulations studies of section 5.4.1.
Remark 12. The popular choice of target T = tr (S)
p
Ip is identical to 
 under the HS loss,
i.e., the optimal scaling factor tr (S)
p
under the HS loss for shrinkage model.
Remark 13. We can see from appendix B.3.3 that the formulation of the optimal scaling factors
 do not depend on , for neither the QL nor the HS norm.
Based on remark 13, we can actually reformulate the QLb estimator in a way that is
consistent with another set of notation, which is common in the literature and which will
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become relevant in comparison with section 5.3.2:
S^LW (; ) = S^+ Ip, (; ) > 0
 S^LW (; ),  > 0;  2 [0; 1] if and only if  = (1  );  = : (5.11)
The shrinkage coecient of QLa is displayed in gure 5.3 together with the parameter of the
conventional HS shrinkage estimator, for a 10-dimensional VAR(1) model . In gure 5.4, the
shrinking eect of the conventional HS estimator, the QLa and QLb shrinkage estimates are
illustrated on the eigenvalues of the two data models described in section 5.2.
We can see from gures 5.4 that both the HS and QL based approaches adjust the smallest
eigenvalues by increasing them, but the QL based shrinkage does so much more lightly than
the HS-based approach, especially in the case of QLb. The regularisation performed by the
HS-based shrinkage is stronger than any of the QL-based schemes. This can be explained by
the optimal shrinkage parameters of the QL and HS based schemes, displayed in gure 5.3. The
optimal shrinkage weight for the QLa estimator is very small relative to the HS estimator...
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Figure 5.3: Oracle value of (f) for HS (dashed line, equation 5.8) and QLa (solid line, equa-
tion 5.5), plotted on the log-scale along the y-axis, on simulated 10-dimensional VAR(1) time
series, across frequencies f 2 [0:5; 4:]Hz.
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Figure 5.4: Average eigenvalue adjustment of shrinkage estimation (squares) in patient #8
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(equation 5.6), Third column: QLb method (equation 5.10). Initial values (straight line): raw
multitaper spectral estimate with K = 12 tapers.
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subsectionPrecision matrix shrinkage Since the partial coherence is derived from the preci-
sion matrix S 1(f) we can also consider shrinkage for this matrix. Shrinkage methods adapted
for this have also been proposed in [Efron and Morris, 1976], reviewed in section 2.4.3 of chap-
ter 2. The authors rst invert the sample estimate S^ before creating a new shrinkage estimator,
which is formulated as follows:
S 1(; ) = S^ 1 + Ip, (; ) > 0: (5.12)
This general form is often made more specic, notably in terms of the formulation of :
S 1(; ) = S^ 1 +

tr (S)
Ip, (; ) > 0:
Remark 14. This requires the baseline sample estimate S^ to be invertible. When using a
multitaper estimate, this implies K > p.
The parameters (; ), can also be chosen as the HS or the QL risk minimiser to the true
matrix S 1.
Lemma 5.3.3. The shrinkage estimator of equation 5.12 is optimised for S 1 under the HS
norm for K > p+ 1 with the following pair of variables (; )HS:
(; )HS = argmin
(;)>0
RHS(S 1(; );S 1) = argmin
(;)>0
E(tr [(S 1(; )  S 1)2]);
HS =
1
DHS

p
tr (S 2)
tr 2(S 1)
  1

;
HS =
c3 tr (S
 1)
DHS

tr (S 2)
tr 2(S 1)
+ (K   p)

; (5.13)
where the constants DHS and c3 are dened as:
DHS =

c3p(K   p)2 tr (S
 2)
tr 2(S 1)
+ c3p(K   p)  K
(K   p)

;
c3 =
K
(K   p)3   (K   p) :
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Proof. See appendix B.3.4.
This will be referred to as the HSP (HS Precision) shrinkage method:
S 1HSP = S 1(HS; 

HS): (5.14)
Lemma 5.3.4. The shrinkage estimator of equation 5.12 is optimised for S 1 under the QL
norm for K > p+ 1 with the following pair of variables (; )QL:
(; )QL = argmin
(;)>0
RQL(S 1(; );S 1) = argmin
(;)>0
E(tr [(SS 1(; )  Ip)2]);
QL =
1
DQL

p
tr (S2)
tr 2(S)
  1

;
QL =
p
DQL tr (S)

c0   K
K   p

; (5.15)
where the constants DQL and c0 are dened as:
DQL =

c0p
tr (S2)
tr 2(S)
  K
K   p

;
c0 =
K2
(K   p)2   1 :
Proof. See appendix B.3.5.
We will refer to this estimator as the QLP (QL Precision) shrinkage estimator:
S 1QLP = S 1(QL; 

QL): (5.16)
5.4 Simulation Results
5.4.1 Oracle Results
We now turn to the oracle behaviours of the shrinkage estimators QLa, QLb, HSP and QLP
proposed in equations 5.6, 5.10, 5.14 and 5.16 respectively, and assess their suitability for the
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estimation of the partial coherencies in the data of both patients #6 and # 8 (section 5.2). These
estimators are compared to a HS linear shrinkage estimators evaluated with the parameters of
equation 5.8.
We use known benchmarks derived from the data of these two patients in order to obtain oracle
results, in a similar manner to the protocols used in chapters 3 and 4: for each patient-model, a
multitaper estimate S^(mt) with K = 40 (equation 1.8) is calculated from the recording fXEEGt g,
set as the true matrix S(f):
SEEG(f) = S^
(mt)
K=40(X
EEG
t );
andm = 500 simulated copies are created using the circulant embedding algorithm of [Chandna and Walden, 2013].
Partial coherencies are derived at each frequency f from the sample multitaper estimate
S^(f) = S^
(mt)
K (f) (equation 1.8) with K = 12. The \sum of squared errors" between the
true and estimated partial coherencies is measured using L2(f ; :):
L2(f ; ^2; 2) = E
0B@ pX
i;j=1
i<j

(^2ijj(nij)(f))  2ijj(nij)(f)
21CA : (5.17)
The various estimators can then be compared to one another in terms of Percentage of Relative
Improvement in Squared Error (PRISE):
PRISE(f ; ^21 ; ^
2
2) =
L2(f ; ^22 ; 2)  L2(f ; ^21 ; 2)
L2(f ; ^21 ; 2)
 100: (5.18)
Results are displayed in table 5.1 for all estimators against the raw spectral estimate, gure 5.5
for HS, QLa and QLb, and gure 5.6 for HSP and QLP. These are oracle results, meaning that
the known quantities tr (S(f)); tr (S2(f)); tr (S 1(f)); tr (S 2(f)) have been used in the various
estimators.
Looking at the results, we see that the HS method of equation 5.8 does very poorly, being
worse than using the raw estimates for patient #8. QLb generally does well but is very variable
(Fig. 5.5) and rather unpredictable across frequencies. QLa, on the other hand, gives a fairly
frequency-constant improvement over the raw estimates. In the sparse partial coherence case
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of patient #6, all methods do well.
Based on gure 5.3, we can see a direct correlation between how strong the regularisation is
and the PRISE in table 5.1. Being more moderate, the QL-based shrinkage schemes manage
to produce better estimates for the partial coherencies, in both patient-models.
Fig. 5.6 and lines 4 and 5 of Table 5.1 show the results obtained from the HSP and QLP
estimators. We see that HSP and HS are comparable for patient #6 and for K = 12 in
patient #8, but for K = 14 and 16; HSP does better. For patient #8 however, HSP is slightly
worse than HS when K = 12; and much worse than QLP. Generally, QLP has a comparable
performance to QLa and QLb, but with less variability, which we can also see from gures 5.5
and 5.6. For all estimators and in both model, it is the case that all shrinkage estimators'
PRISE-wise performance against the raw estimates increase with K. These being already
substantial in patient-model #6 for K = 12, investigating for more values of K would bring no
additional insight.
Overall, none of the HS-based shrinkage scheme manage to perform as well as the QL-based
scheme, even compared to the weaker ones such as the QLa estimator. This further highlights
the concerns raised at the start of the chapter about the unsuitability of the HS norm for the
estimation of the partial coherencies. This also shows that, in an Oracle sense, linear shrinkage
can be successfully adapted for the purpose of estimating partial coherencies, using the QL-
based schemes QLa, QLb and QLP, and return satisfactory results whether the underlying
data is highly connected { such as in the case of patient #8 { or not.
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Table 5.1: Average and standard error (in brackets) of the oracle PRISE (in %, equation 5.18)
over frequencies, for each estimator under review, for the data of patient # 6 and # 8 detailed
in section 5.2.
Method Parameters
Patient-model #8 Patient-model #6
K = 12 K = 14 K = 16 K = 12
HS  31 (33) -17 (54) -66 (75) 87 (6)
QLa  41 (9) 27 (8) 20 (7) 89 (4)
QLb ,  68 (14) 51 (20) 37 (25) 91 (3)
HSP ,  27 (30) 7 (33) -7 (36) 82 (7)
QLP ,  52 (9) 32 (9) 23 (8) 85 (6)
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Figure 5.5: Oracle PRISE with partial coherencies derived from spectral matrices. HS (dash-
dot line), QLa (thick line, equation 5.6) and QLb (thin line, equation 5.10) for K = 12 (top
left), K = 14 (top right), K = 16 (bottom left), all for patient #8, and K = 12 (bottom right)
for patient #6.
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Figure 5.6: Oracle PRISE of partial coherence estimates derived from multitaper spectral
matrices with varying K. HSP (dash-dot line, equation 5.14) and QLP (line with bold dots,
equation 5.16) for K = 12 (top left), K = 14 (top right), K = 16 (bottom left), all for patient
#8, and K = 12 (bottom right) for patient #6.
5.4.2 Data-driven application
In sections 5.3, we have reviewed the basics of linear shrinkage estimation under the HS norm,
extended its concept to the QL norm which rendered two new methods, the QLa and QLb
estimators, and also reviewed the concepts of precision shrinkage under both the HS and QL
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norm, which gave rise to the QLP and HSP shrinkage estimators.
These four new estimators have been evaluated for the purpose of retrieving the partial coheren-
cies from data sets of various connectivity under an oracle setting in section 5.4.1, which relies
on the presumed knowledge of the variable S(f).
In applications, the true spectral matrix S(f) and associated values tr (S(f)); tr (S2(f)), tr (S 1(f));
and tr (S 2(f)) are of course unknown. Since the expression of the QLa, QLb, HS, HSP and
QLP estimators rely on these quantities, they need to be reliably estimated in order for these
protocols to be used on real data.
At this stage, we will not investigate the HS-based methods { the HS and HSP shrinkage esti-
mators { any further, as they failed to generate satisfactory results compared to the baseline
raw estimator in the oracle scheme of section 5.4.1.
To proceed, we estimate the quantities tr (S(f)); tr (S2(f)); tr (S 1(f)); and tr (S 2(f)), as de-
tailed below, and plug-in those estimates in the formulation of the shrinkage and scaling coef-
cients of the estimators QLa, QLb and QLP in equations 5.5, 5.9 and 5.15, respectively.
To estimate tr (S(f)), we use the following:
\tr (S(f)) = tr (S^(f)):
Under the assumptions made around the use of the multitaper spectral estimate of section 1.3
in chapter 1, \tr (S(f)) is exactly unbiased.
For tr (S2), we use the following estimator, which is asymptotically unbiased [Maiwald and Kraus, 2000]:
\tr (S2) = tr (S^2)  1
K
tr 2(S^); (5.19)
The estimation of the terms tr (S 1(f)); and tr (S 2(f)) require a few more steps, most of which
rely on results detailed in appendix B.3.1.
Lemma 5.4.1. For K  p + 2, p=K ! c 2 (0; 1) as K; p! +1, and S^ = S^(mt)K representing
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the multitaper estimate for S at each frequency f , we have
\tr (S 1) =

1  p
K

tr (S^ 1); (5.20)
\tr (S 2) =

1  p
K
2
tr (S^ 2): (5.21)
\tr (S 1) is exactly unbiased for tr (S 1), whereas for tr (S 2), we have:
E
h
\tr (S 2)  tr (S 2)
i
! 0:
Proof. We start with the term \tr (S 1):
\tr (S 1) =

1  p
K

tr (S^ 1):
From equation B.4, we know that:
E( \tr (S 1)) =

1  p
K

E(tr (S^ 1));
=

1  p
K
 K
K   ptr (S
 1) = tr (S 1);
which shows that \tr (S 1) is indeed unbiased.
For the term \tr (S 2), we start with the expectation of tr (S^ 2), using equation B.5:
E(tr (S^ 2)) = c1

(K   p)tr (S 2) + tr (S 1)2 , c1 = K2
(K   p)3   (K   p) ;
= c0tr (S
 2) + c1tr (S 1)2, c0 =
K2
(K   p)2   1 :
In a similar way, it is easy to show that:
E(tr (S^ 1)2) = c0tr (S 1)2 + c1tr (S 2):
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Based on this, we can derive an estimator for tr (S 2) that is unbiased in nite samples:
tr (S 2) = E

(1  p
K
)2tr (S^ 2)  1 
p
K
K
tr (S^ 1)2

(5.22)
The expectation of \tr (S 2), on the other hand, is equal to:
E( \tr (S 2)) = (1  p
K
)2E(tr (S^ 2))
= (1  p
K
)2

c0tr (S
 2) + c1tr (S 1)2

:
(1  p
K
)2c0 =
(K   p)2
K2
 K
2
(K   p)2   1
=
(K   p)2
(K   p)2   1
= 1 + o(1);
(1  p
K
)2c1 =
(K   p)2
K2
 K
2
(K   p)3   (K   p)
=
(K   p)
(K   p)2   1 ;
= o(1):
Therefore, the asymptotic behaviour of \tr (S 2) can be detailed as follows:
E( \tr (S 2))  tr (S 2) = O(1)tr (S 2) + o(1)tr (S 1)2   tr (S 2)
= o(1)

tr (S 2) + tr (S 1)2

! 0:
Remark 15. We can see from the proof of Lemma 5.4.1 that the estimator \tr (S 2) is in
fact biased in nite samples for tr (S 2). However, the unbiased estimator for tr (S 2) in
equation 5.22 was found by simulation to have a very high variance, with occasional negative
values, especially for values of K such that K  2p. Better results were obtained by using
\tr (S 2), which is only asymptotically unbiased.
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Using the estimates of equations 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21, we can nd consistent data-driven
estimators for QLa, QLb and QLP. These data-driven versions, which we call QLa-est, QLb-est
and QLP-est, are tested against the same benchmarked simulated data, detailed in section 5.4.1.
Results are displayed below in gure 5.7 and table 5.2.
Looking at the results for patient #8, we can see that QLb-est performs well in an average-
PRISE-over-frequencies sense, but has relatively high standard error, suggesting that its per-
formance across the frequency band of interest is inconsistent. Indeed, QLb-est does poorly at
some frequencies where the true partial coherence is high, notably around 2 Hz and 3.25 Hz.
On the other hand, QLP-est delivers very signicant improvements over the raw estimates,
and has a relatively low variability. QLa-est is generally inferior to the other two in terms of
average PRISE, but appears relatively unaected by spikes of high true partial coherence and
has the least standard deviation across the frequency range of interest.
QLP-est estimator is evaluated using the scale and weight coecients from equations 5.16,
where the trace terms are replaced by their estimators in equations 5.19. These trace terms
only involve S and S2, which are relatively easy to handle computationally compared to the
trace terms of S 1 and S 2 involved in QLa and QLb. This may contribute to the overall
superiority of QLP-est in terms of average and variation of PRISE.
The QLb-est can achieve improvements over the raw estimates that signicantly exceed those
of QLa-est. Like QLP-est, the estimator QLb-est relies on a two-parameter formulation. This
aords extra exibility over the one-parameter alternative QLa-est, and may account for its
superior average behaviour. However this benet is oset by its high frequency-wise PRISE
variance, which may be explained by the complexity of the estimation of tr (S 1) and tr (S 2).
The results of gure 5.7 and table 5.2 closely match those found in the oracle setting, detailed in
section 5.4.1, indicating that the plug-in approach to evaluating QLa, QLb and QLP is reliable
and highly eective, in spite of being simplistic. While the data-driven scheme produces similar
results to their Oracle counterparts, the diculties associated with the estimation of the trace
terms increase the variance of the shrinkage estimators, especially for patient-model #8. On
the other hand, there is very little dierence and variability between the various estimators for
the partial coherencies of patient #6. However, these are still superior to the raw estimates.
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Table 5.2: Average and standard error (in brackets) of the data-driven PRISE (in %, equa-
tion 5.18) over frequencies, for QLa-est, QLb-est and QLP-est, for the data of patient # 6 and
# 8 detailed in section 5.2.
Method
Patient-model #8 Patient-model #6
K = 12 K = 14 K = 16 K = 12
QLa-est 26 (7) 18 (6) 13 (5) 66 (4)
QLb-est 65 (14) 49 (22) 34 (29) 87 (3)
QLP-est 52 (9) 34 (9) 25(8) 84 (6)
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Figure 5.7: PRISE of partial coherence estimates derived from fully estimated spectral or
precision matrices. QLa-est (thick line), QLb-est (thin line) and QLP-est (line with bold dots)
for K = 12 (top left), K = 14 (top right), K = 16 (bottom left), all for patient # 8, and
K = 12 (bottom right) for patient #6.
5.4.3 Non-Gaussian data
The results presented so far has been tested on data with a Gaussian probability structure.
In the simulation algorithm [Chandna and Walden, 2013] used to output simulated data in
sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 , we replace the independent Gaussian innovations (with variance unity)
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driving the simulation by the following stochastic processes:
• Independent innovations having the uniform distribution, with variance unity,
• Independent innovations having the Student-t distribution, with 5 degrees of freedom and
variance unity.
The rst distribution has shorter tails than the Gaussian, while the second one has longer tails.
Details of this are given in appendix A.1.3
All the analyses in table 5.2 were re-run for both of these alternative distributions, shown in
table 5.3. There was no notable dierences from the Gaussian cases and none of the conclusions
changed. This apparent robustness to non-Gaussianity is due to the central limit theorem
eect being triggered in the Fourier transform terms used in the design of the spectral-domain
components Jk(f) (equ. 1.7 in chapter 1) in the formulation of the multitaper estimate S^(f)
(equ. 1.8 in chapter 1). Note that this is achieved with values of N { number of time points
{ that are not very large. In the case of the data being analysed in this chapter (detailed in
section 5.2), there are N = 615 time points after downsampling.
Table 5.3: Average and standard error (in brackets) of the data-driven PRISE (in %, equa-
tion 5.18) over frequencies, for QLa-est, QLb-est and QLP-est, for the data of patient # 6 and
# 8 detailed in section 5.2, with non-Gaussian innovation.
Method
Patient-model #8 Patient-model #6
K = 12 K = 14 K = 16 K = 12
Uniform dist.
QLa-est 26 (7) 18 (6) 13 (5) 66 (4)
QLb-est 65 (14) 49 (22) 34 (29) 87 (3)
QLP-est 52 (9) 34 (9) 25(8) 84 (6)
t5 dist.
QLa-est 25 (7) 17 (6) 13 (5) 65 (4)
QLb-est 65 (15) 49 (21) 36 (29) 87 (3)
QLP-est 51 (9) 34 (9) 25(8) 83 (6)
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5.5 Shrinkage based on Partial Mutual Information
[Schneider-Luftman, 2015, ©IEEE] Reprinted with permission from D. Schneider-Luftman,
\Shrinkage estimation on spectral matrices: an EEG analysis centered approach", IEEE SP &
SPE Workshop 2015 (Snowbird, UT, USA)
So far in this chapter, we have reviewed shrinkage methods that use the QL norm for the
estimation of the partial coherencies. While these methods achieve great improvements on the
conventional schemes, they are restrictive in terms of the type of target matrix T used in the
formulation of the shrinkage estimator S^LW. The QLa estimator (equation 5.6) is xed for
T = tr (S)=pIp. The QLb and QLP estimators of equations 5.10 and 5.16 respectively oer
more exibility with a scaled identity matrix T = Ip. At this stage, there is no known ana-
lytical way of specifying the closed-form expression of the parameters of a shrinkage estimator
with any other type of target matrix.
Here, a computational method based on Partial Mutual Information (PMI) is proposed, which
can evaluate a linear shrinkage estimator with any type of target matrix T and is optimised
for the estimation of the partial coherencies.
Linear shrinkage can be optimised for the estimation of the partial coherencies in a way that
solely relies on available data. Recall the denition of a conventional LW-type shrinkage esti-
mator:
S^LW (; f) = (1  )S^(f) + T^(f),  2 [0; 1];
HS(f) = argmin
2[0;1]
E([S^LW (; f)  S(f)]2); (5.23)
where S^(f) is a raw spectral estimate, such as the multitaper estimate. As in the previous
sections of the chapter, we are concerned with the estimation of the partial coherencies :
2ijj(nij)(f) =
jSij(f)j2
Sii(f)Sjj(f)
, S 1(f) = fSij(f)gpi;j=1:
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In order to achieve this, we alter the selection criterion for , by using the Partial Mutual
Information (PMI).
Denition 5.5.1. The Partial Mutual Information (PMI) represents the amount of informa-
tion shared between any two variables over a frequency band 
  [0; fN ], while discounting the
eects from all other p  2 variables, and is dened as:
'jk(
) =   1j
j
Z


log(1  2jkj(njk)(f))df: (5.24)
We can see from equation 5.24 that the PMI dened as above is a function of the partial
coherencies 2jkj(njk)(f) and of a frequency band 
  [0; fN ]. In the context of ltering the
underlying data fXtg through a pass-band PB, we want to maximize the value of the estimated
partial coherencies within PB while minimizing any contributions outside of PB. Hence, we
would want to evaluate 'jk(
) for 
 = PB and 
 = PB
C , and compare. A similar approach
to implementing the PMI for spectral matrix stabilisation had previously been reviewed in
[Medkour et al., 2009, sec. 4.4] for the selection of the diagonal loading parameter.
Denote the following shrinkage estimator:
8f 2 [0; fN ], T^  0;
S^LW (; f) = (1  )S^(f) + T^:
Remark 16. S^LW (; f) diers from other LW estimators reviewed so far, as the target matrix
T is xed for all frequencies f . This allows for consistency with the xed nature of the shrinkage
coecient developed in this section.
We evaluate here the partial coherencies derived from S^LW (; f) at each frequency f :
^2jkj(njk)(f; ),  2 (0; 1);
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and we can denote the corresponding PMIs within PB and outside of PB:
'^jk(PB; ) =   1jPBj
Z
PB
log(1  ^2jkj(njk)(f; ))df;
'^jk(PB
C ; ) = '^jk([0; fN ]; )  '^jk(PB; ):
The in-band and out-of-band PMIs (respectively) are rst standardized by their maxima over
 2 [0; 1]:
'^jk(:; )
0 =
'^jk(:; )
max['^jk(:; )]
;
and the median is extracted over all pairs (j; k) for each of them:
^'(:; ) = median ('^jk(:; )
0) :
Standardising over the range of  and the various pairs (i; j) allow for comparability, and lets
us dene the following vector, with entries strictly contained within [0; 1] :
^() =

^'(PB; ); ^'(PBC ; )
 2 [0; 1]21:
The vector  represents the \coordinates" of the partial coherencies in the in-band/out-of-band
PMI plane, or in other words, what proportion of the information in ^2jkj(njk) is contained in
PB versus PBC .
In this framework, we can evaluate the minimum of the Cartesian distance between the \ideal"
coordinates e1 and ^():
PMI = argmin
2[0;1]
E

jje1   ^()jj22

; (5.25)
with the quantity jjxjj22 for any x 2 Rp1 being equal to:
jjxjj22 =
pX
i=1
x2i ;
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and the vector e1 representing coordinates with maximal inband PMI and no out-of-band PMI:
e1 =
0B@ 1
0
1CA :
The coordinates e1 are ideal because they represent the desired outcome: all energy is concen-
trated in the passband PB, and no contributions are leaked outside.
Remark 17. The shrinkage coecient PMI is kept constant across the frequency range of
interest, due to the nature of the optimisation scheme in equation 5.25, which aims to nd the
value of  that maximises pass-band contribution.
To nd the minimum over [0; 1], we look at a discretised version of the maximisation problem
in equation 5.25:
	 = f1; ::; Mg  (0; 1);
0 <i < j < 1, 8i < j M;
PMI = argmin
2	
E(jje1   ^()jj22): (5.26)
This reduces the problem to a grid search over 	.
The size M of the set 	 has an impact on the accuracy of the resulting PMI as well as the
overall computing time. However a more important consideration is how the grid of values i,
i M are selected.
The resulting PMIs are standardised by their maximum over 	, which is typically attained at
M . Hence, the choice of actual values i { and especially M , critically impacts the resulting
PMIs.
The resulting shrinkage estimator:
S^PMI(f) = S^LW (PMI ; f); (5.27)
can then be used as any other shrinkage estimator for the spectral matrices S(f). Note here
that the estimator S^PMI(f) only relies on available data. There is no intermediate Oracle forms
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that require estimating in the data-driven schemes. However, the selection of PMI is dependent
on a grid search, with sensitivities to the coarseness and width of the search area 	.
5.5.1 Choice of Targets
Since the expression of the estimators in equation 5.26 is independent of the specication of
the target matrix T^, it can be set to anything. We consider three types of target matrix
specications to use in equation 5.23:
T1: Scaled identity:
T^ = max
f

1
p
tr

S^(f)

Ip

:
T2: Soft-thresholded Diagonal matrix [Chen et al., 2012]:
T^ = max
f
h
B
p
2

 S^(f)
i
;
where B(x) is dened as:
B(x)i;j =

1 ji  jj  x
0 otherwise
and :  : is the Hadamard product, dened in [Muirhead, 1982]:
[B(x)  S^]i;j = B(x)i;jS^i;j:
T3: Diagonal AR parametric tting [Fiecas and Von Sachs, 2014]:
T^ = max
f
A(f);
where A(f) is the diagonal matrix of spectra associated with a AR(lj ) parametric tting
along each of the p dimensions of the data, with j  p . The number of lags lj is chosen
by a successive LR test scheme [Lutkepohl, 2005] at each dimension j  p.
Selecting the target matrices T^ as the maxima of their formulation across the frequency range
permits for target matrices with better regularising eect.
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5.5.2 Application to Data
We look at the EEG data of the two patients detailed in section 5.2. We recall that it consists
of two patients, one with high partial coherencies across the frequency range { patient #8 {
and the other with low partial coherencies { patient #6. The data simulation protocol is the
same as in section 5.4.1: for each patient-model, the true matrix S(f) is set to a multitaper
spectral matrix S^(mt) with K = 40 evaluated from the patient's data, and m = 500 copies are
created from it.
The pass-band used to construct the PMI estimate is PB = [0:5; 4] Hz, and thus PBC =
[0; 0:5)[ (4; 6] Hz. PB corresponds to the Delta band { the region of interest in the analysis of
this data set, and [0; 6] Hz is the region left after the Low-Pass lter used in the pre-processing
of the data, described in section A.2 of appendix A.
For both of patient-models, we evaluate the partial coherencies derived from the PMI shrink-
age estimators and compare them to two other conventional protocols: the raw multitaper
estimator with no form of regularisation, described in chapter 1, and the estimates derived
from the CRBLW estimator (chapter 3). The partial coherence estimates of the PMI shrinkage
method S^PMI are computed for each target in section 5.5.1. Results are averaged over all copies
m = 500. Results are displayed in gures 5.9 and 5.8.
We can see in gure 5.9 that the PMI shrinkage estimator achieves results that are some-
what similar to those of the QLa, QLb and QLP shrinkage estimates displayed in gure 5.7;
the improvement the PMI shrinkage can achieve over the raw estimate is not consistent across
frequencies, and decreases as K grows for patient #8, but for patient #6 the PMI shrinkage
estimates outperform the raw estimates signicantly. The true partial coherencies of patient
#6 being low, we expect the PMI shrinkage estimators to perfrom better in PRISE-sense, as
the raw estimates can be noisy.
Conversely, in gure 5.8, the PMI estimators substantially outperform the baseline CRBLW
estimator for patient #8, and under-perform for patient #6. The CRBLW has been identied
as a shrinkage method that consistently returns low-valued partial coherencies, it is therefore
highly suitable for the data of patient #6. The suitability of the PMI method for the data
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set with larger partial coherencies over the CBRLW shrinkage suggests that the PMI-based
method does not whiten data anywhere as much as CRBLW does. Certainly, the exibility
in the choice of targets allows for some denser options { such as T2 where many o-diagonal
entries of T^ are non-zero.
The choice of target in the PMI estimators has little impact on the resulting PRISE over the raw
estimates, albeit some targets produce better results for some frequencies: T1 is more optimal
for the partial coherencies of patient #8 than T2 or T3 for f 2 [2:5; 3]Hz, for instances. On av-
erage across the frequency band [0:5; 4]Hz, the comparative advantage of the various choices of
targets becomes more apparent, as we can see from table 5.4, but this eect remains somewhat
minor. In this respect, the PMI shrinkage method is robust to the choice of target T: as the
shrinkage coecient PMI vary according to T , the estimate S^
PMI is optimised for in-band PMI
contribution. While this estimator is insensitive to the choice of target matrix, its performance
is highly impacted by the choice of grid 	 = figMi=1 which is searched in equation 5.26. This
matter is still an open problem.
Table 5.4: Average and standard deviation (in brackets) of PRISE (in %, equation 5.18) across
all frequencies f 2 [0:5; 4]Hz of the PMI shrinkage estimator with varying target (section 5.5.1),
computed for various values of K > p, for both patients in consideration.
(a) patient # 8
PRISE
vs Raw vs CRBLW
K = 12 K = 14 K = 16 K = 12
T1 42.9 (20.8) 10.4 (52.4) -4.7 (45.6) 79.4 (5.7)
T2 32 (21.2) -23.3 (54.6) -49 (48) 75.6 (5.4)
T3 37.6 (19.3) 19.2 (55.7) -32 (47.5) 77.9 (5)
(b) patient #6
PRISE
vs Raw vs CRBLW
K = 12
T1 74.3 (0.6) -92.7 (9.3)
T2 75.7 (0.6) -71.4 (10)
T3 75.7 (0.8) -89.5 (15.6)
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Figure 5.8: PRISE of the PMI estimators (equation 5.26) over the CRBLW estimates computed
for K = 12, across all frequencies the pass-band PB, for each target matrix described in
section 5.5.1; Thin line: T1 (scaled identity), thick line: T2 (soft-thresholding), rounds: T3
(diagonal VAR tting). Left: patient #8, right: patient #6.
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(d) K = 12
Figure 5.9: PRISE of the PMI estimators (equation 5.26) over the raw estimates, computed
for various values of K > p, across all frequencies the pass-band PB, for each target matrix
described in section 5.5.1, for both patients under consideration. Top two plots and bottom
left: patient #8, bottom right: patient #6. Thin line: T1 (scaled identity), thick line: T2
(soft-thresholding), rounds: T3 (diagonal VAR tting).
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5.6 Concluding comments
In this chapter, we have reviewed two adaptations of linear shrinkage for partial coherence es-
timation. One is based on the Quadratic Loss (QL), and optimises the estimated LW spectral
estimate / precision estimate against the QL norm. The second one is based on the Partial
Mutual Information (PMI) on specic frequency bands, and aims to maximise PMI within the
pass-band associated with a lter.
These two approaches dier from a conceptual point of view. The QL-based approaches aim
to optimise a linear LW estimator for the spectral matrix / precision matrix against the QL
norm, much like the classical LW estimator does with the HS norm. In the PMI-based method,
PMI contributions are measured within and outside a pass-band of interest, and a linear LW
estimator is designed such that the inband /out-band contribution is maximised / minimised.
The QL-based estimators have closed-form analytical expressions in both the oracle and Data-
driven sense, whereas the PMI-based methods rely on computational evaluation.
However, they maintain some characteristics in common with the conventional linear LW
shrinkage methods explored in chapters 2 and 3: they perform a linear convex optimisation
between the sample matrix estimate and a positive-denite target matrix, which can be deter-
ministic or stochastic. While in the QL-based schemes, the choice of target matrix T is xed
to a scaled identity, the PMI-based approach can be t to almost anything.
The two new sets of methods proposed in this chapter signicantly improve on conventional
LW estimators for the estimation of the partial coherencies, in a variety of data types (detailed
in section 5.2). The results displayed throughout the chapter illustrate how some shrinkage
methods outperform others depending of the underlying true partial coherencies. The QLa,
QLb and QLP shrinkage protocols from section 5.3 manage to return high quality partial co-
herence estimates under the Oracle scheme, however in a data-driven sense only the QLb and
QLP estimators manage to sustain consistent improvements in PRISE over other estimators
for any type of data, including those with non-Gaussian noise. The QLb and QLP estimator
are both derived from the QL norm, but also share the characteristic that their target matrix
T^ if a function of tr (S^) and/or tr (S^2), suggesting that these make the best choices of target
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matrices for shrinkages estimators.
The PMI shrinkage method, on the other hand, relies heavily on initial conditions and com-
putational methods used, and presents more variability in performance compared to analytic
counterparts.
In the next and last chapter, we will investigate how the partial coherence estimates can be
used to produce graphical models, in order to uncover the inter-dependency structure in data.
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Chapter 6
Multiple Hypothesis testing in the
Frequency domain and Subject
Conjunction
[Schneider-Luftman, 2016]. Reprinted, with permission, from D. Schneider-Luftman, \P-value
combiners for graphical modelling of EEG data in the frequency domain", Journal of Neuro-
science methods, vol. 271, p. 92-106, 2016
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, we have extensively analysed the estimation of the precision spectral
matrices, which are essential to the derivation of the partial coherencies. The estimates of the
partial coherencies are then used to measure functional connectivity between variables of a
multivariate times series. Subsequently, the aim is to use them in graphical modelling.
In this chapter, we explore the use of partial coherence estimates in the tting of graph-
ical models. We follow the method detailed in [Medkour et al., 2009]: under conventional
pre-processing and estimation methods for the spectral matrix S(f), and when the spectral
estimate S^(f) is well-conditioned, its distribution and the distribution of its partial coherencies
are known [Goodman, 1963]. Then, under the null hypothesis H0 that the partial coherences
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are zero-valued, their estimates can be modelled as Beta-distributed random variables. If the
partial coherencies estimates are signicantly greater than zero, the presence of an edge between
the corresponding variables is detected.
It is important to note at this stage that suitable distributional / asymptotic properties
have not been established yet for partial coherencies derived from shrinkage spectral estimates.
While it is possible to derive a bootstrapped distribution for the partial coherences derived
from matrices that deviate from the Wishart scheme, doing so under H0 is notably ambiguous.
While it is possible to articially derive some distribution for the case 2ijj(nij)(f) = 0 for all
i; j, it is far more complex to do so for the case when 2ijj(nij)(f) = 0 for some i; j only. As
a result, none of the shrinkage methods developed in previous chapters will be used in this
chapter, and we will only consider well-dened spectral matrices for our graphical modelling
analysis. However, once distributional results become available in either analytical or empirical
form, the protocol that follows will be the same.
In the frequency domain approach, results are derived at each frequency f , for all frequen-
cies in range. Once the partial coherencies have been measured and tested for signicance at a
suitable level , the results need to be aggregated across frequencies and then across subjects.
This can be regarded as a multiple hypothesis testing problem.
P-value combiners are very appropriate for this purpose. This chapter demonstrates how
they can be applied to spectral domain data analysis. A few selected methods are introduced
in section 6.3, and their performance is evidenced on simulated data in section 6.6.
Similarly, we also consider subject conjunction techniques, which are very prevalent in neu-
rology [Friston et al., 1999]. Conjunction analysis can be viewed as a form of multiple hypoth-
esis testing, as it also aims to aggregate results across several instances in order to ascertain or
reject an hypothesis. Additionally, it also aims to adequately account for variability / random-
eects in a multi-subject sample. We review the concepts associated with conjunction analysis
and develop a suitable methodology for subject-wise combining in section 6.5.
In order to ensure accuracy in the estimation protocol, we also control for network-wide false
edge discoveries. In section 6.4 we show how this can be managed using a false edge detection
adjustment, for both low-dimensional and larger dimensional data.
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The p-value combining across frequencies and the subject conjunction across subjects to-
gether constitute a two-step framework that can output accurate and signicant graphical
models from Fourier-transformed data. This two-step framework delivers a \weighted" graph,
i.e. a graph that is able to represent variability within groups in a comprehensive way and
show the intensity of connections in each group. It is applied to the data set of appendix A.2,
which consists of EEGs collected from mental health patients, and the results are detailed in
section 6.7.
6.2 Graphical Modelling
6.2.1 Background
Let fXtg be a 2nd order stationary vector time series, fXtg 2 Rp, t 2 f0; ::; T   1g, with
an associated spectral matrix S(f) 2 Cpp. Here, we operate with the multitaper spectral
estimate, detailed in section 1.3 of chapter 1, for its good statistical and analytical properties
[Percival and Walden, 1993]:
S^(f) = S^(mt)(f) =
1
K
K 1X
k=0
Jk(f)J
H
k (f): (6.1)
To ensure the invertibility of the matrix S(f), we require that the number of tapers exceed the
dimensions of the data, i.e. K > p.
The matrix S(f) is central in evaluating the dependency structure between each pair of the p
channels. Doing so, we aim to build a graph for the data set fXtg:
G = fV;Eg, V = fi j i = 1; :::; pg;
E represents the set of edges that connects channels to each other. Because we are interested
in forming an undirected conditional correlation graph, we dene the set of edges E as follows:
(i; j) =2 E , Xi ? XjjX(nij), 8i; j  p, i 6= j:
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The term \Xi ? XjjX(nij)" denes conditional independence between channel i and j { in other
words, no direct connections between these two channels when keeping the p   2 others xed.
This can be reformulated using the partial coherence [Dahlhaus, 2000, Medkour et al., 2009],
initially introduced in section 1.2 of chapter 1:
2ijj(nij)(f) =
jSij(f)j2
Sii(f)Sjj(f)
, Sij(f) = fS 1(f)gi;j;
(i; j) =2 E , , 2ijj(nij)(f) = 0 8f 2 [0; fN ]:
Hence, we bring our attention to the partial coherencies for the construction of the graph G.
Because it relies on the unknown quantity S 1(f), we use estimates for the partial coherencies:
^2ijj(nij)(f) =
jS^ij(f)j2
S^ii(f)S^jj(f)
, fS^ij(f)g = dS 1(f); (6.2)
where dS 1(f) is a suitable estimator for S 1(f), derived from S^(mt)K (f). In order to construct
the set of edges E in the graph G, we need to test for the signicance of the partial coherence
estimates at every pair (i; j) across the frequency range of interest 
:
H0 : 
2
ijj(nij)(f) = 0 8f 2 
 vs H1 : 9f 2 
 s.t. 2ijj(nij)(f) > 0: (6.3)
For each pair of channels i and j, we derive a decision on whether to accept/reject H0 at level
, using the protocol in section 6.2.2. This can be translated into a graphical model as follows:
G^ = (V; E^); (6.4)
Accept H0 ! (i; j) 62 E^;
Reject H0 ! (i; j) 2 E^:
We then have an estimate G^ of the true graph G for the data fXtg.
This testing procedure is repeated for all npairs =
 
p
2

= p(p  1)=2 pairs (i; j), i < j  p, until
the set of edges E^ is fully established. Each edge is dened as the conditional dependence of
dierent pairs of channels while discounting the others, so they are tested independently for
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signicance 1. The risk of detecting a false edge increases with npair. Therefore, the probability
of including an edge in E^ erroneously should be controlled, as covered in section 6.4. We
propose two methods to achieve this, on that is strict and the other more permissive, which
will be appropriate depending on the dimensions of the data.
The same applies for population-wide testing. Consider a set of k  N data samples fXkt g,
collected from NG distinct groups of subjects, with Ng individuals in each group. We may be
interested in estimating a group-wide graphical model Gg = (V;Eg) for each group g  NG,
starting with individual graphical models for each i  Ng:
8i  Ng, G^i = (V; E^i):
The individual graphs G^i need to be combined for each group in order to derive a group-wide
estimate G^g for the true graph Gg of the population g.
This echoes the questions covered by multi-subject conjunction analysis [Friston et al., 1999,
Heller et al., 2007], where in a group of subjects we need to ascertain the proportion u of
individuals who exhibit a trait { in our case a connection (i; j) for some i; j  p, i 6= j. While
in general multiple hypothesis testing, we would test for u > 0, in conjunction analysis we want
to test for a range of u 2 [0; 1]:
Hu0 :  < u vs H
u
1 :   u; (6.5)
where  is the true proportion of individuals in the group g exhibiting the trait of interest.
The hypothesis test of equation 6.5 can be repeated for a range of 's, and the results of these
combined in a weighted graph, where a weight is associated with each value of . This is
covered in section 6.5.
1This is consistent with several precessing works, notably [Medkour et al., 2009]
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6.2.2 Hypothesis testing across frequencies
Equation 6.3 can be evaluated using multiple tests H0(f)=H1(f) at each frequency f , and
subsequently aggregated:
H0(f) : 
2
ijj(nij)(f) = 0 vs H1(f) : 
2
ijj(nij)(f) > 0; (6.6)
across discretised frequency f  Nf . Under H0(f), when using the multitaper estimate of
equation 6.1 with K > p, the estimate ^2ijj(nij)(f) of equation 6.2 is known to have a Beta(1; K 
p+ 1) distribution [Medkour et al., 2009] with cdf F^2(:):
^2ijj(nij)(f)  B(1; K   p+ 1);
F^2(x) = 1  (1  x)K p+1: (6.7)
An important consideration is that the data at each frequency is not always independent of other
frequencies, depending on the bandwidth of the spectral estimate (section 1.3 of chapter 1).
Denition 6.2.1. The bandwidth of a spectral matrix estimate is the spectral window covered
by said estimator, and is analogous to its resolution. In our case, using a multitaper estimate
with Sine tapers, we have [Walden et al., 1995]:
B :=
K + 1
t(T + 1)
: (6.8)
The bandwidth of the data in applications is dened by f := fl+1   fl, for any 1  l <
Nf , Nf representing the number of discretised frequencies in [0; fN ]. If B < f , the data
across frequencies is independent, otherwise we consider that there exists dependency between
frequencies.
Remark 18. Data at any frequencies fi, fj 2 [0; fN ] such that jfi   fjj > B are independent
[Percival and Walden, 1993].
The nature of the correlation structure of the spectral data across various frequencies is not
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well established, but it can be assumed that it is strictly non-negative:
8f1; f2 s.t. jf1   f2j  B, Cov

S^(f1); S^(f2)

 0;
where the covariance element Cov

S^(f1); S^(f2)

is dened as:
Cov

S^(f1); S^(f2)

=

cov (S^i;j(f1); S^i;j(f2))
p
i;j
:
Remark 19. Spectral estimates reliant on smoothing / tapering are virtually never free of inter-
frequency correlation, as the smoothing process incurred by the smoothing/tapering widens the
bandwidth B. In spite of this, this class of spectral estimators is still preferred for their other
statistical and inversion properties.
With every hypothesis test procedure, we pay close attention to the levels of the tests .
It represent the upper limit we are willing to tolerate on the probability of making a false
detection, or in other words, the probability of making a type I error:
P (H0(f) rejectedjH0(f) true) < :
Across a set { or a \family" { of  multiple and/or simultaneous tests, it is equally important
to consider the Family-wise Error Rate (FWER);
Denition 6.2.2 (Family-wise Error Rate (FWER), [Lehmann and Romano, 2005]). The family-
wise error rate, in the context of  multiple tests H10=H
1
1 ; :::; H

0 =H

1 , is the probability of making
one or more Type I errors across all the tests:
FWER := P(jV j  1);
V = fi  jH i0 rejected, H i0 true g;
where jV j represents the size of the set V .
Hence, FWER control is an extension of type I error control to the context of multiple
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hypothesis testing. Thus, for a given level , we require that:
FWER  :
An important related concept is the False Discovery Rate (FDR).
Denition 6.2.3 (False Discovery Rate (FDR), [Lehmann and Romano, 2005]). The FDR is
the expected rate of Type I errors in a multiple hypothesis testing:
V = fi  jH i0 rejected, H i0 true g;
0 = jfi  jH i0 truegj;
FDR = E
 jV j
0

:
Remark 20. It is shown in [Lehmann and Romano, 2005] that:
FDR  FWER;
with equality holding if the overall null-hypothesis H0 is true, and otherwise the inequality is
strict. Thus, any form of FDR control is more liberal than FWER control, in the sense that it
will permit more rejections.
Similarly, the Bonferroni inequality is a central result in the understanding of FWER / FDR
control.
Denition 6.2.4 (Bonferroni Inequality, [Lehmann and Romano, 2005]). For a set of  hy-
pothesis tests with p-values p1, ..., p, we have:
P
  [i=1 (pi  =)   :
The implication of this result is that the FWER can be controlled while testing for H0 : H
i
0
true 8i   vs H1 : 9i   such that H i0 false, at signicance level , if we test for each of the
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 individual tests at level =. While this result is very reliable, it can be too strict when 
becomes large, and induce large type II error rates.
Throughout the rest of the paper, we rely on the following result:
Lemma 6.2.5. [Dickhaus, 2014, Thm 2.1] For multiple hypothesis tests H i0 vs H
i
1 with p-value
pi where the test statistics have a continuous distribution, the p-values are uniformly distributed
under the general null hypothesis H0:
pijH0  U(0; 1):
Having established the nature of the set of hypothesis tests we want to run, we now review
the various protocols available to adequately perform the multiple hypothesis tests in section
6.3.
6.3 P-value combiners
Multiple hypothesis tests can be handled with various p-value combiners. Here, three ap-
proaches are presented: the Holm's Stepdown procedure, the Sime's approach and the Fisher
combiner. The rst combiner can handle correlated tests and returns a scalar LH representing
the number of tests where the statement was signicant, and is also a methodology that is
widely used in multiple hypothesis testing applied to neurological data . The other two return
a single p-value, but only work for independent tests.
6.3.1 Holm's Stepdown procedure, [Holm, 1979]
Multiple hypothesis testing, especially in the case of correlated test, can be approached with
the Stepdown procedure. In the context of equation 6.3, we have a set of  = Nf hypothesis
tests to perform on the data, with decisions H i0, H
i
1 for each i  Nf , an associated test statistics
T i and p-value pi. Denote the ordered test statistics and p-values as follows:
T (1)  :::  T (Nf ), p(1)  :::  p(Nf );
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and their corresponding hypotheses as H
(1)
0 ; :::; H
(Nf )
0 .
In the Stepdown approach, we test sequentially for a subset of the multiple hypothesis:
Cj =

Nf   j + 1 ;
Accept fH(1)0 ; :::; H(Nf j+1)0 g for j = argmin
l
fp(l)  Clg: (6.9)
The Stepdown procedure delivers a scalar LH :
LH = argmin
j
n
fH(1)0 ; :::; H(Nf j+1)0 g accepted
o
:
The Holm's Stepdown procedure can be used on the hypothesis test of equation 6.3 and on the
conjunction analysis tests of equation 6.5. When applied to frequency-wide data, this shows
the number of discretised frequencies f  Nf for which the estimated partial coherencies were
signicantly greater than zero. For the purpose of frequency-wide testing, we use thresholding
and reject H0 in equation 6.3 if L

H > 0. Note that, in doing so, we are essentially basing the
decision to accept or reject H0 on the smallest p-value, and its size comparative to =Nf . In
this sense, the Stepdown procedure is similar to the Bonferroni adjustment of denition 6.2.4.
When applied to subject conjunction, this shows the number of subjects in a group for
whom a trait was deemed signicant. In this application, this protocol is uniformly more
powerful than just applying a Bonferroni correction based on denition 6.2.4, as it is more
capable of detecting cases where H0 is false across a larger range of p-values [Holm, 1979,
Lehmann and Romano, 2005].
For the following methods, we only work across uncorrelated frequencies, which are B Hz
apart (equation 6.8). Hence, we have M = b Nf
B=f
c eligible data points and  = M multiple
tests.
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6.3.2 Sime's modied Bonferroni approach
Sime's method builds directly on the Bonferroni Inequality of denition 6.2.4, and works for
independent tests. Although it has been shown to apply to positively correlated tests as well,
we will not recourse to this extension here, as it isn't clear whether partial coherencies estimates
between frequencies are non-negatively correlated.
Lemma 6.3.1 ([Simes, 1986]). Let p(1)  p(2)  :::  p(M) be the ordered p-values associated
with M multiple tests, and all pj follow the U(0; 1) distribution under H0. Set a test procedure
that decides to reject H0 when there are some j M such that:
p(j)   j=M:
This test procedure has a FWER =  when the multiple tests are independent.
From lemma 6.3.1 we can reformulate the general null hypothesis H0 as follows:
Accept H0 if : p(j) > j=M , 8j  Nf ; (6.10)
fp(j) > j=M , 8j  Nfg = fp(j)M=j > , 8j  Nfg


M min
j

p(j)
j

> 

:
Based on this, we can introduce a p-value combiner built on lemma 6.3.1:
pSimes :=M min
jM

p(j)
j

pSimesjH0  U(0; 1) (6.11)
H0 is then rejected in equation 6.3 if pSimes <  in equation 6.11. In this sense, lemma 6.3.1 and
the p-value combiner of equation 6.11 are equivalent; The smallest level alpha in lemma 6.3.1
which leads to rejection is the combiner pSimes from equation 6.11.
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6.3.3 Fisher p-values combiner
The Fisher combiner [Fisher, 1932] is by far the most popular choice of p-value combiners for
independent tests, as it has a well-dened formulation and distribution under H0:
F =  2
MX
i=1
log(pi);
F jH0  22M : (6.12)
We reject H0 in equation 6.3 if F > C(
2
2M ; ), where C represents the critical value of the
22M distribution at level .
6.4 Network-wide FDR control
In the previous sections, we have covered various techniques to combine multiple tests across
a set of discretised frequencies in order to deliver a decision rule for the whole frequency range

. This is done for each pair of channels (i; j), i < j  p. Doing so, we also need to control
the number of false positives we detect across all pairs of connections.
Each edge is tested independently at level , as discussed in section 6.2. This in itself denes
a new family of tests, and as such the risk of detecting a false edge increases with npairs:
P(9i; j; (i; j) 2 E^j(i; j) 62 E)

npairsX
k
P(k = (i; j) 2 E^jk 62 E)
= npairsP(k = (1; 2) 2 E^jk 62 E)
= npairs (6.13)
This directly relates to the Bonferroni inequality (Def. 6.2.4). Hence, an appropriate course of
action when testing for the npairs edges in the graph G^ of equation 6.4 is to set the signicance
level at  = =npairs, in order to limit the probability of detecting false edges to . For
each pair of variables (i; j), denote their associated p-values p(i;j) output from the combining of
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results across frequencies. We then have the following rule:
(i; j) =2 E^ for all pairs s.t. p(i;j) > : (6.14)
This correction becomes very strong as the dimensions p grow large. For instance, with p = 50
dimensions, this would lead to a corrected level  = 4:10 5 from  = 0:05, rendering the
detection of truly-existent edges almost impossible.
An alternative is to allow some relaxation in the correction required on the level , without
losing out excessively on the FDR control. In the context of conjunction analysis, the Sime's
combiner can be used in the hypothesis test of equation 6.5. Building on a protocol detailed in
[Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001] and in [Heller et al., 2007], we propose the following method-
ology:
k = argmax
j

p(j)  j
npairs


; (6.15)
where p(j) for j = 1; :::; npairs denote the ordered p-values of each connection: p(1)  :::  p(npairs).
H0 is rejected if k > npairs. This is also known as the Benjamini and Hochberg step-up
procedure. We make use of equation 6.15 and create the following rule:
(k) =  k=npairs;
k = argmax
k
fp(k) < (k)g;
(i; j) =2 E^ for all pairs s.a. p(i;j) > (k): (6.16)
Lemma 6.4.1. Under non-negative dependency, the procedure in equation 6.16 controls the
FDR to level .
Proof. This topic and associated proofs are extensively covered by [Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995]
and [Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001].
Remark 21. The Benjamini and Hochberg step-up procedure is comparable to the Holm's Step-
down procedure of section 6.3.1, but aims to control the FDR while the Stepdown procedure
performs a strict FWER control.
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Therefore, the procedure of equation 6.14 is a form of FWER control, whereas the procedure
of equation 6.16 is a type of FDR control. Based on remark 20, we expect the second scheme
to be far less conservative than the rst.
6.5 Multi-subject Conjunction / Group-wide graphical
modelling
So far, the various combining protocols on the discretized frequencies and FDR control across
channels have been performed for each individual in the study. We now need to aggregate these
results across all subjects.
Consider a collection of k  N time series data fXkt g split into NG distinct groups. We are
interested in estimating a graphical model Gg = (V;Eg) for each group g  NG. In each of
these groups, there are Ng individuals { such as
P
gNg = N { for which we estimate a graphical
model:
8i  Ng, G^i = (V; E^i):
The individual graphs G^i need to be aggregated in each group in order to derive a group-wide
graphical model estimate G^g. We do so via some function F (:), such as G^g = F (G^1; G^2; :::; G^Ng),
taking the graphs of all the individuals i  Ng in the group g as inputs.
We are interested in assessing whether G^g is the true graph Gg of the group g. Doing so, we
are once again concerned with controlling for false edge detection between any two channels.
Denote pjk;g as the probability of falsely detecting a connection between the variables j and k
in group g:
pjk;g = P

(j; k) 2 G^g
(j; k) 62 Gg :
Similarly, we dene PIjk as the proportion of individuals in group g for whom the connection
(j; k) is deemed signicant as follows:
PIjk = jfi 2 [1; Ng]j(j; k) signicant for igj =Ng: (6.17)
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Note that PIjk is not equal to the proportion of graph estimates G^
i that exhibit the connection
(j; k):
PIjk 6=
ni 2 [1; Ng](j; k)  G^io =Ng:
The latter simply counts the number of individual graphs G^i in the group g such that the
connection (j; k) exists. Instead, to eectively control for false positives, the quantity PIjk is
computed using one of the two methods below:
• The Holm's Stepdown procedure (equation 6.9), where the output LH represents the
number of individuals in group g for which the connection (j; k) is signicant. The
quantity PIjk would then be equal to PIjk =
LH
Ng
.
• The Benjamini & Hochberg (equation 6.16), where for each connection (j; k), in the
group g, denote the p-value pv associated with individual v, and the ordered p-values
p(1)  :::  p(Ng) and set
u = argmax
vNg

p(v)  v
Ng


;
then PIjk =
u
Ng
.
We propose to construct the graph G^g based on the individual graphs G^i, for all individuals i
in group g, using the subjects proportions PIjk. For any connection (j; k), given a threshold
level  2 [0; 1],
PIjk   ! (j; k) 2 G^g;
P Ijk <  ! (j; k) 62 G^g:
In this context, the estimate G^g is in fact a function of , i.e. G^g = G^g(). Here,  represents the
minimum required proportion of subjects that the channels connections need to be signicant
for in order to be included in G^g(). This procedure can be repeated for any value of  2 (0; 1].
Thus, for each group g, estimates G^g() can be devised for a range of s in  and overlaid to
form a general graphical model estimate:
 2   [0; 1]:
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This creates a \weighted" graph.
Denition 6.5.1 (Weighted Graphs). A weighted graph is a graphical model G^ constructed
from several sub-graphs G^(), derived from thresholding the variables fPIjkg for a set of several
 2 :
G^ =
[
2
G^():
Then, each  2  can associated with a weight { or a colour / \line-style" { and each edge (j; k)
inside of G^ is associated with the weight of the largest  such that (j; k) 2 G^().
For each connection in the graph and a range of thresholds s, an edge is included in a
graphical model if it is signicant for any threshold  2 :
if PIjk  , then (j; k) 2 G^g(),
G^g =
[
2
G^g(): (6.18)
Remark 22. For any two thresholds ; 0 in [0; 1] such that  > 0, G^g()  G^g(0).
This weighting system shows how prevalent connections are in the graphical models for each
group in terms of proportions of subjects. This type of representation is highly appropriate
for neurological data analysis, as it allows to create intensity maps to represent the strength of
neural activities in the brain, in the style of [Heller et al., 2007, p.1184].
Alternatively, researchers can decide what choice is appropriate for a xed value  = , and
estimate a graphical model using it on its own: G^g = G^g(), depending on the nature of the
data being analysed and the level of inference required.
Using these methods, we can ensure that for a group g the probability of false edge detec-
tion within the graph of group g, pjk;g, is bounded above by , for all connections (j; k).
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6.6 Results from simulated data
In this section, we apply three p-value combiners to several VAR(1) data models, in order to
assess their ability to retrieve their true network structures:
• Holm's Stepdown approach (equation 6.9), applied as a dependent and independent
scheme. In the dependent case, results from all frequencies are combined, whereas in
the independent scheme only independent frequencies are considered (see details in sec-
tion 6.2.2),
• Simes combiner (equation 6.11),
• Fisher combiner (equation 6.12).
We look at two groups of VAR(1) models, that dier in their dimensions:
Group 1: Low to moderate dimensions, p = 10,
Group 2: Moderate to high dimensions, p = 35.
Both groups consist of ve VAR(1) models, all expressed as follows:
Xt = Xt 1 + t
with t 2 [0; T   1], T = 3072, t  i.i.d Np(0p1; Ip), t = 1, hence fN = 0:5Hz, generating
Nf = 3073 discretised frequencies on the range [0; 0:5]Hz. Each VAR(1) model is stationary,
and produced using the semi-random VAR(1) model generator detailed in section A.1.1 in
appendix A.
In each group, the various ve models dier in their Degree of Connectivity (DoC), which
represents how much the variables of a model are connected to one another.
Denition 6.6.1 (Degree of Connectivity (DoC)). For a multivariate time series fXtg 2 RNp,
and a graph G = (V;E) tted to the data fXtg, we dene the DoC to be the proportion of existing
edges in the set of all possible connections:
DoC(G) =
jf(i; j)j(i; j) 2 Egj
p(p  1)=2 ;
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where we recall that the number of all possible edges in a graph is: #(i; j) =
 
p
2

= p(p  1)=2.
For instance, a set of perfectly independent p-dimensional variables fXtg 2 RNp would
return a graph G with no edges, and a DoC of 0%, whereas a perfectly connected graph G
would have a DoC of 100%. The DoCs of the models under consideration are displayed in
table 6.1.
Table 6.1: DoCs (Def. 6.6.1) of the ten VAR(1) models, split into groups 1 and 2, used in the
simulation study
Model 1 2 3 4 5
k 10 8 6 4 2
DoC { Group 1 0.089 0.11 0.2 0.29 0.47
DoC { Group 2 0.133 0.185 0.21 0.44 0.59
For each model in each group, we create m = 500 data-copies fXmt gt. For every copy, we
compute the multitaper spectral estimate S^(f) (equation 6.1) with K = 1:2 p { resulting in
a bandwidth of B = 0:005 Hz for group 1, and B = 0:015 Hz for group 2. We subsequently
apply a diagonal up-lift with a factor of  = 10 6 in order to stabilise inversion. The estimated
partial coherencies are then calculated from the inverted spectral matrix estimate S^ 1(f) at
each discretized frequency f , and tested according to the protocol in equation 6.7. We then
aggregate the results for each partial coherence using each p-value combiner: Fisher, Simes,
and Holms. The combiners are then transformed into critical values C, the p-value of each
combiner under their H0 distributions. This then produces an adjacency matrix:
A(C) = fAi;j(C)g =

1 C < 
0 C  
In the case of the Holm's Stepdown procedure, we set C = L and Ai;j(C) = 1 if L > 0.
For consistency with the rest of the literature on the subject of hypothesis testing, we set  at
 = 0:05.
Using the adjacency matrix produced by each combiner, we can bring our attention to the Aver-
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age Error Rate (AER), which is measured in terms of Hamming distance [Banks and Carley, 1994,
Medkour et al., 2010] between the estimated graph G^x associated with the adjacency matrix
A(Cx) and the true graph G with adjacency matrix A:
Hamming(G^x; G) =
1
p(p  1)=2
X
(i;j)
jAi;j(Cx)  Ai;jj; (6.19)
AER(x) = E^m

Hamming(G^x; G)

: (6.20)
Additionally, we also look at the Average False Positive (AFP) rate and the Average False
Negative (AFN) rate, which are dened as the AER over the set of non-existent and existing
edges respectively:
AFP(x) = E^m
0@ 1
mEC
X
(i;j) 62E
jAi;j(Cx)  Ai;jj
1A ;
AFN(x) = E^m
0@ 1
mE
X
(i;j)2E
jAi;j(Cx)  Ai;jj
1A ; (6.21)
where we have mEC = # f(i; j)j(i; j) 62 Eg and mE = # f(i; j)j(i; j) 2 Eg.
Remark 23. The AFP rate in equation 6.21 is analogous to the FDR of Denition 6.2.3,
whereas the AFN rate is a measure for type II errors.
Results are averaged over all m copies and displayed in terms of the evolution of the AER
(equation 6.20), AFP rate and AFN rate (equation 6.21) for each p-value combiner, as a function
of DoC, in gures 6.1 and 6.2 for group 1, and in gures 6.3 and 6.4 for group 2. For all
models, we evaluate edge detection using three approaches: with regular levels  = 0:05,
with Bonferroni-adjusted levels  = (0:05=npairs) of equation 6.14, and with the Benjamini &
Hochberg adjusted levels (k) =  k=npairs of equation 6.16.
We can see for group 1 in gures 6.1 and 6.2 that, when using  = 0:05, the overall
Average False Positive rate is non-negligibly high for any p-value combiner, even with the more
conservative dependent Stepdown procedure which otherwise achieves lower AFP rates than its
counterparts. The stepdown protocol being designed to perform a strict FWER control, this is
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expected.
In gures 6.1 and 6.2 the adjustments on the signicance level  proposed in section 6.4
manage to reduce the AFP rate of all combiners. The reduction in AFP rate is most signicant
with the Bonferroni adjustment of equation 6.14,  = (0:05=npairs). This comes at the cost of
higher AER and AFN rates for all combiners. The same observations can be made for the level
adjustment of equation 6.16, (k) = 0:05  k=npairs, but the impact on the AER and AFN
rates is much more moderate. This is expected, as this type of level adjustment is known to
be far less strict than a Bonferroni correction. However the reduction in AFP rate it achieves
is limited in data of low dimensions, i.e. when p = 10.
The benets of using the Benjamini & Hochberg (B& H) level correction of equation 6.16
are more obvious on larger dimensional data, for which the results are displayed in gures 6.3
and 6.4. We can see that the Bonferroni adjustment of equation 6.14 is far too strict, leading to
all p-value combiners to return AFN rates ranging from 45% to 99%. The B& H level correction
manages to reduce the AFN rate considerably for most combiners.
Throughout gures 6.1 to 6.4, the Fisher combiner stands apart from its counterpart in terms
of all error rates. While its AFP rate can be higher compared to other combiners, it manages
an overall AER that is lower in most models, but especially so for highly connected VAR(1)
models. This indicates that this combiner is more robust to type II errors than its counterparts,
making it highly eligible for higher dimensional data, such as in gures 6.3 and 6.4, where none
of the other methodology were able to return AFN rates below 30%. Based on its low AER and
despite its higher AFP rate, the Fisher combiners seems to be the most appropriate p-value
combiner for aggregating partial coherence results over frequencies and detecting edges across
networks.
Looking at the dierent implementations of the Stepdown procedure, we can see that the
regime using all frequencies has lower AFP rates compared to the regime using independent
frequencies only. The dependent scheme outperforms the independent scheme, as it can achieve
the same level of accuracy but with greater robustness to false positives. This also suggests that
combiners that can handle correlated data points are better than their independent counterparts.
This calls for the development of a Fisher combiner that is capable of handling dependent
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frequencies. As its performance in terms of AER and AFN rates is currently superior to those
of other combiners, it could be improved even further when adapted to work across all data
points, and help reduce its relatively high AFP rate. Some initial work in this direction has
been made, notably in [Kost and McDermott, 2002], [Chen et al., 2014] and [Li et al., 2014],
where a generalisation of the conventional form proposed, using Satterthwaite approximations.
The analytical validity of such methods is yet to be established, and would form a worthwhile
objective for future research work.
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Figure 6.1: AER (equations 6.20) of various p-value combiners tested at various levels, for ve
distinct 10-dimensional VAR(1) models with varying DoCs (x-axis, def. 6.6.1). Dotted lines:
independent frequencies combined. Solid lines: all frequencies combined.
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Figure 6.2: AFP and AFN (equation 6.21) of various p-value combiners tested at various levels,
for ve distinct 10-dimensional VAR(1) models with varying DoCs (x-axis, def. 6.6.1). Dotted
lines: independent frequencies combined. Solid lines: all frequencies combined.
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Figure 6.3: AER (equations 6.20) of various p-value combiners tested at various levels, for ve
distinct 35-dimensional VAR(1) models with varying DoCs (x-axis, def. 6.6.1). Dotted lines:
independent frequencies combined. Solid lines: all frequencies combined.
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Figure 6.4: AFP and AFN (equation 6.21) of various p-value combiners tested at various levels,
for ve distinct 35-dimensional VAR(1) models with varying DoCs (x-axis, def. 6.6.1). Dotted
lines: independent frequencies combined. Solid lines: all frequencies combined.
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6.7 Application to EEG data
In this section the results exposed in section 6.5 are applied to the EEG data set of section A.2
in appendix A: it consists of EEGs taken from 34 mental health patients (all male, aged between
20 and 60 years), in resting-state and with eyes closed, from the Serbsky Institute in Moscow.
Of these patients, 15 were diagnosed with positive syndrome schizophrenia, 19 were diagnosed
with negative syndrome Schizophrenia. The EEGs of 24 healthy subjects were also collected
to form a control group. We aim here to understand whether these conditions can be reliably
identied from neurological imaging, and whether it is possible to discriminate between positive
and negative schizophrenia with graphical modelling of brain functionality.
We denote the positive syndrome group as \Positive", the negative syndrome group as \Nega-
tive" and the control group as \Control".
The EEGs are recorded for 30 sec. at a sampling rate of 100 Hz (t = 0:01s, Nyquist frequency
fN =
1
2t
= 50Hz) from p = 10 scalp sites, and referenced to linked ears with a bandpass lter
of 0.5 - 45 Hz. The signals are then put thought a 6Hz Low-Pass Butterworth lter to remove
leakage from the alpha rhythm. The signal is then downsampled by 5, in order to bring the
Nyquist frequency to fN = 10 Hz.
We then investigate the ability of the Stepdown procedure and the Benjamini & Hochberg
(B&H) protocol, as exposed in section 6.5, to produce group-wide weighted graphs using vari-
ous thresholds , as depicted in equation 6.18:
 2  = f0:33; 0:5; 0:66g:
Results are displayed in gure 6.5 for all three groups, \Positive", \Negative" and \Control".
Using these choices of thresholds  2 , we can see the edges that are signicant across 33%,
50% and 66% of patients in each group, respectively. For each group, a weighted graph is
produced using the thresholds in . The estimated graphs can be compared with one another
at each threshold  2  using the Hamming distance detailed in equation 6.19.
Additionally, the independence between subjects in each group can be exploited to perform a
bootstrap on the time series of subjects. Denote NB = 5000 to be the number of bootstraps
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copies. For each of the three groups g  NG and each bootstrap copy nb  NB, we perform
the following:
1. Sample the time series of Ng subjects in group g, selected at random with replacement
from the set f1; ::; Ngg, which we denote as fbnb1 ; :::; bnbNgg.
2. Compute a group-specic graphs G^gnb from fbnb1 ; :::; bnbNgg across a wider range of thresholds
 2 [0; 1], using the method detailed in sections 6.2.4 to 6.5.
The results are averaged across all bootstraps NB and summarised in terms of expected Ham-
ming distances between groups as a function of  in gure 6.6. Performing this bootstrapping
procedure is an eective way to assess whether there is a true dierence in connectivity between
groups, and what is the sensitivity of the Stepdown and B&H procedures to the choice of .
In gure 6.5, we can see clear distinctions between each group of patients, for all values of
 2 . This holds across both the Stepdown procedure and the Benjamini & Hochberg (B&H)
combining methods, which return similar proles for each group. There are visible dierences
between the graphical models of the \Negative" and those of the two other groups; It is consid-
erably more connected in comparison with the other two groups. While the \Positive" group
also diers from the controls, it does less so. The distance is greatest between the groups \Nega-
tive" and \Control" for any value of   0:15, suggesting that negative syndrome schizophrenia
impacts the functional connectivity of the brain in a more profound way than the positive syn-
drome type. This is consistent with the idea that negative syndrome schizophrenia is a more
severe and mind-altering form of the illness [Peralta and Cuesta, 1994].
Figure 6.6 shows the evolution of the expected Hamming distance between all three groups
as a function of  2 (0; 1). We can see that none of the groups have any Hamming distance
to each other for very high values of , suggesting that such thresholds return empty graph.
Divergences between groups of patients become more apparent as the threshold  is lowered,
showing maximal distance between graphs for values of  in [0.1,0.3].
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Figure 6.5: Weighted Graphical models for the groups \Positive", \Negative" and \Control", computed with the thresholds  2  (Dotted
edges:  = 0:33, Dashed:  = 0:5, solid:  = 0:66). Top: Stepdown procedure, as detailed in equation 6.9; Bottom: B&H procedure, as
in equation 6.17.
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The value of  directly impacts the Hamming distance between groups, and an interesting
endeavour would be to select values of  such that the resulting graphs are most distinct from
each other. In this specic application, however, we are more concerned with retrieving the true
functional connectivity graphs of each mental health patients group, as opposed to maximising
the Hamming distance between these graphs.
Table 6.2: Bootstrapped means, standard deviations and 95% Condence intervals of the
subject-to-subject Hamming distances, between and within each group in the EEG study.
Intra-groups Inter-groups
Positive Negative Control P&N N&C C&P
E 13.81 16.16 14.17 16.8 17 14.91
p
V 1.3 1.15 1.8 1.17 1.17 1.13
CI [13.78,13.85] [16.13,16.19] [14.12,14.22] [16.7,17] [16.9,17.1] [14.8,14.93]
Groups of subjects can also be compared using the graphs specic to each individual subject.
Hamming distances can be measured between any two individuals, within the same group or
from dierent groups. Using a bootstrap on the subjects time series in each group, we can
compute the means and empirical distributions for the intra-groups and inter-groups subject-
specic Hamming distances, in gure 6.7 and table 6.2. While the subject-to-subject distance
between groups is strictly positive for any two groups, the expectation and variability of intra
group distances are also non-negligibly large, albeit smaller. This could make any form of
comparison dicult. On the other hand, the results of table 6.2 highlights the substantial
heterogeneity of subjects within each group. We can see more distances between subjects
within the \Negative" group compared to the two other groups, for instance. This is reected
in gure 6.5, where there are more edges of various weights in the graphical models of the
\Negative" group, also suggesting stronger heterogeneity in this group of patients.
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Figure 6.6: Bootstrapped average of the Hamming distance computed for group `P' and `C'
(dotted line) and `N' and `C' (solid line) as a function of threshold , after the signicant
proportions fPIjkg were computed by a Stepdown procedure (top, equation 6.9) and B&H
protocol (bottom, equation 6.17).
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Figure 6.7: Bootstrapped histograms (bars) and empirical distributions (lines) of the mean
subject-to-subject Hamming distances. Top: inter-group distances between the \Positive" and
\Control" groups (Grey bars), and between the \Negative" and \Control" groups (White bars).
Bottom: intra-group distances for the \Positive", \Control" and \Negative" group, from left
to right.
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6.8 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, the use of various p-value combiners has been demonstrated for the purpose
of estimating graphical models for groups of multivariate time series analysed in the frequency
domain. This process is split into two steps: results are rst combined frequency-wise, then
subjects-wise. As an intermediary step, the level  associated with the combining techniques
is adjusted to control for FDR.
First, the partial coherence estimates are tested for their signicance at all frequencies, and p-
values are aggregated across a suitable set of frequencies. The Fisher combiner was identied as
the preferred choice in terms of average error rate over the conventional Stepdown procedure.
For any of the p-value combiners reviewed in section 6.3, the false positive rate can be
eectively controlled across the network using a Bonferroni-type adjustment on the level ,
discussed in section 6.4. This works well on data of relatively low dimensions, but quickly
becomes too restrictive with higher dimensional data. As a remedy to this issue, an alternative
based on Benjamini & Hochberg's protocol has been proposed, and shown to improve on the
Bonferroni type adjustment in terms of False Negative Rate on higher dimensional data.
At this stage, we have graphical models for each subject in the data-set, but need to derive
group-wide graphs. So, as a second step, subject-specic results are aggregated to produce
group-wide results using techniques borrowed from conjunction analysis. Two thresholding
methods are presented to perform this step, which both produce very similar results.
The two-step graphical modelling technique stipulated in this chapter is applied to an EEG
data set collected on unmedicated schizophrenia patients, separated into groups of positive /
negative syndrome types and healthy controls. Distinct group-wide graphical models are pro-
duced, and the functional connectivity dierences between groups are highlighted. Multiple s
are used to produce weighted graphs, showing how prevalent each connection is within a group.
The weighted graphical model system is an ecient way of representing neurological data and
uncovering the level of heterogeneity in groups of subjects.
The use of p-value combiners for graphical modelling in the frequency domain is still in its
pioneering stages, and so there are many questions that merit further research. Notably, empir-
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ical evidence from simulation studies show that combiners that are able to deal with dependent
data clearly outperform their counterparts using independent data, in terms of false positive
rate. On this basis, it would be desirable to have a dependent Fisher scheme instead. This
particular topic has been covered in applications to Bio-statistics [Kost and McDermott, 2002,
Chen et al., 2014, Li et al., 2014]. To date, the focus has been set on tting a scaled Chi-square
or Gamma distribution the empirical to the dependent Fisher combiner. The justication for
these approaches is that conventionally, the Fisher combiner has a Chi-squared distribution.
These methods are analytically limited, and using the data available for this PhD none of the
related results could be veried. Instead, it would be more worthwhile to evaluate the change
incurred by the dependence structure of the p-values on the distribution of the Fisher combiner
from rst principles, or using a resampling method [Westfall and Young, 1993]. For applica-
tions to EEGs, there still exist a real need for p-value combiners that can eectively operate
on dependent data, and especially on spectral data.
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Conclusion
Neurological imaging is instrumental to the investigation of functional connectivity in the hu-
man brain. The data issued from various imaging techniques can be adequately modelled as
multivariate time series and analysed in the frequency domain. Connectivity between dierent
regions of the brain { or recording channels { can be evaluated through the partial coheren-
cies, which measure the linear connection between any two variables conditional on the others.
Hence, it is essential to nd high quality and fast estimation procedures for the partial coheren-
cies, in order to implement them in graphical models. Achieving this involves the estimation of
the spectral matrices and their inverses. With several spectral matrix estimators, and notably
the multitaper estimate, a balance exists between a sucient number of degrees of freedom
and a suciently narrow bandwidth. Striking this balance often leads to spectral estimates
that suer from ill-denedness or singularity. Therefore, this thesis aimed to further develop
shrinkage techniques for precision spectral matrices, and design shrinkage estimation methods
specically optimised for partial coherencies. Additionally, a new protocol was proposed for
graphical modelling of multivariate time series using frequency domain analysis.
Linear shrinkage in the style of Ledoit and Wolf (LW) balances the initial spectral estimate
S^ with a well-dened target T according to a coecient : S^LW = (1 )S^+T. Shrinkage and
regularisation methods have previously been investigated for spectral matrix estimation, and
many extensions have been made for partial coherence estimation too. However, these methods
lack analytical formulations, which renders them impractical for application to various data.
As a remedy to these issues, the complex-valued Rao-Blackwell Ledoit-Wolf (CRBLW) es-
timator for spectral matrices was developed in chapter 3. First, a complex-valued equivalent
of the data-driven LW estimator (DDLW) is derived from rst principles, and improved upon
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using the Rao-Blackwell theorem. Despite heavy use of random matrix theory (RMT) in the
derivation process, the resulting estimator has a very simple closed form expression, and is
able to bring substantial improvements to the estimation of spectral matrices and their inverses
compared to the DDLW estimate.
Linear shrinkage represents only one type of regularisation method for ill-dened or singular
matrices. In chapter 4 an alternative approach, also reliant on RMT, is brought forward. This
new estimator constitutes a highly non-linear regularisation method and is best-suited for sin-
gular problems. It rst projects an initial pp matrix estimate S^ to a lower LL dimensional
space, before inverting and projecting it back. A fully analytical formulation is developed, and
an automated selection protocol for L based on the QL norm is proposed. This RMT-based
estimator has the potential to produce very high quality estimates for precision spectral matri-
ces. However the selection of L remains highly problematic, as it is reliant on computational
optimisation.
In the context of this PhD work, the precision spectral matrices are used to derive partial
coherence estimates. In spite of their suitability for precision spectral matrices estimation, the
CRBLW and RMT based estimators of chapters 3 and 4 are prone to over-whitening, and re-
turn zero-valued estimates for all partial coherencies regardless of the true underlying values.
In chapter 5, linear shrinkage is adapted and optimised for partial coherence estimation. The
conventional form of the linear LW estimator is kept, but optimised against the QL norm in-
stead of the HS norm. Doing so, three QL-based estimators are proposed { QLa, QLb and QLP
{ all of which output signicantly better estimates for partial coherencies in a computationally
un-intensive manner. Similarly, Partial Mutual Information (PMI) based shrinkage is also able
to improve upon the estimation of the partial coherencies, and can take any form of target
matrix as an input. Nonetheless, this estimator relies on a computational optimisation scheme
for the derivation of its key variables, which complicates its implementation.
Once partial coherence estimates have been derived, they can be used in graphical models.
In chapter 6, a two-step framework is proposed, which rst aggregates results across all fre-
quencies, and can also produce weighted graphs that eectively represent heterogeneity within
groups of several time series. P-value combiners are adapted for application to spectral data,
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and the Fisher combiner is shown to outperform all alternatives in terms of average error rate
across networks derived from benchmarked data models. Conjunction analysis techniques are
used to transform the resulting p-value combiners into weighted graphs, where each edge bears
a weight associated with the intensity of its detection across a group of time series.
All the estimation methodologies investigated in chapters 3 to 6 are applied to EEG data
collected from mental health patients, diagnosed with either positive or negative syndrome
schizophrenia. When benchmarking was required, simulated copies of patient data were created
using the circulant embedding algorithm of [Chandna and Walden, 2013]. This was notably
used when assessing the regularised estimators of chapter 3 to 5, where substantial improve-
ment on existing methods were shown. In chapter 6, the two-step graphical modelling method
is applied to the whole data set itself. This proposed method produced signicantly dierent
graphs for each of the groups in the EEG study { Positive, Negative, and Control { which
highlighted the structural dierences incurred by those conditions on the human brain.
Ultimately, the aim is to use the shrinkage and graphical modelling tools together, in order
to enable the eective and reliable analysis of imaging data. However at this stage, it is not
currently possible to do; partial coherence estimates derived from shrinkage estimators have
unknown distributional properties and thus cannot be used in the graphical modelling scheme
of chapter 6.
The scope of this PhD research extends to second-order stationary time series. While it is possi-
ble to assume that some types of neurological data are stationary under suitable conditions, the
vast majority of data collected from imaging technique shows strong evidence of non-stationarity.
At this point in time, very little is known about non-stationary time series analysis, especially
when applied to functionality analysis in brain data. Some works have begun chartering the
eld, notably those of [Ombao and Van Bellegem, 2008, Fiecas and Ombao, 2016] which dis-
cussed the estimation of \evolutionary" networks, estimated from multiple small time windows.
Evolutionary networks and non-stationary connectivity analysis are set to become strong re-
search objectives, as they will be key to better understanding more complex neurological data.
These aspects, as well as the general work carried out in this PhD, would be worthwhile of fur-
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ther research, as it would strengthen the relevance of the analytical methods used to interpret
neurological imaging data.
Generally, shrinkage, regularisation and network analysis are becoming more widely used in
a growing number of elds, and on increasingly larger dimensional data. This PhD work is
targeted at EEG data of moderate dimensionality, but it could be extended for applications
to very large dimensional data. fMRI constitutes an obvious example, but there is interest
beyond neurological imaging. For instance, regularisation techniques have been investigated
for genomics data, notably in [Yao et al., 2008], to estimate correlation between genes in large
data sets with few measurements.
Shrinkage covariance estimation has the potential to solve many data analysis problems, and
the understanding of the statistical properties and distributions of this class of estimators would
constitute an interesting objective for future research.
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A.1 Parametric models for Simulations
This appendix is concerned with simulation methodologies used in the simulation studies of
chapters 3 to 6. Section A.1.1 details how parametric time series models with various de-
grees of connectivity are created, whereas section A.1.2 makes explicit the formulation of the
true spectrum S(f) for a vector-valued auto-regressive time series with known parameters. In
section A.1.3, a non-parametric protocol for time series simulation based on the circulant em-
bedding algorithm is discussed, together with its extensions beyond Gaussian innovations.
A.1.1 Automated VAR(1) models
Some of the VAR(1) times series models used in the simulation studies have been derived using
an automated random parametric model generator adapted from [Wolstenholme and Walden, 2015,
Appendix A]: the algorithm produces the matrix  to t in a VAR(1) model for any dimensions
p:
Xt = Xt 1 + t:
The matrix  is populated with standard normal random variable for every entry (i; j) such as
(i+ j) mod (k) = 1, where k is a sparsity constant, and the eigenvalues of  are adjusted so as to
ensure that the resulting VAR(1) model is stationary. While originally, the sparsity constant k
is kept xed, here we make it vary over the range k 2 [2; p] in order to get VAR(1) models with
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various levels of sparsity. A lower sparsity constant k returns a more highly connected VAR(1)
model. In order to obtain the same VAR(1) models across simulations, we x the random
generator starting seed at seed = 2 in MatLab:
seed = 2; % any strictly positive integer
rng(seed)
A.1.2 Spectrum of a parametric model
A time series fXtg of length T , with t = 0; :::; T   1 that follows a well-dened multivariate
autoregressive process of order N , driven by some white noise t;p  N (0p1; Ip), has a closed-
form expression for its true spectral matrix S(f), for all f 2 [0; fN ]:
Xt  
NX
i
iXt 1 = t;p;
X(f)(Ip  
NX
i
ie
 i2ft) = Ip;
S(f) = X(f)X(f)H ;
X(f) =
1
T
T 1X
t=0
Xte
 i2ftt
=
 
Ip  
NX
i
ie
 i2ft
! 1
;
S(f) 1 =
 
X 1(f)
H
X 1(f): (A.1)
A.1.3 Circulant Algorithm simulation protocol
[Chandna and Walden, 2013]
The circulant-embedding algorithm of [Chandna and Walden, 2013] is used in simulation stud-
ies throughout chapters 3 to 6, as a mean to reproduce synthetic time series that share the same
spectral properties as some baseline time series, notably those of section A.2 in the context of
this thesis. We provide a concise summary of the algorithm detailed on p.5265 of the original
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article below.
The algorithm takes an original time series fXtg, t = 0; :::; T   1, of dimensions p as an in-
put, computes its spectral matrix estimate S^(f) for all f 2 [0; fN ] using a multitaper estimate
with K >> p. M copies fXmt g, for m = 1; :::;M , are created using a vector-valued circulant
embedding simulation technique followed by bootstrapping. The circulant embedding is used
to extract the quantities Uk ,Dk from the matrix S^(f). For each of the M copies needed,
innovative processes are created using two Gaussian random variables Zk  N2p(0; I2p), which
are then added together to form a complex-valued variable Bk / Z1k + iZ2k . The quantities Bk
are transformed via FFT into Vj, for j = 1; :::;m1 for some pre-specied m1 > 2T   2, where
each Vj is a complex-valued 2p dimensional vector. The real and imaginary parts of Vj form
independent realisations of fXtg after a suitable transformation.
The innovative processes Zk are designed to be Gaussian in the original paper, however they
need not be restricted to this distribution in particular, and can be replaced by other distribu-
tions with nite fourth moment, to create time series copies fXmt g with non-gaussian driving
processes. Examples of this are given in section 5.4.3 of chapter 5 with a uniform and a t
distributions.
A.2 EEG recordings: Un-medicated Schizophrenia pa-
tients [Medkour et al., 2010]
This data set consists of EEGs taken from 34 mental health patients (all male, aged between 20
and 60 years), in resting-state and with eyes closed, from the Serbsky Institute in Moscow. Of
these patients, 15 were diagnosed with positive syndrome schizophrenia, 19 were diagnosed with
negative syndrome Schizophrenia. These two conditions are quite distinct, notably in terms
of their respective clinical symptoms. Negative syndrome schizophrenia is considered to be a
more severe form of the illness, as patients suering from it see their ability to function and
live independently greatly diminished, and have worse prognosis. Typical symptoms include
reductions in speech, emotional withdrawal and apathy [Peralta and Cuesta, 1994]. Positive
syndrome schizophrenia, on the other hand, is characterised by episodes of delusions and/or
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hallucinations. Hence, a motivation for this data collection is to understand whether these
conditions can also be reliably identied using neurological imaging. The implication of such
ndings would be that various mental health conditions impact the organisation of the brain
in specic and distinct ways. This could help at the diagnosis stage, as many mental health
conditions share a large number of clinical symptoms and can be hard to demarcate.
In addition, a control group of 24 healthy subjects of similar age to the patients is introduced
to the study. We denote the positive syndrome group as \Positive", the negative syndrome
group as \Negative" and the control group as \Control".
All subjects gave written informed consent before taking part in this investigation. Ethical
approval came from the local Moscow Ethics Committee and in compliance with national leg-
islation and the Declaration of Helsinki.
Previous research has found consistent dierences in brain activity of schizophrenia patients
compared to controls at low frequencies [Itoh et al., 2011, Di Lorenzo et al., 2015], especially in
unmedicated patients [Mientus et al., 2002]. Thus the Delta band, dened over the frequency
range [0.5, 4] Hz, is of high scientic interest in the context of this study.
Additionally, there exists strong neural oscillations, known as alpha rhythm, that create a dom-
inant spectral line at around 10 Hz [Dawson and Fischer, 1994] which can interfere with results.
The alpha rhythm { otherwise known as alpha wave { evolves in the range of [8, 12] Hz and is
caused by the electrical activity of the thalamic pacemaker cells in the occipital lobes (a.k.a in
channels O1 and O2). Depending on the spectral window used in the estimation method, there
can be transfers of power into other bands, including the delta band. It is important to get
rid of this interference, as it could cause noticeable side-lobe leakage and signicant estimation
errors when analysing causal activity. Therefore we focus on the Delta band by means of a
Low-Pass lter, as detailed below.
The EEGs in this data have been recorded once for all patients, under resting conditions and
with eyes closed, meaning they could not have been any interactions between subjects during
the experiment. On this basis, we expect to see no correlation between any of the recordings,
and assume that they are independent of each other.
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Table A.1: Re-labelling of the scalp site in the EEG data set
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
F3 F4 C3 C4 T3 T4 P3 P4 O1 O2
The EEGs are recorded at a sampling rate of 100Hz (t = 0:01s, Nyquist frequency
fN =
1
2t
= 50Hz) from p = 10 scalp sites, named according to the 10   20 system, F3,
F4, C3, C4, T3, T4, P3, P4, O1 and O2, and referenced to linked ears with a bandpass lter
of 0.5 - 45 Hz. The signals are then put thought a 6Hz Low-Pass Butterworth lter to remove
leakage from the alpha rhythm. The signal is then downsampled by 5, in order to bring the
Nyquist frequency to fN = 10 Hz, so as to eliminate the zero-valued regions of the spectrum.
After pre-processing, most of the power in the spectrum is constrained to the Delta band, in
[0:5; 4]Hz. Hence, the analysis of this data set throughout the thesis is focused on this frequency
band specically. The eect of this pre-processing is illustrated in gure A.1 on data recorded
from one channel on one of the patients in the \Positive" set.
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Figure A.1: Power spectrum of channel T3 recorded in patient # 1 of the \Positive" set, at
various stages of the pre-processing protocol detailed in the same section. The dashed lines in
the right-most plot represent the Delta band. Note the spike around 10 Hz in the left-most
panel, corresponding to the alpha rhythm.
The resulting signal is a multivariate time series fXj;tg with dimension p = 10 where
j = 1; :::; 10 represents the re-labelling of scalp sites (table A.1). The data of each patient can
be viewed as a 2nd order stationary vector time series fXtg 2 Rp, t 2 f0; ::; T   1g, as the EEG
are recorded under resting-state and eyes-closed conditions.
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At this stage, the analysis of the time series will vary, depending on the scope of each chapter
in the thesis. Typically, the data of each patient is Fourier-transformed and the multitaper
spectral estimate S^(f) is computed at each frequency in range, for some K 2 N (full details on
multitaper spectral estimation in chapter 1).
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Appendix B
Proofs
B.1 Chapter 3
B.1.1 Proof of Theorem 3.3.9
In the same lines as in [Chen et al., 2010], we begin with the distribution of X:
X  N Cp (0pn;S), f(X) =  pnjSj ne tr (S
 1XXH)(dX);
where (dX) is the exterior product of all the elements of dX, where [Ratnarajah et al., 2004]
(dX) = ^nj ^pk dXj;k:
As X 2 Cpn, its exterior product is also equal to
(dX) = (dRe[X])(dIm[X]);
where we denote X = Re[X]+iIm[X]. Another property of the exterior product is that it works
in the following way for a matrix split into sub-block matrices: for any a b split, we have
(dX) =

fdXi;jga;bi;j=1

= ^ai=1 ^bi=1 (dXi;j):
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We perform the transformation (X! H;	;Q), for which we need to nd the Jacobian. Using
results from [Muirhead, 1982], we know that:
X = H	QH ;
dX = dH	Q+Hd	Q+H	dQH ;
HHdXQ = HHdH	+ d+	dQHQ
= HHdH	 	QHdQ+ d	:
As H and Q are both unitary matrices, they can be decomposed as follows:
H = [H0; Hr+1; :::; Hp] = [H0jH1] ;
Q = [Q0; Qr+1; :::; Qn] = [Q0jQ1]
hence, the decomposition of X can be reformulated as below:
X = [H0jH1]	
264 QH0
QH1
375 ;
We also have, for U = H and U = Q,
UHdU =  (UHdU)H ;
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implying that their real/imaginary part are skew-symmetric/symmetric, and hence can be
written as [Ratnarajah et al., 2004, p. 219-220] :
Re(UHdU) =
8>>>><>>>>:
0 i = j;
Re(UHi dUj) i > j;
 Re(UHj dUi) i < j;
Im(UHdU) =
8>>>><>>>>:
Im(UHi dUi) i = j;
Im(UHi dUj) i > j;
Im(UHj dUi) i < j:
Additionally, we have from [Ratnarajah and Vaillancourt, 2005, p. 403] the following:
(HHdXQ) = (dX):
Hence, by nding the exterior product of (HHdXQ), we will have a Jacobian for the transfor-
mation (X! H;	;Q) and a joint pdf for H;	 and Q.
Case 1: n  p
In this case, we have 	  p n equal to:
	 =
266666664
!1 : : : 0
...
. . .
...
0 : : : !n
0(p n)n
377777775
:=
264 

0(p n)n
375 ;
and the matrix X is equal to:
X = [H0jH1]
264 

0(p n)n
375QH :
The dierential d	 is then :
d	 =
264 d

0(p n)n
375 :
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We also have:
Re(HHdH	) = Re(HHdH)
264 

0(p n)n
375 2 Rpn
=
8>>>><>>>>:
0 i = j  n;
!jRe(H
H
i dHj) p  i > j; j  n
 !jRe(HHj dHi) i < j  n;
Im(HHdH	) = Im(HHdH)
264 

0(p n)n
375 2 Rpn
=
8>>>><>>>>:
!iIm(H
H
i dHi) i = j  n;
!jIm(H
H
i dHj) p  i > j; j  n
!jIm(H
H
j dHi) i < j  n;
Re(	QHdQ) =
264 

0(p n)n
375Re(QHdQ) 2 Rpn
=
264 
Re(QHdQ)
0(p n)n
375 ;
Im(	QHdQ) =
264 

0(p n)n
375 Im(QHdQ) 2 Rpn
=
264 
Im(QHdQ)
0(p n)n
375
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Subsequently, we have the following:
Re(HHdH	 	QHdQ+ d	) =8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
d!i i = j  n;
!jRe(H
H
i dHj)  !iRe(QHi dQj) j < i  n;
!iRe(Q
H
j dQi)  !jRe(HHj dHi) i < j  n;
!jRe(H
H
i dHj) j 2 [1; n]; i 2 [n+ 1; p]
Im(HHdH	 	QHdQ+ d	) =8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
!i[Im(H
H
i dHi)  Im(QHi dQi)] i = j  n;
!jIm(H
H
i dHj)  !iIm(QHi dQj) j < i  n;
!jIm(H
H
j dHi)  !iIm(QHj dQi) i < j  n;
!jIm(H
H
i dHj) j 2 [1; n]; i 2 [n+ 1; p]:
Putting both elements together, we have:
HHdH	 	QHdQ+ d	 :=
264 T
Y
375 ;
with :
T =
8><>: d!i + !i
p 1[Im(HHi dHi)  Im(QHi dQi)] i = j  n;
!j(H
H
i dHj)  !i(QHi dQj) j 6= i; i; j  n
T 2 Cnn;
Y =

!j(H
H
i dHj)
i 2 [n+ 1; p]; j  n] 2 C(p n)n:
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The element (dX) is equal to:
(dX) = (HHdXQ)
= (HHdH	 	QHdQ+ d	)
= (T) ^ (Y);
(Y) =
nY
j=1
!2p 2nj
p^
i=n+1
n^
j=1
(HHj dHi);
(T) = (Re[T])(Im[T]);
(Re[T]) =
n^
i=1
Re[Tii]
n^
j>i
Re[Tij] ^ Re[Tji]:
On the right hand side of the last equation, we have:
Re[Tij] ^ Re[Tji] = [!iRe(QHj dQi)  !jRe(HHj dHi)]
^ [!jRe(QHj dQi)  !iRe(HHj dHi)]
= (!2i   !2j )[Re(HHj dHi) ^ Re(QHj dQi)]:
So:
(Re[T]) =
n^
i=1
d!i
n^
j>i
(!2i   !2j )[Re(HHj dHi) ^ Re(QHj dQi)]
= (d
)
nY
j>i
(!2i   !2j )
n^
i=1
n^
ji
Re(HHj dHi)
n^
i=1
n^
ji
Re(QHj dQi):
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Likewise, for the imaginary part, we have:
(Im[T]) =
n^
i=1
Im[Tii]
n^
j>i
Im[Tij] ^ Im[Tji]
=
n^
i=1
!i[Im(H
H
i dHi)  Im(QHi dQi)]
nY
j>i
(!2i   !2j )
n^
j>i
Im(HHj dHi)
n^
j>i
Im(QHj dQi)
= j
j
nY
j>i
(!2i   !2j )
n^
i=1
n^
ji
Im(HHj dHi)
n^
i=1
n^
ji
Im(QHj dQi):
Thus, the exterior product of the matrix T is
(T) = (d
)j
j
nY
j>i
(!2i   !2j )2
n^
i=1
n^
ji
(HHj dHi)
n^
i=1
n^
ji
(QHj dQi)
= (d
)j
j
nY
j>i
(!2i   !2j )2
n^
i=1
n^
ji
(HHj dHi)(Q
HdQ);
and the volume (dX) is:
(dX) = j
j2p 2n+1
nY
j>i
(!2i   !2j )2(d
)(QHdQ)
p^
i=1
n^
ji
(HHj dHi):
Then, the joint pdf of H, 
 and Q:
f(H;
;Q) =  pnjSj ne tr (S 1HQQHHHH)
j
j2p 2n+1
nY
j>i
(!2i   !2j )2(d
)(QHdQ)
p^
i=1
n^
ji
(HHj dHi)
=  npjSj nj
j2p 2n+1e tr (S 1HHHH)
nY
i<j
(!2i   !2j )
(d
)(QHdQ)
p^
i=1
n^
ji
(HHj dHi):
Note, with the notation D = 		H = 
2, we have:
(d
) = 2 nj
j 1(dD);
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which then turns into:
f(H;D;Q) = (2) n npjDjn pjSj ne tr (S 1HDHH)
nY
i<j
(di   dj)
(dD)(QHdQ)
p^
i=1
n^
ji
(HHj dHi)
 g1(D;S;H)g2(Q);
for some suitable functions g1(:), g2(:). Hence, the joint pdf of (H,D) and Q is the product
of their joint and marginal pdfs respectively. This conrms that the variable Q is indeed
independent of D and H.
Case 2: n > p
In this case, we have:
	 =
266664
!1 : : : 0
...
. . .
... 0p(n p)
0 : : : !p
377775 :=


 0p(n p)

:
Based on this, we have:
Re(HHdH	) = Re(HHdH)


 0p(n p)

=

Re(HHdH)
 0p(n p)

;
Im(HHdH	) = Im(HHdH)


 0p(n p)

=

Im(HHdH)
 0p(n p)

:
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Similarly, we also have:
Re(	QHdQ) =


 0p(n p)

Re(QHdQ)
=
8>>>><>>>>:
0 i = j  p
!jRe(Q
H
i dQj) n  i > j
 !jRe(QHj dQi) i < j  p; i < n
;
Im(	QHdQ) =


 0p(n p)

Im(QHdQ)
=
8>>>><>>>>:
!iIm(Q
H
i dQi) i = j  p;
!jIm(Q
H
i dQj) n  i > j;
!jIm(Q
H
j dQi) i < j  p; i  n:
Putting all elements together, we get:
HHdH	 	QHdQ+ d	 :=

T Y

;
with:
T =
8><>: d!i + !i
p 1[Im(HHi dHi)  Im(QHi dQi)] i = j  p;
!j(H
H
i dHj)  !i(QHi dQj) j 6= i  p;
T 2 Cpp;
Y =

!i(Q
H
i dQj)
i 2 [p+ 1; n]; j  p] 2 Cp(n p):
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This gives rise to the following for (dX):
(dX) = (HHdXQ)
= (T) ^ (Y)
= j
j
pY
j>i
(!2i   !2j )2(d
)(HHdH)
p^
i=1
p^
ji
QHi dQj
^ j
j2n 2p
p^
i=1
n^
j=p+1
QHi dQj
= j
j2n 2p+1
pY
i<j
(2i   2j)(d
)(HHdH)
n^
i=1
p^
ji
QHi dQj:
Using this result, we can reach the same conclusion as in Case 1.
B.2 Chapter 4
B.2.1 Proof of Theorem 4.2.3
In the expression of Gk for i in equation 4.7, the term I
(N L)(x(L (k+1)) log(x)) from theorem
4.2.4 is used. Based on the properties exposed in equation 4.8, we show here how a closed form
expression can be derived for this term.
We derive a result for I(p)(xn log(x)) for any n; p 2 N, using a proof by induction, which can
be subsequently applied to p = N   L and n = L  k   1.
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We know that:
I(p)(xn log(x)) =
pz }| {Z
  
Z
xn log(x) dx    dx| {z }
p
;
I(1)(xn log(x)) =
Z
xn log(x)dx
=
xn+1
n+ 1
log(x) 
Z
xn+1
n+ 1
 1
x
dx
=
xn+1
n+ 1

log(x)  1
n+ 1

=
xn+1n!
(n+ 1)!

log(x)  1
n+ 1

;
I(2)(xn log(x)) =
ZZ
xn log(x)dxdx;
=
Z
I(1)(xn log(x))dx
=
xn+2
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)

log(x)  1
n+ 1
  1
n+ 2

=
xn+2n!
(n+ 2)!
"
log(x) 
2X
j=1
1
n+ j
#
:
The above equations equation is equal to the following for p = 1; 2:
I(p)(xn log(x)) =
xn+pn!
(n+ p)!
"
log(x) 
pX
j=1
1
n+ j
#
; (B.1)
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The statement in equation B.1 being true for some p = P , we have for p = P + 1:
I(P+1)(xn log(x)) =
P+1z }| {Z
  
Z
xn log(x) dx    dx| {z }
P+1
=
Z
I(P )(xn log(x))dx
=
n!
(n+ P )!
Z
xn+P
"
log(x) 
PX
j=1
1
n+ j
#
dx
=
n!
(n+ P )!
 
xn+P+1
n+ P + 1
log(x)  x
n+P+1
(n+ P + 1)2
  x
n+P+1
n+ P + 1
PX
j=1
1
n+ j
!
=
xn+P+1n!
(n+ P + 1)!
"
log(x) 
P+1X
j=1
1
n+ j
#
:
The statement in equation B.1 being true for p = 1; 2 and hereditary, it is therefore true for all
values of p 2 N.
B.3 Chapter 5
B.3.1 Essential Expectations
The rst three of the following results are given in [Maiwald and Kraus, 2000]. The third and
fourth can be deduced from [Letac and Massam, 2004, p. 308]. Let A;B be arbitrary complex-
valued matrices, and S^  WCp (K;S). We then have:
E(tr [AS^BS^]) = tr [ASBS] +
1
K
tr [AS]tr [BS]; (B.2)
E(tr 2[S^]) = tr 2[S] +
1
K
tr [S2]; (B.3)
E(tr [S^ 1]) =
K
K   ptr [S
 1]; (B.4)
E(tr [AS^ 1BS^ 1]) = c1

(K   p)tr [AS 1BS 1] + tr [AS 1]tr [BS 1] ; (B.5)
E(tr 2[S^ 1]) = c1
 
(K   p)tr 2[S 1] + tr [S 2] : (B.6)
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Here (B.2) and (B.3) hold for K > p   1; (B.4) holds for K > p and (B.5) and (B.6) hold for
K > p+ 1: The constant c1 is given by:
c1 =
K2
(K   p)3   (K   p) :
B.3.2 Proof of Lemma 5.3.1
The quadratic loss of a LW estimator to the true matrix S is dened as such:
RQL(S^LW ();S) = E

tr ([S^LW ()S 1   Ip]2)

: (B.7)
Hence,
@
@
RQL(S^LW ();S) = E

@
@
tr ([S^LW ()S 1   Ip]2)

= E

2tr [S 1(
tr (S)
p
Ip   S^)(S 1((1  )S^+ tr (S)
p
Ip)  Ip)]

= 2E

tr [S 1(
tr (S)
p
Ip   S^)S 1(tr (S)
p
Ip   S^) + S 1(tr (S)
p
Ip   S^)S 1(S^  S)]

;
 =
E

tr [S 1(tr (S)
p
Ip   S^)S 1(S  S^)]

E

tr [S 1(tr (S)
p
Ip   S^)S 1(tr (S)p Ip   S^)]
 := num
dem
: (B.8)
Looking at the denominator and numerator of the above expression, we can see that we are
able to simply the expression of :
num = E

tr [S 1(
tr (S)
p
Ip   S^)S 1(S  S^)]

= E

tr [(S 1
tr (S)
p
  S 1S^)(Ip   S 1S^)]

= E

tr [S 1
tr (S)
p
  S 1S^  S 1 tr (S)
p
S 1S^+ S 1S^S 1S^]

=
tr (S 1)tr (S)
p
  p  tr (S
 1)tr (S)
p
+ E

tr [S 1S^S 1S^]

= E

tr [S 1S^S 1S^]

  p:
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Using the fact that E

tr [S 1S^S 1S^]

= p+ p2=K from equation B.2, we can see that:
num = p+ p2=K   p = p2=K: (B.9)
Similarly, we have the following for the denominator:
dem = E

tr [S 1(
tr (S)
p
Ip   S^)S 1(tr (S)
p
Ip   S^)]

= E

tr [(
S 1tr (S)
p
  S 1S^)2]

= E

tr [
S 2tr (S)2
p2
+ S 1S^S 1S^  2S 1tr (S)S 1S^=p]

=
tr (S 2)tr (S)2
p2
+ E

tr [S 1S^S 1S^]

  2tr (S 1)tr (S)=p
=
tr (S 2)tr (S)2   2ptr (S 1)tr (S)
p2
+ p+ p2=K
=
pK + p2
K
  2
p2

ptr (S 1)tr (S)  1
2
tr (S 2)tr (S)2

: (B.10)
Putting together the simplied expressions for dem and num in equations B.9 and B.10 into
the optimal formulation of  in equation B.8, we obtain the desired expression:
 =
p2=K
pK+p2
K
  2
p2
 
ptr (S 1)tr (S)  1
2
tr (S 2)tr (S)2
 :
We now need to show that  is indeed the minimizer of equation B.7. Thus we turn our
attention to the second derivative, given by:
@2
@2
RQL(S^LW ();S) = E

@2
@2
tr ([S^LW ()S 1   Ip]2)

= 2E

tr [S 1(
tr (S)
p
Ip   S^)S 1(tr (S)
p
Ip   S^)]

= 2E

tr [(S 1(
tr (S)
p
Ip   S^))2]

> 0:
Therefore,  is always a minimum turning point.
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B.3.3 Proof of Lemma 5.3.2
We proceed by proving the desired results for each norm separately.
HS norm
For the HS norm, we have the following derivative terms:
@
@
RHS(S^LW ();S) = @
@
E(tr [((1  )S^+ Ip   S)2])
= E(tr [2(Ip   S^)((1  )S^+ Ip   S)])
= E(tr [2(Ip   S^)((Ip   S^) + S^  S)]);
 := () =
E(tr [(Ip   S^)(S  S^)])
E(tr [(Ip   S^)2])
:
The optimal shrinkage coecient  is dependent on the specication of the scaling factor .
The converse, on the other hand, is not true:
@
@
RHS(S^LW ();S) = @
@
E(tr [((1  )S^+ Ip   S)2])
= E(tr [2Ip((1  )S^+ Ip   S)]);
= 2tr [Ip   S]
= 22(p  tr (S));
 = tr (S)=p:
By plugging in  into (), we obtain the desired result, after some minor rearranging.
To establish that the pair (; ) is indeed the risk minimiser we are looking for, we evaluate
the Hessian of the HS norm:
H =
 @2@(; )2RHS(S^LW (; );S)

=

@2
@2
RHS(S^LW (; );S) @2@@RHS(S^LW (; );S)
@2
@@
RHS(S^LW (; );S @2@2RHS(S^LW (; );S)
 ;
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@2
@2
RHS(S^LW (; );S) = 2E(tr [2Ip]) = 22p  0;
@2
@2
RHS(S^LW (; );S) = 2E(tr [(Ip   S^)2])
= 22p+ 2E(tr (S^2))  4tr (S)
= 22p  4tr (S) + 2

tr (S2) +
1
K
tr (S)2

(Equ.B.2);
@2
@@
RHS(S^LW (; );S) = 4(p  tr (S)):
At the value  = tr (S)=p, this gives:
@2
@@
RHS(S^LW (; );S) = 0;
@2
@2
RHS(S^LW (; );S) = 22p;
@2
@2
RHS(S^LW (; );S) = 2tr (S)2=p  4tr (S)2=p+ 2

tr (S2) +
1
K
tr (S)2

=
2
p

ptr (S2)  (1  p=K)tr (S)2 :
Note that the last expression is positive if the inequality below is satised:
ptr (S2) > (1  p=K)tr (S)2;
p > (1  p=K)tr (S)2=tr (S2):
By Chebychev Sum's inequality, we know that:
1
p
tr (S2)  1
p2
tr (S)2;
ptr (S2)  tr (S)2;
p > tr (S)2=tr (S2);
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so it also holds that p > (1  p=K)tr (S)2=tr (S2) since K > p, giving (1  p=K) > 0.
Therefore, the following inequality holds on the Hessian H for any value of  2 [0; 1] and  = :
H =
@2
@2
RHS(S^LW (; );S) @
2
@2
RHS(S^LW (; );S) 

@2
@@
RHS(S^LW (; );S)
2
= 22p 2
p

ptr (S2)  (1  p=K)tr (S)2  0
> 0:
This proves that the pairs (; ) is indeed a minimiser of the risk RHS(S^LW (; );S).
QL norm
Denote  to represent the joint pair of scaling and shrinkage factors:  = (; ). For the QL
norm, we have:
@
@
RQL(S^LW ();S) = @
@
E(tr [(S 1((1  )S^+ Ip)  Ip)2])
= E(2tr [S 1(Ip   S^)(S 1((1  )S^+ Ip)  Ip)]);
() =
E(tr [S 1(Ip   S^)S 1(S  S^)])
E(tr [S 1(Ip   S^)S 1(Ip   S^)])
;
where once again the optimal shrinkage coecient is a function of the scale parameter , for
which the optimum is equal to:
@
@
RQL(S^LW ();S) = @
@
E(tr [(S 1((1  )S^+ Ip)  Ip)2])
= E(tr [2S 2((1  )S^+ Ip)  S)])
=  22tr (S 1) + 22tr (S 2);
 = tr (S 1)=tr (S 2):
The optimal scaling factor  being independent of the shrinkage weight  in both the HS
and QL norm suggests that the scaling factor of the target matrix plays a more central role
in dening the optimal shrinkage estimator S^LW , while the parameter  is left free to vary
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accordingly.
By plugging , into the expression for (), we obtain the following:
 = () =
E(tr [S 1(tr (S 1)=tr (S 2)Ip   S^)S 1(S  S^)])
E(tr [S 1(tr (S 1)=tr (S 2)Ip   S^)S 1(tr (S 1)=tr (S 2)Ip   S^)])
:=
num
den
:
We expand num and den separately using the results of appendix B.3.1 :
num = E(tr [(tr (S 1)=tr (S 2)S 1   S 1S^)(Ip   S 1S^)])
= E(tr [tr (S 1)=tr (S 2)S 1   tr (S 1)=tr (S 2)S 2S^  S 1S^+ S 1S^S 1S^])
= tr (S 1)2=tr (S 2)  tr (S 1)2=tr (S 2)  p+ p(1 + p=K)
= p2=K;
den = E(tr [(tr (S 1)=tr (S 2)S 1   S 1S^)2])
= E(tr [tr (S 1)2=tr (S 2)2S 2 + S 1S^S 1S^  2tr (S 1)=tr (S 2)S 2S^])
= p(p+K)=K   tr (S 1)2=tr (S 2):
Re-assembling num and den into the expression of , we obtain the desired result:
 =
p2=K
p(p+K)=K   tr (S 1)2=tr (S 2) =
1
1 +K=p  K
p2
tr (S 1)2=tr (S 2)
:
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We now have the optimal pair (; ), we need to show that it represents the minimiser of the
surface RQL(S^LW ();S):
@2
@2
RQL(S^LW ();S) = 22tr (S 2);
@2
@2
RQL(S^LW ();S) = 2E(tr [(S 1(Ip   S^))2])
= 2E(tr [2S 2 + S 1S^S 1S^  2S 2S^])
= 22tr (S 2) + p(p+K)=K   2tr (S 1);
@2
@@
RQL(S^LW ();S) =  4tr (S 1) + 4tr (S 2)
= 4(tr (S 2)  tr (S 1)):
The above quantities evaluated at  =  give:
@2
@2
RQL(S^LW ();S) = 22tr (S 2);
@2
@2
RQL(S^LW ();S) = p(p+K)=K;
@2
@@
RQL(S^LW ();S) = 0:
Thus, the Hessian of the risk surface RQL(S^LW ();S) at (; ) = (; ) is positive:
H =
@2
@2
RQL(S^LW ();S) @
2
@2
RQL(S^LW ();S) 

@2
@@
RQL(S^LW ();S)

= 22tr (S 2)p(p+K)=K > 0:
B.3.4 Proof of Lemma 5.3.3
Denote the HS loss of the precision matrix estimator S 1 to the true inverse matrix S 1 as
follows:
RHS(S 1;S 1) = E

tr
h
(S 1(; )  S 1)2
i
:
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We know that:
@
@
S 1 = S^ 1,
@
@
S 1 = Ip,
@2
@2
S 1 =
@2
@2
S 1 =
@2
@@
S 1 = 0:
Using the results above, we can nd the derivative of the HS loss function:
@
@
RHS(S 1;S 1) = 2E

tr
h
S^ 1(S^ 1 + Ip   S 1)
i
;
@
@
RHS(S 1;S 1) = 2E

tr
h
(S^ 1 + Ip   S 1)
i
;
@2
@2
RHS(S 1;S 1) = 2E(tr [S^ 2]);
@2
@2
RHS(S 1;S 1) = 2p;
@2
@@
RHS(S 1;S 1) = 2E(tr [S^ 1]):
We can see that, for any pair of variables (; ) > 0, the Hessian of the HS loss function is
equal to the following:
H =
@2
@2
RHS(S 1;S 1) @
2
@2
RHS(S 1;S 1) 

@2
@@
RHS(S 1;S 1)

= 4
h
pE(tr [S^ 2])  E(tr [S^ 1])2
i
:
Using results from appendix B.3.1, we know that:
E(tr [S^ 2]) = c1
 
(K   p)tr (S 2) + tr (S 1)2 , E(tr [S^ 1]) = K
K   ptr [S
 1];
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where the constant c1 is equal to: c1 =
K2
(K p)3 (K p) :
We also know that ptr [S 2] > tr [S 1]2, so:
H = 4c1p
 
(K   p)tr (S 2) + tr (S 1)2  4 K2
(K   p)2 tr (S
 1)2
 4c1
 
(K   p)tr (S 1)2 + ptr (S 1)2  4 K2
(K   p)2 tr (S
 1)2
= 4tr (S 1)
 
c1K  K2=(K   p)2

= 4
K2
(K   p)tr (S
 1)

K
(K   p)2   1  
1
(K   p)

= 4
K2
(K   p)tr (S
 1)

p(K   p) + 1
(K   p  1)(K   p)(K   p+ 1)

> 0:
The Hessian is always strictly positive, hence any optimum (; ) will be global minima on
the HS loss surface.
Note that, with c3 = c1=K, we can re-write the Hessian H in terms of the constant D that is
part of the nal desired results:
H = 4c1p
 
(K   p)tr (S 2) + tr (S 1)2  4 K2
(K   p)2 tr (S
 1)2
= 4tr (S 1)2
K
(K   p)

c3(K   p)2 tr (S
 2)
tr (S 1)2
+ c3(K   p)  K
(K   p)

= 4tr (S 1)2
K
(K   p)D:
Turning back to the rst derivatives, we have:
@
@
RHS(S 1;S 1) = 2E

tr
h
S^ 1(S^ 1 + Ip   S 1)
i
= 0;
@
@
RHS(S 1;S 1) = 2E

tr
h
(S^ 1 + Ip   S 1)
i
= 0;
E

tr [S^ 2] + tr [S^ 1]  tr [S^ 1S 1]

= 0
E

tr [S^ 1]

+ p  tr [S 1] = 0:
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Utilising the results from appendix B.3.1, we can simplify the above expressions and retrieve
the desired results for (; )HS:
0 = c1
 
(K   p)tr (S 2) + tr (S 1)2+  K
(K   p)tr (S
 1)  K
(K   p)tr (S
 2);
0 = 
K
(K   p)tr (S
 1) + p  tr (S 1);
HS =
1
tr (S 1)2 K
(K p)D

pK
(K   p)tr (S
 2)  K
(K   p)tr (S
 1)2

=
1
D

p
tr (S 2)
tr (S 1)2
  1

;
HS =
1
tr (S 1)2 K
(K p)D

c1(K   p)tr (S 2)tr (S 1) + c1tr (S 1)3   K
2
(K   p)2 tr (S
 1)tr (S 2)

=
tr (S 1)
D

[c3(K   p)2  K=(K   p)] tr (S
 2)
tr (S 1)2
+ c3(K   p)

=
c3tr (S
 1)
D

tr (S 2)
tr (S 1)2
+ (K   p)

:
B.3.5 Proof of Lemma 5.3.4
Denote the QL loss of the precision matrix estimator S 1 to the true inverse matrix S 1 as
follows:
RQL(S 1;S 1) = E

tr
h
(SS 1(; )  Ip)2
i
:
We proceed in a similar fashion to appendix B.3.4 in order to prove the statements of Lemma 5.3.4.
The derivatives of the QL loss function are as below:
@
@
RQL(S 1;S 1) = 2E

tr
h
SS^ 1(SS 1(; )  Ip)
i
;
@
@
RHS(S 1;S 1) = 2E

tr
h
S(SS 1(; )  Ip)
i
;
@2
@2
RHS(S 1;S 1) = 2E(tr [SS^ 1SS^ 1]);
@2
@2
RHS(S 1;S 1) = 2tr (S2);
@2
@@
RHS(S 1;S 1) = 2E(tr [SS^ 1S]):
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The Hessian for the QL loss is then equal to the following:
E(tr [SS^ 1SS^ 1]) = c1pK;
E(tr [SS^ 1S]) =
K
(K   p)tr (S);
H = 4tr (S2)c1pK   4 K
2
(K   p)2 tr (S)
2
= 4tr (S)2
K
(K   p)

c1p(K   p)tr (S
2)
tr (S)2
  K
(K   p)

= 4tr (S)2
K
(K   p)D;
where D = c0p
tr (S2)
tr (S)2   K(K p) and c0 = c1(K   p). Note that D is positive whenever K > p+ 1:
D = c0
ptr (S2)
tr (S)2
  K
(K   p)
 c0   K
(K   p)
=
Kp(K   p) +K
(K   p)3   (K   p) > 0:
Hence the Hessian H is positive for any value of (; ).
The rst derivatives of the QL loss function give the following, when equal to zero:
0 = c1pK + tr (S)
K
(K   p)  
pK
(K   p) ;
0 = tr (S)
K
(K   p) + tr (S
2)  tr (S);
QL =
1
tr (S)2 K
(K p)D
K
(K   p)tr (S)
2

ptr (S2)
tr (S)2
  1

=
1
D

ptr (S2)
tr (S)2
  1

;
QL =
1
tr (S)2 K
(K p)D

c1pKtr (S)  tr (S) pK
2
(K   p)2

=
p
tr (S)D

c0   K
(K   p)

;
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yielding the desired results as the minimum of the QL loss function.
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